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The Burrill National Bank \

Has the Patronage of Nearly Two- 1
thirds of Ellsworth’s Merchants I
Evident proof

the

give

same

-Your

mail.

4

[

careful attention to all

From
From

Street
23 Main Street.

i

Wrst-7.18 a m; 4.14, 6.28 p m.
East-11.06, 11.57 a m; 5.47, 10.52 p
MAIL CLOSBS AT

m.

POSTOPRIOR

CkHNo Wsst—10.30, 11.80 a m; 6.15,9 pm.
Going Eart-4.45 a m; 8.45,6 pm.

banking by

Registered mall should be at postofflce hall
hour before mail closes.
No Sunday trains.

Open 9 to 4 daily. Sat. 9 to 1

Postofflce

j
|

open on

Sunday from 9

to

10

a

m

Miss Jessie Nash is borne from Massachusetts on a visit.
The Ellsworth festival chorus will meet
for rehersal to-morrow evening at societj
hall.

Mrs. J. H. Matzke, of New York, is the
guest of Mrs. Mary J.tDeighton, for a few

Best Funds For Travelers
afforded by our American Hankers' Association Travelers' Cheques-cashable in all parts ol
the world, and in whatever kind of money yon
want. It’s the safest and sorest way to have fine licit! comfort while traveling; and you can *et
It at wonderfully little cost. Ask for full information.

are

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.,
Bangor. Maine.
Branches at Old fowo, Maohla* an<l Dexter
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Loaf Bread
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Doughnuts

every

day.

at KEARN5’
Goods Delivered
■ ■I--

that to

|

$

Van

delivery

a

-ii

wagon.

DON’T FORGET
my stock of Groceries, Provisions, Fruit, Produce, etc., I am now carrying
FRESH MEATS
TELEPHONE «,

w.

Elliworth

70 lbs. to bushel
bag. 45c per

ROCK SALT

bag.
gallon by

7c per

Kerosene Oil

the barrel.

Sheathing Paper

Amitite Roofing.

evening by
chaplain, in

J. Druramey, of Ellsworth, owns a
sleigh 125 years old, and still in daily use.
That beats the deacon’s one-hoss shay,
which ran one hundred years to a day.

And to think that the life of the costly
a few years.

automobile is said to be only
—Portland Press.

WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE
that

we

have

now

in stock the

known brands of

following

Fancy

well-

Winter Wheat flour:

Makiro & Co., Chinese American entertainers, are to be one ot the attractions at

Town Tdk, William Tell, Radiant
PROMPT

WHITCOMB,

The Odd Fellows are to hold a district
convention on Thursday, Feb. 29, at Bluehill. Ellsworth members who intend to
go are requested to leave their names not
later than Feb. 2 with Noble Grand B. L.
Potter, Austin H. Joy or W. A. Alexander.

Patent

DELIVERY,

the

Bijou

for

a

week

beginning

to-morrow*

evening. These people are said to be masters of the magic art, and this entertainment instructive and entertaining as well

mystifying.
Charles I. Staples,

of the Staples Piano
Co., returned Friday from a busivisit in Fall Kiver, Mass., where his

& Music
ness

ELLSWORTH FALLS, MAINE.

company is opening a store. Mr. Staples
will leave for Fall Kiver again Friday to

spend

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

a

running

few*

days getting the

store

smoothly.

There will be
the

new

no

preaching

service at

Baptist church in Ellsworth or Surry
Sunday morning or evening, as Rev.

next

C. C. Burrill & Son

Money

to Loan

Hancock Co. Savings
—Bank=

ON

•■proved,

Productive Real Estate;
Collateral and Commercial Paper

on

ORGANIZED

ALSO DEALERS IN

Municipal
°f approved
16

1873

and Other Bonds

legality and ascertained
strength.

STATE STREET,

ELLSWORTH. ME

georoe s. ober,

blacksmith
Horse Shoeing

and

Jobbing

of ail kinds.
W ater

IVIalne

Ellsworth,

8treet, Ellsworth.

P. A. A. Killam will be absent on a missionary trip to Danforth and Brookton in
Washington county. The Sunday school
will meet at the usual hour.

M. A. Kizer, mother of Rev. E. D.
Kizer, of the Methodist church, fell on
icy sidewalk on Main street, near Hancock street, Monday, breaking her right
Mrs.

places. Her many friendt
her recovery will be rapid. Dr. Kizei
has also been confined to the bouse the
greater part of two weeks with a severe
forearm In two

hope

cold.

Saving Money
simply

a matter

of

growth

If you form the habi', s
fortune will grow from yom

savings just

as sure as tree*

grow from the

sapling.

1

•

Forrest R. Treworgy, of this city,

a

first-

year man at the University of Maine, ba*
been chosen to be one of the three freshmen

is

Rev.

R.

to

represent his class in the annual

sophomore-freshmen debate to be held al
the university in March. Mr, Treworg}
is a gradute of the Ellsworth high school
class of 1907, and is taking a four-yeai
course in electrical engineering.
Although the*matter has hardly as yel
advanced beyond the point of “agitation”
it is probablejthat*preliminary steps wil

B.

associations, and revived the interest
which Ellsworth has always had in old

Union 2. The acquaintance made with
the three
members of
the Waltham
association is still pleasantly remembered
here. Ellsworth hopes to enjoy another
visit from them and their pet soon—possibly ne^t summer. Old Ticonic has been
overhauled in anticipation of another
meeting with her old-time rival.

Noted for its stability and integrity. An uninterrupted business career marked by distinct-

ively conservative policies ^ice
organization, has established it6 stability
beyond question.

It you
yon wish

Pop Concert.
There has been a big advance sale of
seats for the pop concert to be given at

UNION TRUST COMPANY.
If you wish for RELIABLE
4 per cent to 6 per cent, you can
COMPANY.

BONDS for investment that will pay from
always find them at the UNION TRUST

If you wish for any information regarding
banking
to the UNION TRUST COMPANY.

or

apply

BANKING BY MAIL to meet your convenience.

Call

investments

or

Write

UNION TRUST COMPANY

V---J

forth in the articles, are for
nig, finishing and selling fabrics of wool,
cotton, flax, silk and hemp, together with
any other articles of any material the
manufacture of which is not contrary to
the laws of this State, and also of engaging in such other branches of trade and
manufacture as may be in any way necor convenient in connection there-

The capital stock is |50,000 divided into
5,000 shares of the par value of flO each.
The by-laws adopted provide for the

Friday evening by the Ban- annual meeting of stockholders to be held
gor band,
regiment, N. Q. 8. M. There the first Monday of June in each year, at
in
are twenty-four
the
band.
pieces
2 p. m. Special meetings of the stockAdelbert W. Sprague is the conductor. A holders
or
may be called by the president,
Hancock hall

its

■re'tbinking of opening a bunk account, anbject to check, or ff
to open a savings account that draws interest, apply to the

essary

praieal of machinery so far received aggregated about $12,500. There were other mai chines and some raw material on hand in
tbe
j The factory at Lewisburg, Pa., to be added,
difference between the valuation
j
placed on machinery and material and
$15,000 would be paid in in cash by the
Bloods.
John Blood, jr., was in
Ellsworth

Thursday
night

and
to return to

Friday, leaving Friday
lewisburg.

As

soon as

possible the machinery there will be
packed for shipment. He will then come
to Ellsworth to
superintend the
of the

setting up
machinery here. It is expected to
mill in operation
by March 1

have the
oext.

Bishop Hamilton in Ellsworth.
Rt. Rev. John William
Hamilton, D. D.f
LL. D., resident
bishop of New England,
will viBit Ellsworth next
Sunday. Bishop
Hamilton is too well known as a statesman and leader in the
church to need extended announcement. He is one of the
most eloquent
members of the entire
Methodist communion.
The visit of a
bishop in the Methodist church is not a
parochial visit, but rather a special selection.
Bishop Hamilton will preach at the
morning service at the Methodist church,
also in the evening. Other
clergy-

and

also expected to be in attendance.
afternoon the bishop will dedicate
the new Methodist
chprch at Surry.
The services at Ellsworth will begin at
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. It is
hoped that
a.large hearing will be given Bishop Hamilton.
men are

In the

COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Wednesday,

Jan. 24, at Hancock hall—
Basket ball, Boy Scouts of Ellsworth and
Franklin. Admission 25 cents.

^Thursday evening, Jan. 25, at Bayside
grange hall—“Popping by
Proxy,” by
local cast, followed by dance and supper.
Friday evening, Jan. 26, at Hancock hall
—Pop concert, Bangor band, 2d regiment
N. G. S. M., followed by dance. Under
auspices of Village improvement society.
Tickets, including dance, 50 cents; all
seats reserved. On sale at Moore’s drug
store.

Wednesday, Jan. 31, at Baptist vestry—
Supper by boys of F. L. G. class of Baptist
Sunday school.
February 19-24, at Hancock hall —Ellsworth food fair, under auspices of Ellsworth

Merchants’ association.

Friday, March 22, at Mechanics’ building, Boston—Ellsworth reunion.
tlSbcTttBnt.nuB,

2d

dance will follow the concert.

The affair

is under the

management of the January

committee

of

society,

as

HAYNES & CO.,

OF ELLSWORTH

Mathews, grand
an able and
impressive manciety hall.
ner.
The officers are: William T. Doyle,
Miss Margaret A. Grady, of Bangor, wat
W.M.; Chester E. Norris, 8. W.; J. A.
KNITTING MILL.
in the city Tuesday to attend the DoyleHaynes, J. W.; George A. Parcher, treasurer; Harry E. Rowe, secretary ; Fred E.
Cony wedding.
FORMED
AT A
W. L. Thomas has opened a restaurant Milliken, 8. D.; Edgar A. Mitchell, J. D.; CORPORATION
and lunch-room in the Phillips building H. W. Dunn, chaplain, Archie Smith, 8.
MEETING LAST FRIDAY.
8.; W. 8. Treworgy, jr., J. D.; George F.
on State street.
Haskell, tyler. A sociable and supper TO BE KNOWN AS “BLOOD KNITTING
Mrs. Elmer E. Howe is visiting Mrs. E.
and were greatly enjoyed.
MILLS OF ELL8WORTH”—REPAIRS
G. Swett in Portland, and Mrs. Fred S. followed,
Daniel C. Crabtree, ot Hancock, was
ON BUILDING UNDER WAY.
Smith, in Gardiner.
arraigned in the Ellsworth municipal
Miss Ethel Bonsey returned from Searscourt Friday, or. complaint of Game WarThe “Blood Knitting Mills of Ellsport Monday, after a month’s visit there den
Michael Shea, charged with fishing worth” is the
corporate title of Ellswith her sister, Mrs. Chester L. Bailoy.
through the ice at Narraguagus lake, worth’s new industry, which will begin
Mrs. William Goggins, who has been which is closed to all winter
fishing by a the manufacture of women’s knit underquite ill for the past two weens, is recover- special act of the legislature. Mr. Crabwear about the first of March next.
She
is
now
able
to
sit
though
slowly.
tree was assisting in cutting ice in the
ing,
The corporation was formed at a meetup.
lake, and set a fish line at one end of the ing in the office of Peters & Knowlton
Mrs. Albert McKenzie, of Boston, is in hole cut in getting out ice. Game War- last
Friday, and the organization there
this city for a few days, owing to the ill- dens Shea and Dyer happened along at
this very inopportune time for Mr. Crab- perfected the articles of incorporation and
ness of her step-father, Capt. J. A. Bowtree. L. F. Giles appeared for the State steps so far taken toward the establishden.
and Harry L. Crabtree for the
respondent. ment of the industry here, were ratified
Mr. Crabtree was found
2?he literature club met last Monday tenced to fine of flO and guilty and sen- at a meeting of subscribers to stock held
costs, |6.36.
at the Merchants’ association room Monevening with Mrs. Harry E. Rowe. The
On Sunday, Jan. 14, the First Congreganext meeting will be with Miss M. A.
day evening.
tional church of Enfield, Conn., of which
Clark on Jan. 29.
Work of repairing the Union shoe facRev. David L. Yale, formerly of Ellstory building, which the mill will occupy,
The boys of the F. L. C. class of the Bapworth, is pastor, was rededicated after al- is now under way. A new smoke-stack
tist Sunday school, are planning to give a
most complete remodelling of the interior has
already been elected, and the boiler and
supper in the Baptist vestry next Wednes- of the main
auditorium.
In an extended
heating apparatus are being thoroughly
day evening, Jan. 31.
report of the improvements made on the overhauled and tested. The boiler will
The boys’ basket-ball team of the Ells- church, in which is
incorporated a brief be used for heating and bleachery purworth high school will go to Franklin to- sketch of the church
history, the Spring- poses only. All the machinery will be
morrow evening for their first game of
field (Mass.)- Republican says:
“The operated by electric power.
the season with Franklin high school.
present pastor, Rev. David Lewis Yale,
The building itself will need but minor
Richard B. Bowden and Miss Agnes M. was chosen for the pastorate in April,
It will be given two coats of
and he is probably the best-beloved repairs.
1908,
of
were
both
married
Robertson,
Sullivan,
which will greatly improve its apHis pro- paint,
pastor the church has ever had.
at the Baptist parsonage in Ellsworth
gressiveness and self-sacrificing interest pearance. The basement will be occupied
yesterday afternoon, by Rev. P. A. A. Kil- in bis church and people, linked with his by the bleachery, and the three main
earnestness both in his
lam.
pulpit and in his floors of the building by knitting maeveryday life, has won for binrthe respect
The Ellsworth Boy Scouts’ basket-ball and devotion not only of his own imme- chinery.
ORGANIZATION.
team will play the Franklin Scouts’ team diate flock, but of people of all denominations with whom he comes in contact.”
at Hancock hall this evening. This will
The meeting to Incorporate was held
The Waltham (Mas9.) Veteran Firemen’s
be the first basket-ball game of the season
Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock. Those
in Ellsworth.
association, owners of the old thb Watch present were C. L. Morang, E. Q. Moore,
Two bob-sleds collided on Oak street City, formerly Union 2, of Ellsworth, held John Blood, jr., Edward F. Small and
its annual election last week. J. H. KilJohn O. Whitney, who signed the articles
Monday evening. Miss Marion Rideout
the veteran member of the associareceived a severe cut on one leg, and Miss burn,
of agreement under which the meeting
who accompanied the famons old tub
was held.
Ruth Lord was badly bruised. The others tion
on her visit to Ellsworth last summer, w^as
Mr. Morang was chosen chairman of the
on the sleds escaped with minor bruises.
elected president of the association.
The
meeting and Mr. Small clerk. The meetThe missionary society of the Congretwro other mem tiers of the association
to organize in a corgational church will meet Friday after- who came to Ellsworth with the tub ing then proceeded name
of the Blood
with Mrs. F. W. Rollins. were re-elected to their offices -James Mc- poration under the
noon at 2.30
Ellsworth.
The pastor, Rev. R. B. Mathews, will talk Iver as foreman and Percy B. Cole Knitting Mills of
as treasurer.
The visit of the Watch City
The purpose of the corporation as set
on “China”, and a large attendance is deto
Ellsworth last year renewed old
“maoufacturM.

GRINDAL, "SE^r

Officers of Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M.,
publicly installed last Thursday

were

The second in the series of subscription
dances w'ill be given this evening at So-

sired.

C. W.

UNION TRUST COMPANY

A much-needed bakery has been opened
Water street by August Holz, who
comes to Ellsworth with excellent recommendations. The shop is in the Stuart
building, three doors below the postoffice. The entire first floor is occupied—
the enormous tile oven and workroom
in the rear; the salesroom in the front.
Mr. Holz has worked for Fleischman’e
Vienna bakery in New York; for the
National Biscuit Co., in Worcester, Mass.,
and for Fox & Adams, in
Bangor. He
comes here from
Pittsfield, where he hae
been located for the past five years.

days.

No. 4.

This

on

an

solicited.

account

Dec. 3, 1911.

MAILS RRCRITRD.

of the Facilities ofTered—Central

Location,Convenient Business Hours,Offices Equipped with every Convenience and Safeguard.

We

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

effect

its home.

In the absence of Kev. P. A. A. Killam,
of the Baptist church, who will address
the meeting of Riverview local union oi
Christian Endeavor at Lamoine, Rev. R,
B. Mathews, of the Congregational church,
will conduct the prayer^-meeting at the
Baptist church Friday evening of this
week.

AT KLLnWORTH POSTOPFICR.

In

as

AS 8BOOKD-CLASS MATTBB
BLL8WOBTH POSTOPPICB.

4bbm»tmnu».

be taken

building could be admirably adapted U
the purpose, affording room for assemblyroom, reading-room, gymnasium, bowling
alleys, etc.

Burrilt national bank.
August Hols—New bakery.
Mrs C P Dorr—Olrl wanted.
Admr notice—Est of Edward T Finn.
County treasurer's report.

\ BWTBBBD
AT Til

for the organization of f
Young Men's Christian Union here, witfc
the old Methodist church building on th<
oon

west side of the river

OlOTt found.
W L Thomas—Lunch room.
C L Mo rang—Ford motor cars.

I

ELLSWORTH

OF"

AFTERNOON, JANUARY 24, 1912

the

Mrs. H. E.

Village improvement
Davis, chairman.

PROGRAM.

Part One.
“The Federal March’’ (new).Sousa
Airs from the Comic Opera, “The Pink
Lady”.Cary 11
Intermezzo, “Pas des Fleurs,” from the
Ballet. “Naila”.
Delibes
Overture to “The Bohemian Girl”.Balfe
Part Two.
Descriptive Fantasie, “Cavalry Charge,”
Luders
[Synopsis: Morning of the battleinfantry is heard approaching with fife
and drum—Cavalry in the distance,
coming nearer and nearer, until they
charge the enemy—Cavalry, infantry,
and artillery in the melee of battle—
Defeat of the enemy, pursued in the
distance by the cavalry]
(a) “Humoreske”.Dvorak
(b) March, “Cruiser Harvard” (The Battle Hymn).St rube
Concert waltz. “Autumn Voices”.Lincke
Excerpts from the operetta, “Madame

Sherry”.Hoschna
The concert will begin promptly at 8
o’clock to give time for the informal dance
which will follow. The following young
ladies will act as ushers: Bernice Eldridge, Carrie Bussell, Jessie Morang, Erva
Giles, Edith Lord, Frances Doyle, Alice
Mull&n, Clara Mullau, Mary Holmes, Mar-

garet

Holmes.

request of stockholders holding
majority of outstanding stock.

on

a

The

directors,

than
a

seven

nor

a

board of
live

less than

vice-president,

president,

treasurer, clerk and general manager.
The directors shall have entire management and control of the property affairs

business of the company, power to
till vacancies, including vacancies in their
own board, to serve the unexpired term,
and to tlx the compensation of all officers.
and

A board of five directors

was

elected

as

John Blood, John Blood, jr.,
Charles L. Morang, E. G. Moore, John O.
Whitney. Mr. Morang was elected president, John Blood, jr., vice-president and
general manager; JohnO. Whitney, treasclerk. These offiurer; Kdward F. Small,
cers will hold office until the annual meeting of the stockholders on June 3 next.
follows:

modern

on

bakery,

and am

OPEN for BUSINESS
A

Middleby

new

installed,
mixing
no

are

and

oven

all

haB

plain
draperies.

done in

partitions

or

been

oooking and
view—

Bread, Rolls, Cake, Pastry, Fancy Baking
to Order for Lodges, Parties, Weddings.

BAKED BEANS AND BROWN BREAD

SATURDAYS

FOR STOCK.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

Subscriptions for
opened. As soon as

have

building

officers shall consists ol

more

leased the Stuart
Water street, three
doors below the postoffice; have
entirely remodeled it for a
I

OFFICERS.

not

NEW BAKERY

stock

were

then

the necessary certificates can be obtained, probably within
a few days, the first payments on the subthe people ot Ellsworth will

August Holz,
WATER bT„ ELLSWORTH.

scriptions by
Play by Bayside Grange.
To-morrow evening the farce, “Popping
by Proxy,” will be presented by a local
cast at

Bayside

grange hall. A dance and
supper will follow. The cast:
Hezekiah Pumpkinblossom.J W Remich
Peter Pumpkinblossom.Leon Murcii
Ruth Moreton.Ethelyn HemicV
Jane
Ladd
Susie Pettingill.Georgia Murcb
Hainanh Jordan
.Alice Mintor

Finch.j.Lena
—

be received, and stock certificates issued
J. A. Cunningham has been authorized tc
act as collector.
meeting.
MONDAY evening’s
There;was a good representation of prospective stockholders present at the meet-

ing Monday evening, when the steps sc
far taken were ratified by unanimous vote
The president, C. L Morang, reviewed

the work

so

far done.

He said the ap-

l.l'NCH COUNTER
I bave opened a luDch counter
for ladies and gentlemen.

MEALS

SERVED

W. L. THOMAS.
Sta’e Street, opp. Steam

Laundry.

Ellsworth

Subscnbe for The American.

Topic.—The foreign missionary, whose
Ufa has most inspired me.—II Cor. v,
14-90. Edited by Rev. Sherman H. Doyle,
D. D.
The Influence of one life upon anothhas always been recognized as an
important factor In the development
of human character. To this end the
lives of noble men have been fondly
er

cherished and have played an important part In the inspiration of heroic
Personal
and self sacrificing deeds.
contact with great and good men has
also been a wonderful source of in-

The purposes of tills column sre suoclnctly
suited In the title end motto—It le for the mutual
benefit, and altos to be hulpful and hopefuf
Beiug for the common good. It Is fer the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer *111 not be printed except by perm sslon

BIBLE READINGS.
Isa lli, 1-7; Matt, xxvili, 19,
20; Luke x, 25-32; Acts i, 1-8;
IV. 25. 26; Rom. i, 14-16; x, 14,
15; II Cor. xi, 23-33; Eph. lv, 32;
v, 1, 2; Heb. x. 23-20; ill. 1, 2;
I Pet. ti. 21-25.

Belief In the Movement.
I believe in Christian Endeavor because it is the thing that is needed in
the church. Nothing has jet been devised that can take its place. The Sunday school is the place where the
young are taught the principles and
the lessons of the Bible, but the Christian Endeavor society is the place
where they are given the opportunity
to put these principles into practice.
They are not only given the opportunity; they are organized into committees for the express purpose to
show them how they may serve the
Lord Christ. Just as industrial education makes better workmen so does
Christian Endeavor, which is the practice school of the church, make more
efficient Christians.
I believe in Christian Endeavor because It is trying to bridge the gap
between the Sunday school and church
membership. I believe in it because
of its hope, because of the ideal of
service it presents, because of its loyalty to the church, because of its loyalty to the denomination and because
of its broad fellowship with all that
love the Lord Jesus.—Rev. R. P. Anderson.
A Mission by Moonlight.

The

moon is cold: the ocean air Is chill;
Alone with lonely owls the mission
stands.
The staring belfry towering on the sands
That hold In Serra's grave the ever still
Repose of mighty labors—love and will
In rest profound, where once the brood-

ing bands
Of dark souled beings lifted up their
hands

To God and heard the angel voices thrill.
Mute

are

the bells that called the

nights

of old.

gold.
Tbs altar lights of warmth and mystery.
—Herbert Heron.

I suffered from female troubles so I was
scarcely able to do my work. I took doctors’ medicines and used local treatments
but was not helped. I had such awful

bearing down pains and my back was so
weak I could hardly walk and could not
ride. I often had to ait up nights to sleep
and my friends thought I could not live
long. At my request my husband got
me a bottle of Lydia E. Finkham's
Vegetable Compound and I commenced to
take it. By the time I had taken the

seventh bottle my health had returned
and I began doing my washing and was a
well wohian. Atone time forthree weeks
I did all the work for eighteen boarders
with nc signs of my old trouble returning. Many have taken your medicine
after seeing what it did for me. I would
not take $1000 and be where I was. You
have my permission to use my name if
it will aid anyone."—Mrs. Susie Templeton, Hooper, Nebraska.
TbePinkham record is a proud and peerless one. It is a record of constant victory over the obstinate ills of woman- iiis
mat deal out despair.
It is an established
fact that Lydia E.

Frienfit:
Again it is tima for oar weekly messages
of hope and good che& and remembrance
to greet the friends of the columa.
What is the thought you gather
life?

For

from
suggest the inner
each live two lives.
There

Does it not
we

is the reserved

well

as

There

opinion.

are

as

the

expressed

the mental visions

no

other sees; there is the under-current of
thought which goes unceasingly on;
there are the comprehensive, almost un-

limited, glimpses

j

of

the vastness of the

Pinkham’s Vegeta-

for

yourselves. I
points of this

ble Compound has restored health to thousands of such suffer- i

universe.
Think this out

have

bat touched on a few
wonderful and unfathonable existence which
human skill and science

have

not

ing

glad

to hear

from

Delf

again.
>/. /?.’*.
D
1 know yon will all be grlad to hear I am as
well as ever again. Now, if I don’t ’‘make
old shears cut", just tell me! Am already
braiding a rug. almost new work to me. Have
men cutting next year's firewood, as we must
keep up the heat in that water system.
Oh, I tell you it is fine to get up in the
morning with a plenty of hot water for hogs
and hens. The best part of it is, I can take an
extra nap iu the morning, and as we were
relieved during the past year of about MO flue
pullets, don’t have ao many to take care of. ao
you see there is a silver lining to that cloud
even. If we have to wait a little longer for
that automobile, it will yet come; perhaps
then we shall have more time to ride in it.
He is almost as
We have the cutest dog.
He knows so much!
smart as a grandchild
Sauta Clans was more than usually kind to
me this year.
I had some fine and very unexpected presents, and twenty-five cards, and
have had almost as many New Year cards
and letters. One card that came to me yesterday brought tears to my eyes and pain to
my heart. It was a picture of a bright lad of
not more than twenty in a sol tier’s uniform,
and by his side a white-haired veteran, with
the Q. A. R uniform and a wreath of flowers.
It read: “To-day and Yesterday.” Oh, those
sad, sad yesterdays, when our smiling lads
went away to the war. The card came from
far-away Wisconsin, from one whom I have
I can
not seen since th- close of the war.
hardly think of him as old and gray, unless I
look in the glass and behold an old woman
instead of the lass he left behind him.
Oh. what cold weather and gales we have!
I think of the men who go down in ships.
Thanks to X. Y. Z. for her good, long letter*
Hope yet to meet her face to face and give her
Aunt Maria’s grip.
Ruth, little daughter of our Are, sent me a
cute calendar.
The pictnre was her pet lamb
on the lawn of their home. I do thank her for

remembering me.
Irish Molly has ventured up and made that
long-delayed call, but she did not find an invalid, by any means.
Hoping every one of the M. B. family may
I have a happy, prosperous year, I am
Yours

as

Dej.l.

ever,

F. A. W. asks if any of you
the vinegar left after using

pickles,

in miace

meal.

Try

have
up

used
sweet

it.

Dear Aunt Madge:
In my last 1 put you off at New Bedford.
We're there now. I wouid like to stop for
some days and look the city over more than I
have, but the other half of me, in Malden, is
tugging at my apron strings, even this far
away, although visiting another set of f rieuds.
One of my friends here has handed me an
old almanac of 1760, and this is the thirty-fifth
number. The first number must have been
printed six years before W&auington was
born. On a page of it is the following verse:
And

Bat

marks

Infernal Fury, stalks.
his steps in Blood where’er he

an

Peace^would

from her Native Heaven de-

And Olive Branches

to

the Nations lend.”

We’ve had a nice meat stew for dinner, and
have topped off on cookies with raisins set m
them. This is called a warm day, but I am
not uncomfortably warm with my winter
outside garments on.
My friends are telling me that there is going to be a tempest, which means that we are
to have plenty of
thunder aud
rain, and
ligntning with it. The heavens surely look
like it. It’s onl Big drops fail on flagstones.
After supper. The shower is over. We go
to the library. This building is said to have
cost $i,50Q,UOj. It’s a great credit to New Bedford and would be to any city.
Now we are going to the fish market for a
piece of fresh cod for to-morrow morning’s
breakfast. 1 suspect this is for my especial
benefit. And before going home we visit an
Do you know that fully nine out of
every leu eases of rheumatism are simply
rheumatism of the muscles due to cold or
damp, or chronic rheumatism, and require
no iaiernal treatmeui whatever?
Apply
Chamberlain’s Liniment freely and see
how quickly it gives relief. For sale by
ail dealers.
• loo

Per P ate

was paid at a bauquet to Henry Clay, in New
leans in 1842. Mighty costly for those with
stomach trouble or
indigestion.
To-day
people everywhere use Ur. King’s New Life
Pills for
these troubles as well as liver,
kidney and bowel disorders. Easy, sale, sure.
Only 25 cts at all druggists.

Oi

try

you

1

|
I

t^HaeTshIkna*

ice-cream parlor and have dishes of gingered
ice-cream. If yon have never bad this kind.
I think you’d like it.
Try it sometime. I
think it's great. In fact, 1 want uo other
kind.
And now we are at home and I am glad, for
1 have been on my feet so much to-day, they
ache “to heat the band”
Jane 11. At 8 a. m., I take an electric car
marked “Brockton”, and am now on my way
to Boston. The fare to Brockton is fifty-five
centp, I believe. I pay it, a nickel at a time,
as the conductor comes round with his little,
metallic collection box that rings every time
one drops in a nickel.
Arriving at Brockton.
1 change for Boston via Mattapan.
I will now describe this ride. The first ten
miles of the country, after leaving New Bedford, seems very rocky and difficult of cultivation.
If I were a farmer I might be
tempted to choose easier ground to work; but
I believe that along the ca line it is going to
be settled with pretty homes. We come to
It is a fine sheet of
Assowompsei pond.
water.
I am thinking of the American Indians. They must have had great times paddling their birch-bark canoes on calm waters
here, and fishing.
As I looked upon this scene I wanted to buy
me a lot upon the shore of this pond, right
away, and on it build me a summer home. I
see such homes across the pond. This Assowompset pond is no small affair; it really
is a good-sized lake; but, upon reflection, I
see that it is too far away from my home to be
of special use to me.

Uirectly

road leadingto Taunton, but I stick to my car and ro'.l on through
the pretty town of Hand >!ph.
And after two
or three changes from surface car to the -‘elevated”, and from the elevated back to surface
car, I arrive at a friend’s house in .Vlaldeu in
time for a late luuch. eating it all by myself
no. not exactly, for my friend is
talkiug to me
all the while as she sits near the table, inquiring after the friends I had left In the
morning, and wanting to know what I had
seen, etc., etc.
Susan.
we came to a

—

j

|

■

NORTH BLUEHILL.
OBITUABY.

Lizzie,
Billings, died
North Bluehill, Dec. 20,
aged sixty-nine years. Mrs. Billing* had
been Id failing health several months, but
wife of Samuel B.

at her home at

was

confined to the house

She
found

only

two weeks.

devoted wife and mother, a
her home, and friends

was a

woman

“Mars, like

it it

oeedsuch a medicine?

You will all be

good

reason.

DATES.

Tuesday, Feb. 6-Meeting of Hancock
Pomona grange with Brooklin grange.
Meeting of Green
Friday, Feb. 16
Mountain Pomoqa with Mountain View

who loved

welcome there. She was a
charter member of Halcyon grange, a willand
a regular attendant when
ing worker,
a

warm

her health
connection
eral

offices,

would
with
and

permit.

During

the order she held

was

her
sev-

always found faithful

at her station.

Besides the husband, she
sons

and

one

daughter—James

leaves
and

four
Prank

Turner, of Mount Desert; Mrs. Bertha
Wilson, of Penobscot; Merrill Turner and

Guy

H.

Billings,

of North

Bluehill, and
two step-sons -Charles Billings, of Blueand
hill,
Henry Billings, of Ellsworth;
also two sisters
Mrs. Lena Gilpatrick, of
and
Mrs. Susan Dorr, of Gardiner.
Orland,
The funeral

22,

was

held

at

Jan. 12.

BEAOIRT,

Seagirt

471, SOUTH DEER ISLE.

grange held

special meeting

a

Jan. 11. The night being intensely cold,
the attendance was small. The officerselect were installed by Past Master Stinson, assisted by Mrs. Fannie Stinson
After the installation a short literary program was presented as follows: Songs,
Worthy Master Pert; recitation, Mrs.
Lake
Edna Knowlton, of Sheepacot
grange; songs,
Ida M. Pert and

Bryant; readings,

Louisa

Hattie M. Smith; song,
Past Master Stinson and Edna Knowlton.
At recess refreshments were served and a
social time enjoyed.

taken

up.

TIRED RMflWR

PEOflf

A North Carolina Man

___

a

STB. **H«*»r.
Good Will grange held it* regular meeting Saturday evening with a (mail attendIt wai
ance on account of bad traveling.
voted to postpone the meeting next Saturday evening and let the ladiee' aid society have the ball for the evening.
oood mu,

Sugg***^

Remedy

Greensboro, N. C.—"For

t

time I was so run down and
dehm
tated that t could hardly

drag trZ"}

My appetite was poor and 1 couldM
sleep nights. I had tried different a!
called tonics without benefit
I JJ,
advised to try your cod ltrer
w
tSASSAPAqUA, 477, SOUTH BLCKHILL.
Iron tonic. Vlnol. and I am so
gu/i
Maseapaqua grange met Jan. 18, with did. for It gave me a hearty
appetiu
thirty-three members and two visitor* I soon commenced to sleep
soundh
present. This grange has a membership and I feel strong, well and
moresi!
of seventy-two, eight of w bom have been 1I tire than I have
for years.
Every
received since Nov. 15 Isst. During the down or debilitated
person shonu
past year flfty-one regular meetings have Just give Vlnol a trial." K.
AllsbrooE
beeu held, with an average attendance oi
What Vlnol did for Mr.
twenty-seven. Finanrially, the grange is
ft will do for every weak, run-down
at
at its best since orgeniistion. Bro. Hale,
debilitated persoft In this
vicinity To
master of Sedgwick grange, made Intershow our faith we will

AlUb^J

esting remarks. A short program of readings, songs, quotations, music and a question was presented.

Me

Jan. 20 with
and five viaitora

thirty-nine member*
present. Three candidate*
fourth

were

degrees.

An

Afwas well rendered.
interesting discusaioo, it wea decided that it was better for fruit trees to
be cultivated and well fertilised rather
pruning

0f

to

en-

an

and

Pauper
Notice.
contracted with the ('It,
giu.
naVIKJJ
worth
support snd
tor those •!£
need

instructed

joyable program

than to have

[

met

ir«n*«

in the third and

furnish th#
medicine free If it does not do as
w«
claim. Come In and get a bottle m
these terms.
O A. Parobkr,
Ellsworth,

441.

M A HI A VI LI.K.

Mariarille

ter

RAINBOW, AW, NORTH BROOKRVILLK.
Rainbow grange met Jan. 18, with a
good number of members present. After

care

sseletance durins the nest «„
Tear, and are local residents
forbid all persons trusting them on
conut. as there is
of room snd .ee0n
odatlon. to oar. plenty
lor
at the
Clt,
nia,

llBwt'nh!

tfi.m

°

J.

«.

RJ

Ducakir

spraying.

Ommiaxa:
I don’t like your cook book—lt
doeint
recommend Gold Medal Flour.
287, SALISBURY COVE.
Imog***
readings,
clippings
at
the
There was a good attendance
enjoyed. Past Master Angie Cousins was
evening when the first
Kailroahs enh Sttamboatf.
presented with a silver jewel from the grange Wednesday
| degree was conferred by the newly-elected
grange for her faithfulness.
officers. Two applications for memberAn instructive and
were received.
HARRORSIDK, 478. SOUTH BROOKSVILLK. | ship
wan
presented. The
Harborside grange
held its regular amusing program
will be Jan. 24. An
Maine
In Effect
meeting Wednesday, Jan. 17, with Master ! next regular meeting
has been arranged.
Central
I>ec. 3, 1011.
Harvey in the chair and forty members excellent program
present. Master-elect Allen Smith, who
CUSHMAN, 371. OOrLDSBOBO.
BAB HARBOR TO BANOOR
was not present at the public installation,
At the regular meeting of Cuahman
am
ears
was installed hy
Master Harvey.
It was
BARHARBOR
....It
!
tio *0 r 4 iv.
evening, Jan. 17, of- Sorrento.
voted to take part in the brown-tail moth grange Wednesday
4 4*.
ficers were installed by i>eputy A. 1. Foss, Sullivan..
Hancock
contest as recommended by
Mt Dfwrt Ferry.
Illiots 'V* »9
of Hancock, assisted by Mrs. Foss and
Pomona.
11 27
Waukeag. SuiUvn Ky
5 n 9 3
Irving McDonald. The form of the State Hancock.
11 80
5 W lOfcj
Franklin Road.
Ji 40: ft 83 i41«
MOUNTAIN VIEW, 484, WEST EDEN.
grange was used. There were about fifty
til 00 ;ll ftO : 5 4. 10 tt
Waah’ft'n Jane....
Grange called to order with Worthy present, including visitors from Good ELLSWORTH.
II 06 lift?
6 47 10 S3
Fill*worth Falls......
10 11 02
& W *ii) 5J
Masters. L. Burns in the chair. There Will, Hirerside. Greenwood, Lincoln and
Nlcolin.
il « 111 1ft
6 07 !11 14
were thirty-six members and four visitors
Pamola granges. After business, grange Green Lake..
II SO
4 17 111 )t
11 2«
Phllllpa Lake. 111 *7 III 81 J 8 7ft ;n 21
present. The first degree was worked on closed, and ail enjoyed a harvest feast.
Fgerys Mill.
.! 8 21.
two candidates. The worthy lecturer preHolden. »U 48 11 9H 8 Mi ;il 34
the usual order of

work, the program of

recitations and

BAY

was

VIEW,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

111

sented

an

entertaining

by Rev. Ralph Barker, of
The burial was at Seaside cemeB.

program.

ARBUTUS, 450, SURRY.
Arbutus grange held its regular meeting
Jau. 19, with a large attendance. Two

8CHOODIC. 408. WINTER HARBOR.
Schoodic grange. No. 408, held its regular meeting Thursday evening, J*n. 18,

initiated in the first and second degrees. and one in the third and fourth.
The third and fourth degrees will be
worked at the next meeting. There will

seventy members present and visitors
from Cushman, Lincoln, Pamola and Hieing Star granges present. After business,
officers were iustaMed by Bro. Augustus I.
Foas, assisted by Harold Grover and Hiila
Staples a* marshals, Kona Farrar and

be

Breta Haskell

were

a

harvest supper.

with

as

escorts.

Brewer June.
BANGOR.... ar.

program

Portland.lv.

hour.

403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Harvest Home grange met in regular
session Jan. 20, with a small attendance.
The finance committee gave report of the
secretary and treasurer for the past year.
The executive, finance and charity comBARVB8T

mittees
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HOMK,

were

appointed

for

the

ensuing

year,
NICOLIN, 389, NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Nicolin grange held a regular
meeting
Saturday evening, Jan. 20, with fortythree

265, HANCOCK.
Pamola grange held it* regular meeting
Saturday evening, Jan 20, with seventy
members and visitors from May View,
Bayside, Lamoioe, Surry and Greenwood
granges present. Jutieo Emery, of Bay
View grange, installed officers in his
usual pleasing manner.
After the installation, a bountiful supper was served, Eugene Hodgkins, caterer.
PA MOL A.

Meeting

was

again

called

to order,

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

Whereat. The messenger of death has again
entered oar grange and taken from our midat
our beloved sist?r, Lucy A. Mad ducks, be it
therefore

Retoived, That in the death of onr sister,
Nicolin grange has lost a member devoted to
the highest interest of the grange; the community a kind friend whose honest integrity
and Christiau character won for her the respect aud love of all who knew her, and the
family a loving mother.
Rebolved, That we extend to the bereaved
family onr heartfelt sympathy in this time of
their great affliction.
Retol eti. That our charter be draped for
thirty days and our badges reversed; that a
copy of these resolutions be sent the mourning relatives; a copy -pread upon our records,
also seut Tub Ellsworth Amrhi an for
publication.
Carrie M. Moot g,
Carrib M. Ma' Uovn,
Bbhsik L. Patten,
Committee.
__

of their constant and
helpful
attendance at the grange meetings before
physical inability forced them to remain
at borne.
Mrs. OaKea is one of Paniota's
charter members, and for twenty-five
years, at least, has been almost a neverfailing attendant.
Miss Skinner, while not a member for as
many years, was always faithful in attendance, and to grange work and principles until about three years ago, when
she suffered a stroke of
paralysis which
confined her to her room and bad. Since
then Mrs. Oakes has been her faithful

guardian.
The pictures have been
hung in a conspicuous place in the sick room, where
they both can look at them and appreciate
the love that prompted the gift.

grange

met

GREENWOOD,

present,

despite

the

slippery

travel-

363, EAMTBROOK.

Greenwood grange met Saturday evenJan. 20, with thirty members
present.
Lizsie DeMeyer was installed Pomona for

ing,

the

ensuing year.

Ellsworth.

H. D WALDRON.
General Passenger Agent.
morris McDonald,
Vice President A General Manager.
Portland, Maine.

Reduced Winter Fares.
Bar Harlror and Boston
Bluehtll and Boston $3.r>0.

Steamer Booth bay leaves Bar Harbor 10a«
Monday and Thursday for Seal Harbor. North*
Harbor, Mantel, Southwest Harbor Baa*
H*rbor, Stoning ton. North Haven and Kochland, connection with steamer for Boston.

east

Steamer

Mlneola

pie,

It was voted to have a
cake and coffee on
February 3.

EAST

leaves

Bluehtll

9

s

*

Monday and Thursday for South BluehlB.
Brookll”, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, SargentvllMk
South Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland*
connecting with steamer for Boston.
arrcRNiNe

Steamship Belfast

Leave Boston 5pm Tuesdays and Friday#
for Rockland connecting with steamer lenvlaf
Rockland, 5.15 a m, or on arrival oi steam*
from Boston, Wednesday and Saturday, lor Bar
11 aibor. Bluehtll and Intermediate landings.
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A

in

regular form. Past Master Roilo Closson
filled the chair. Thirty five members

tickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Fall-* to

especially

Turbine Steel

sale of

Sedgwick

cure

appreciation

8KDGWICK, 244.
On Jan. 19

Daily except Sunday.
°Dally except Monday.
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.18 a m and 4 J
p m. and arriving at Ellsworth U.08am. loti
p. m. connect with Washington Co. Ry.
2 Stops on signal to conductor,
fstopt only to leave passengers from points
on Wsshtngton County Railroad.
Passengers are 4*rnestly request!y to prof

lie-

patrons, including visitors, present. marks by several
members, regarding
Reports of treasurer, secretary, finance brown-tail moths, were followed
by interand entertainment committees were given
esting remarks for good of the order by
and accepted. Bro. D. G. Hall, who was
Julien Emery.
expected to install ihe officers, was unable
At the next meeting there will be a gento be present, and Past Master Hoyt E.
eral program, and it is hoped ail will come
Austin acted as installing officer, assisted
prepared to help in some way for the enby bro. Charles G. Moore and Sister Lil- tertainment.
lian Wheelden as marshals. At recess
The grange presented as a New Year's
fruit
was
served.
After
installation, gift two very appropriate pictures to Misgames were enjoyed until a late hour.
ters Olive Oakes and Martha Skinner In

were

4 ft®

8

12 60
1 Oft

r m

Boston ria Dover lv
Boston via Ptsmth lv

BANGOR.lv.
Brewer

was

It 00
n oft

Portland .....ar.
Boston via Dover ar
Boston eta Ptsmth ar
Bangor to

presented Holden June.
8CHOODIC, 42U, FRANKLIN.
by the lecturer: Piano solo, Ardel Parker; Kffery’s Mill-......
Schoodic grange, 420, held its regular song, Sarah Mayo; reading, Breta Haskell;
Phillips I Jake.
j
Green Lake.
meeting Jao. 18, with twenty-three mem- violin music, Flossie Hancock, Clyde Mor- Nlcolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
bers present. After business, the grange
rison; song, Julia Grover; reading, G. W. ELLSWORTH.
paper, by Grace Woodworth, and a-solo by
Tracy; song, Alice Koberts; piano duet, Wash’gt’n June.
Frank Blaisdell were enjoyed by all. G. E. Hanson, Ina Bragg; song, Willie Franklin Road.
Hancock.
There will be roll-call at the next meetMorrison; closing song, ladies’ quartet.
Waukeag. Fullivn Fy
Mt Desert Ferry.
ing, Feb. 1. All are requested to respond
After the meeting, supper was served,
Sullivan.
to their names by a quotation.
followed by games, singing and a social Sorrento.
j
BAR HARBOR.... ar
following

The

the home Dec.

conducted

Bluehill.
tery.

grange. West Eden.

Inn. The Bret end second degree* wen
given to one candidate. On* application
TO received end two elected to memberehip. All ere int*reeled la the brown-UU
moth oonteet. No literary program wei

...

Why

women.

aon t you

yet

as

analyzed.

sea.
moon through clouds of windy
cold
Mocks in her silver faith their vanished

Hooper. Nebraska.—"I am very glad
Lydia E. Pinkbam ’a Vegetable
Compound has helped me. F irfive years

Dear M. B.

poem?

munications will be subject
spprorsl by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

—

What matter though earth's pathways glow
No more with springtime gladness?
What if each June has flown too soon
And left a look of sadnes?
No real love so true will prove,
No tones one-half so tender.
No lips so pure as those which lure
The soul to visioned splendor.
-Field*.

Forever lost the chanted melody
That mingled with the sounding of the
The lofty

Pinkham’s Compound.

Pnradise.
Within each heart there lies, apart
From all its cares and sorrows,
A paradise which knows no sighs—
A world of happy morrows;
A heaven of light, uuknown to blight
Of winter bleak and dreary,
Whose days are long, and sweet with aong.
Whose hours are never weary.

the

The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
! short and concise. All communications mast
be signed, bat names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All com-

—

GOLDS* TROC QHT CALENDAR.

thousands can testify to th^benefit received from acquaintance with the
good and great or from a study of their
life and character. For this reason the
of the most important to us, and in
such study we should not neglect the
lives of the world’s great missionaries,
for few lives have been more inspiring
than those which have been dedicated
to the service of Christ in distant lands
and amid conditions that called forth
heroic sacrifice and noble endeavors.
History bears abundant testimony
to the Influence of men “who have
hazarded their lives for Christ's sake.”
What life has been more inspiring
than that of Paul, the missionary to
the gentiles? It was an epistle of Paul
that led to the conversion of Martin
Luther and the Protestant reformation. and Luther’s commentary upon
Galatians influenced John Wesley, the
founder of Methodism, to take his
stand against the religious formalism
and spiritual stagnation of his day.
It was the example of Robert Moffat
iade David Livingstone the great
th:
missionary to “darkest Africa.”
Henry Martyn read the story of David Brainerd's seif sacrificing labors
r.mc.: g the American Indians and cons -cr.
-d his life to missionary service
No one has ever
In distant lands.
read or studied the biographies of foreign missionaries without receiving
some inspiration to deeper devotion
and more earnest consecration.
To
do so would be impossible.
Only a
heart of stone could read such lives as
those of William Carey, "the consecrated cobbler,”
Adoniram Judson,
Robert Moffatt, David Livingston. Henry Martyn. John G. Paton and hosts
of others who have gone to heathen
lands to preach the gospel and be untouched and uninfluenced.
We may
not be able to point to one particular
life and say that it influenced us most,
but we can testify that consciously
and unconsciously all have had an influence for good upon us.
We have
gloried In their achievements and have
been led by them to more earnestly
desire and to strive for the salvation
of the souls of men.
The life of Christ is and should be
the supreme Influence In our lives, and
in the noblest sense He was the world’s
greatest missionary. He left His home
in heaven to come to a world in rebellion against God with the supreme
purpose of giving His life as a ransom
for the sin cursed world to which He
came.
The lives of many missionaries
reflect to an unusual degree the true
spirit and example of Christ, and we
may well be followers of them in sc
far as they are followers of Him.

Doctors Could Not Help Mrs.
T empleton
Regained
Health through Lydia E.

to tel 1 how

The Influence of Socrates
made Plato a great philosopher, and

mi* column is devoted to the Grange, especially to the trances of Hancock county

to

Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
Thb American,
Ellsworth, Me.

spiration.

one

2lmong tp( Granger*

RbCORD OF A
GREAT MEDICINE

Helpful and Hopeful.”

If otto:

[la

Prayer Meeting Topic Par the Weak
Beginning Jan. 28. 1912.

study of biography should prove

BY“AUNT MADOB"

EDITED

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

ammuKtnmm.

ticiuai Domnin.

mutual

M. ftt- HKICK,

Agent, Bluebll

BLUSKILL, 252.

Bluebill grange held its regular
meeting Saturday evening, Jan. 13, with
forty-three members present. The newlyEast

officers were all present except
treasurer, and were ably installed by Past
Master Nellie M. Wood, assisted
by Carl
Griudle and Vera Harding. A baked-bean
supper was served.
At the meeting Jan. 20, the trustees for
the ensuing year were elected as
follows:
Koscoe D. Long, Arthur B.
Wood, Charles
H. Curtis. The lecturer furnished
a program of readings and recitations.

Banking.

elected

18 what your money will
Invested In shares of the

earn

if

SIM Loan and BnildiDg Ass’s.
A NEW SERIES

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

Whereat, It has pleased our
Heavenly
Fat her to enter our midat and
remove our
worthy brother, Earle turtle, therefore be it
Seaoleed, That in the loea of our brother
we feel that he atill
Uvea in the heart, of hie

is

now

WHY

PAY

RENT

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

Anh.tr M. Ridlry,
Della Thompson,
Manda L. Carter,

Committee.

Shares, Ml each, monthly pdf
merits, tl per share.

when you can borrow wu your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every mouth? Monthly
payments ana interest together
will amount to but ltttle more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about tea years you
will

RnolvM, That it ia with the moat heartfelt
ayinpathy we eapreaaour feeling, towarda the

relatives of the deceased.
Nttolved, That a copy of these resolution*
bespread upon our records; a copy printed
in Thk Ellsworth American,
and a copy
sent to the bereaved
family.

open.

For

Ju

particulars inquire of

W. Koro,

O. W. TaplbT, S««’T»
Him N*t’l tMk
President.

town vu ■ farewell call on lb* teacher* hi* (olka
names, ha will lay up no hallif
deacon and the other time with the quiet
hatred against you, though in after year*
little family at the home ftmeide, when ha
om,
may laughingly tell you bow at one
hat love end harmony rnled the houn.
time hta only deelre waa to beoome big«oon to vomcarlb.
ffou fcaoot
Sunday—the day following the receipt enough to ohew you up.
of the captain's letter—I borrowed gnndA- Htahardeon. of Door bio.}
Our aeoond voyage on the Meteor-quite
IBJ Cept
father’s hone and sleigh, and with sister
contrary to the flrat—wae entirely unol “>•
w, men
lest
T*Af
iin charge we drove to the terry, four miles eventful and aa One aa
“ the
for «U purpoeeaailk, but on return
to greet demand
away. The roads had not been broken the war waa long over and
wagea had been
sailors or laadamen-end anyone
from a heavy storm of the previous week, cut about in half.
could oaolly obtain o bat, —II ability
and when the roadside stonewalls beld
I
then
new
Joined the
ablp Charles Luond mow pay toon ho woo
the snow too deep, we kept away and ling, bound to
poeltion
Calcutta, at eighteen dol■nrtbf of.
made tracks through the more open places lare in
gold per month, aa able aeaman,
I hod been
mow or lot* uoolooo boy,
across the farmers’ fit ids.
I learned later but later on waa induced to return to the
lo oea for ecme
intennittingly roln«a month
that when half a mile on our way, mother Meteor aa
second-mate—pink-cheeked and
upward, end most
_trom two-fifty
despentely desired to apply the beardless, wishing for whiskers and a
generally overpaid. Yet It bod popular idea of “recall”, but too late.
bo’a’n
’
complexion, aa being more in
to ma that a real living
r occurred
Mother* of to-day would hardly permit harmony with such exalted office.
from any Held but the
Jd be gleaned
a boy of that age to be elected to any
1
Bailed
purwith that captain and good
» stirring lib could be found
«ete' or toot
pose of work and much less to take win- friend another year, until he aaa lost
woe even n time, while
elsewhere. There
In a Unless forecastle, herd- overboard, and
ter-lodgings
following that was “on the
third reader, that we boye
iotboot the
ing with Apacnes of the alums and cor- beach’’in New Orleans—at that time the
a taw valued tolea In yellow,
Md secured
morants of the sea. As a rule, they an vilest
seaport on earth—and waa there
decided that either privaend from them
now less Spartan, less wise and leas
help- during an historical riot-hence by that
would be the moet atteering or Moving
ful towards the weltan and advancement time had beoome somewhat familiar with
But entire lack of foreign
tractive life.
of a possibly ambitious boy.
the common life of the aailor of that
day,
no hope for lettere of marque,
were offered
iuv rai iu«i in miu ui romance
oy both afloat and ashore.
wee
becoming quite unpopu- the invasion
ehile Moving
of steam, and early fortunes
And this is the simple and unvarnished
[ejend not alwaya aucoaaeful; hence, with to be (fathered from it are but tales of the tale of about how a
schoolboy happened to
of a taw more yean, tbe
tbe eeeeoning
the
does
American boy
not take to become
something of a aailor, bnt not
downward to a more past,
bold ipirito climbed
the water, but if be were put together even at this late
day an able seaman, acdeaire to become
oeoeeic level and to tbe
about right at first, no evil surroundings cording to the maternal
grandfather,
taetcommon eallora in bait and aheatb.
will lastingly injure him, while possible whose somewhat whimsical
theory waa
of sixteen I had come
At tbe meture age
hardship.* will but lend self-reliance and that one should be qualified to mold the
term In the
a winter
borne to attend
the courage that life needs.
frame, build the ship, rig her and go out
“Sbokeepeere” school. Deacon Cloeeon
Eggemoggin was neither open or closed, in command of the finished product, beotd-teehlcned, 1 pre- but
„u the teacher
the ferryman
and his passenger fore aspiring to tbe title of “able seaend well qualified
sume, bat paineUking
the way across through drifting man”.
end ee well able to punched
to teach our claae,
ice and a farmer drove the traveller over I
maintain gcod order ee be wee to instruct. to Dority’s for the night.
friendly.
► OR BKTTfSR AGRICULTURE.
He end I became eepeololly
In the evening I went down on the
He did not know that one reeeon for my
which scintillated in the moonbridge,
penonol loyalty wo: becauee I bod once light and was resonant from frost. 1 Important Bill Introduced In Conoverheard bkm remark that my father (an went there to be
gress To-day.
alone; in endeavor to
ective master-mariner, who had died at draw in the
A bill of
Washington, D. C., Jan. 23
that were clingheartstrings
tbeege ot twenty-eix) “wee a loee to tbe
ing to home. Later 1 examined the hotel great import was introduced in the House
town". Speak highly of a boy'e parent*, register, which was much like a
later-day of Representatives last Wednesday by
living or deed, or of the grandfather fad celled
“album”, in which you wrote
Representative Lever, of South Carolina,
whom he edmiree, end tbe boy cannot live
your name and other thoughts if you had
long enough to forget it, while you have
and on the same day it was presented
any. As previous patrons had dene, 1
easily secured a life-long friend.
spelled a few remarks into that old book. in the Senate jointly by Senators Hoke
There were good boye in ocbool that
In some yawning hour of the night Smith and Page. The bill
provides for
sinter aleo interesting glrla- and things
breakfast was taken,and one of the (then)
the further endowment and support of
sen going along finely when the reports
young and genial Doritys drove me to
olssgee going bigoer end higher became North Csstine
agricultural colleges to enable them to
ferry before sunrise, where assist in
for
action
finally
calling
ellnrtng,
beyond connection was made with
getting into practice the best
to
fiucksstage
methods of agriculture evolved by opera*
[be schoolroom, and books were laid aside.
Dinner
in
was
bad
the
house
later
port.
tion of the plan of establishing and mainAnother boy, considerably older and
made famous by the .led Prouly play, and
sitb more experienoe, sowed tbe first
and experithen stage to the Bangor house, where the taining agricultural colleges
He
ment stations in the various stat e.
seeds of an ambitious dlsconteot.
night was passed.
we
were
tbat
our
time
This measure is the joint work of the
wasting
suggested
Along the way 1 picked up an acquaintsad oar a bit fiee; that we ebould be up
National soil fertility league, the execuance with a young man named Judson
If
I
would
attend
to
the
busitive committee of the colleges of agriculsndtssy!
Freethy, who was en route for New York
ness end ot an engagement he would agree
ture and the statesmen above named. It
to go as mate of a vessel from that port.
Bruce
letdt
would
—sbere
is in line with the President’s recomDouglass fol- That was
beyond
my class, but be was
ios!
mendation in his address at the National
agreeable and didn’t mind. From BucksMeteor
was
Tbe brig
conservation congress at Kansas City,
coming due in Bosto Boston—in stage, hotel and cars—
port
ton from tbe coast of Africa, cammanded
26, 1911; it has the support
there was a Mr. Trussel, who then did a Mo., Sept.
of the House leaders of both parties, and
by t relative of my mother, end, from lumber business in
Ma»s. NoticChelsea,
it may be regarded as an omni- partisan
pressure, she consented that I might apply
ing, 1 presume, that I travelled without a
to tbe captain tor a chance to sell on bis
measure.
nurse, he questioned me and offered most
neit voyage. Tbe application for two wse
uo
AiiuruuiK
geuvnii pau uui ui
fatherly advice. In parting, he whimsi- which this measure
promptly mailed, and within a few days
springs, it is proposed
that some day, as a captain, I
hoped
cally
tbe vessel hid arrived end the capteiu’s
that the procedure shall consist of getting ;
might bring a cargo to his consignment. I
favorable answer came to my bend at
into general practice the best methods |
never did, but often wished that it might
school recess on one Saturday forenoon.
known of scientific agriculture by embe. I mention this to show how disinHe wished us to come at once—fifty dolploying trained agriculturists, or practiterested kindness! from a man towards a
lars s month as-ordinary’1 seamen; bat
cal farm demonstrators, skilled in the
lone boy, though but a few pleasing words,
Douglass look cold feet.
Isa ter on my
most approved methods of farm practice,
may be long remembered and appreciated.
aiiguidtd friend, dancing the hours
to take to the farmer on his own farm the
In Boston I found the Meteor loading at
information or knowledge that will ensssy.aud thence from perspiration into
Gray’s wharf with general cargo. There able
chilly night, took cold end nearly died, was no one
him, the latter, to interpret and
on board save the mate.
living
•hill 1 then sailed o’er summer seas or
to his local conditions the best
He was an able, sailorly man, but not adapt
wandered through orange fields in balmy
methods of farming.
He wore
and he lisped.
over-scholarly,
climes where gentle trade* inds blew soft
In plain terms, it will, os rapidly be
ear-rings containing loose, cockbilled an*
and warm.
a trained, practical man,
bad blonde whiskers and he possible, place
chors,
I had never traveled much
by land, and “chewed”. 1 lived in the cabin with him selected and directed by the respective
the initial movement towards tbe
state agricultural colleges, permanently
voyage until the vessel was
nearly ready for sea, in each
-ibc mid-w inter migration towards Bosagricultural county of the United
to
the
never
saw
moving
then,
forecastle,
ton was as
interesting theD, and now as fire
States, and enables the farmer to become
winter—save
when
l
wistthat
again
master of his calling aided by the best
pleasingly reminiscent, as any experience
fully looked through the forbidden galley services the
o! irsvel and observation that I have
met
country can furnish, and supour foredoor. Things have changed
vith since.
ported by federal and state funds.
are now heated
The
castles
steam.
by
It wes s small
According to the provisions of the bill
matter, but afterward former
usage was barbarous!
pleasing t„ remember, tbit instead of ansthere will be an appropriation beginning
The second-mate, a fierce Azorean bruseneg the wbistle-call from tbe corner
at the rate of less than one cent per
nette, murderer of English, with raven
•no off lor a
ramble, tbe lest evening in
capita, and will approximate three cents
also
wore
and
had
anear-rings
whiskers,
per capita by the time the annual apchors formed by small brass pegs on the
shall have increased from
propriation
Stracrniraunu
best
boots.
taps of his
year, the starting point, to a
|600,000
per
on
of
nor’We sailed
the dying end
a
little over f3,000,000, when it reaches the
west gale, and before clearing the channel,
maximum. To have a clear idea of the
all
were caught in a blizzard with shoals
distribution of these funds it must be
too close under the(lee. Sail was reduced
understood that each state receiving its
to meet an ordinaryiblow, and I overheard
share of the fund must appropriate an j
the master shout to the mate, through
equal amount for this purpose.
gritting teeth: “Nojmore sail off to-night
Most authorities have expressed the beAND
unless God takes it off!” She cleared the
lief that the operation of this plan will in j
shoals, but an unseen|hand took half the a few
years increase the farm output at
sails away—just leaving the border ropes
least 50 per cent. That means an increase
twisted
holding whipping rags and
of wealth per capita of about fl50 per
threads. Twas a .bitter night! The forannum, and it adds to the country’s
ward house was stove by the sea and, in
assets
f4,500,000 in national resources. ;
common with others, my limited outfit of
The average acreage of Europe gives from
clothing was almost fclost or destroyed.
are the
two to three times the yield of the AmeriFor more than forty years afterward l was
can farms, notwithstanding their soil has
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Scott's Emulsion

Two Great Creators
of Energy

Energy

means

power to
to throw

work,

never

think,

off and

keep

vitality.

fie ear* to got SCOTT’S—
«• tAe Standard and
alway
*Ae b.U.

!

AU, DRUGGISTS

f*SFV**;0,»NI>
OErENDED^^™<«lA|I
t->.r..>r©*r»-rt
senrrh*n«l free report.

^Wn!*ement Practice Exclusively.

trary,
treated more than*well.
Once, when I was but thirteen, and did
an awkward turn with a rope, the impatient mate remarked that “common sense
should teach me something”. Some years
afterward he and 1 were again shipmates,
and very friendly.
Cuff and scold a boy if need be, but bo
as

yon do not

kick

his

dog

or

|

for centuries

more

than

cropped here.
President’s opinion this prom-

the lands have been
In the

ises to be the

most

valuable constructive

j

Montioello, Saturday
out four houses with

toes,

a

total

night,

wiped

and

4,450 barrels of pota-

Creamery per %.'.35 440
Dairy.30gSS

Baled.I8a'l0
Look.10gl2
IS

CO., Lowrll,

Mm,

Your

OR. J. F. TRUK * CO.,

Auburn,

Mn.

02

Squaah.Ib
Turnips, lb

02@08

02

Fruit.
Oranges, doz

340 Lemons, doz
30385
16 325
13315 Apples, pk,
Groceries.
Rice, per lb
06308
20 328 Vinegar, gal
20 «25
Cracked wheat.
05
Oatmeal, per lb
04
30

CranBerries, qt,
Coffee—per fc
Rio.
Mocha.

Tea—per lb—

~

8ugar—per tb

07

Granulated,
Yellow, C

07

Gran meal, lb
Oil—per gal—
Linseed,

03

Beef. !b:
Steak.
Roasts.

Corned,

Bread,

15318

Roasts,
Lamb:

the

25328
12313
13

Halt.

25

Lard,

Tell Flour.
08

08
Smelts, lb,
12320 Clams, qt,
Floor, Grain and Feed.
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
5 50 3 8 50 Shorts—bag
Mix feed, bag
1 65
Corn, 1001b bag
1 55 Middlings.bg
Corn meal,bag
1 56
Cracked corn,
LAW BBGABDING WEIGHTS

Milled from Ohio

15
25

Haddock.
Halibut,

1
1
1

Red Winter Wheat by our
own special process, it is richest

65368
4531 55
6531 7C
OO3I 80

in nutritive qualities and goes
farther than most flours.

AND MBASUBB8.

More loaves to the barrel

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s iBiand salt
shall weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
in good order and fit for shipping, is 60
pounds; of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas,
60 pounds; of corn. 56 pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat. 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

a barrel

David Bridges and Miss Celestia Seavey
married Jan. 18.

were

today.

os>

D. H. Bridges,
employed
the steamer Booth bay, is at home.
been

prize
profitable

The best
a

is

LOWELL

ANIMAL

crop

on

are

visiting

■Jertiuzerj

Frank

to her home in Orland.

Jan. 22.

means

Remember and order

new

house.

who has

big economy.

WHITCOMB, HAYNES & CO., Ellsworth Falls, Me.

WEST BROOKLIN.
Gilbert Carter ha* moved into hi9

South Bluehill,
Bridges'and wife.

uses

William

Presb Fish.
60 Cod,

of

cook

who

Lamb,
12318
05
Tongues, each
Oysters, qt,

ever

before,reward

12315

Veal:

Hteak,

cake and pastry better than

15318
22325

per.lb
.Shoulder,
Ham,

15325
U63I2

Every

Baking Need

1 15
10 312

10
Kerosene,
36 360
Meats and Provisions.
Pork, lb:

Powdered,
gal,

Molasses,

Flour ior

20
Buckwheat, pkg
04®05
45366 Graham,
04 a. 05
30365 Rye meal.

Oolong,

Are.

iDbftttsimtnt*.

A VERY NECESSARY FACTOR
the raising of profitable crops, is the reasonable use of
the right kind of fertilizers, not only to stimulate plant growth
and proper nourishment, but to improve the nature of the soil as well.
You are sure of such crops by using Swift’s Animal Fertilizers properly
applied. Being rich in organic matter Bone, Blood, Meat, with high
essential plant food in available forms.
grade potash,
—

they supply

READ THIS EVIDENCE
I started last spring to raise a big onion crop, and notwithstanding the dry eat
for vears, I harvested 340 bushels on one-half acre. 1 used a lair amount ot
a
-*•--were
w
my
stable dressing and one-half ton of your Potato Phosphate—also
good crop, yielding a bushel from eight hills on part of the field. I consider
Fertilizer the best 1 ever used.”—A. Andkkson, Lakeville, Mass.
**
I used five tons of your Swift’s Potato Grower last season on 5$ acres, and got
a crop of i6co bushels of nice potatoes, and naturally 1 am well pleased with the
results.”—G. K. Linnbll, Stetson, Maine.
season

~

—

potatoes

Swift’s Lowell Animal Fertilizers are made for all soils and all
with
crops. Our formulas are based on fifteen years’practical experience
See our local agent, or write us
New England needs and conditions.
direct for our Valuable Crop Handbook.

noS™to£rmatssstreetH. B. Moore, Ellsworth; George E. Davis, Ellsworth Falls
SWIFT’S LOWELL FERTILIZER CO.,40

Quick relief for
^
hurts, aches and pains.
Every household should keep
on
hand the old, reliable

^

JOHNSON’S

WbeD buying a cough medicine for chilmind that Chamberlain's
dren bear in
Cough Remedy is moet effectual for colds,
that it
croup and whooping cough and
contains no harmlui drug. For sale by

Constipation is the cause of many ailments and disorders that make life miserable. Take Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets, keep your bowels regular
and you w ill avoid these diseases. For sale
by all dealers.

ex-

the J. O. AYIR

08

|

thousand influential newspapers have
pressed a willingness to support it.

by

04305

Omar Eaton, wife and daughter Muriel,

|

Made

and Worm Medicine

Fowl..18 g20
H«»
Beat loose, per ton...12gl4

02
05

Remember, it does

fore.

Show
not color the hair.
t le list of ingredients to
your doctor. Let him decide
their value. He knows.

is the means that mother* should use to help
thelrchildren. This wonderful homeremedy—
60 yarn a standard—never fail* to expel
worms, and waste matter, leaving the blood
pore, the stomach sweet, the bowels regular
and the whole system strong and healthy.
Give Dr. True’s Elixir when the little ones
are peevish, irritable and sickly—take it for
your own ills also.
Sold by all doctors— 35o, 10s, SI.00.

Chickens.20S22

Vegetables.
25 ij30
Onions, lb
10 Cabbage, B>
25 Beets, lb

enough?

And your hair does not fall
out ? Well, well,that is good.
But you may know of some
not so fortunate.. Then jus*
tell them about Ayer'* Hair
Vigor. They wiii surely thank
you after using it, if not be-

The Family Laxative

80

Poultry.

Celery, buncb.
Carrots, fi>,
Parsnips, lb,

hair?
thick enough, rich

ELIXIR

Country Produce.

Potatoes, pk
Lettuce, bead

so fortunate as to
satisfied with your
Is it long enough,

DR. TRUE’S

Hatter.

Baled

Are you
be well

common

The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth:

...

Hair

a

MARKKTS.

laid, per dot.

For the

fact, which mothers often fail to realize, that the
It
ills of children can be safely and quickly cured.
is a fact too often ovc
ed, that mothers can easily help their
children past the many dangers of childhood into the perfe?t
physical fitness of early manhood and womanhood.
It is

years, has announced bis resignation, to
take effect at the close of the
present
school year.
Mr. Stevenson is to become
the principal of a new boys’ school in
Maine, the location of which is to soon
be announced.

Haas.
Fresh

—» ***++■

Children!

George 8tanley Stevenson, principal of
the Coburn Classical Institute for six

KLL.SWORTH

M

-W.

Mothers, Heap

loss of about (18,000.

of recent years. Speaker Clark
Miss Hazel Carter gave a leap-year party
says the mind cannot grasp the benefits at her home Saturday evening to nineteen
that should grow out of this movement. ! of her friends. A
good time is reported.
Majority Leader Underwood expresses the i Jan. 22.
B.
belief that it will do more good to more

legislation

call

all dealers.

OSc«.|

producing

Fire broke out in a potato-house at
Hill’s siding, one and a half miles from

was

long

mt,>« «w«*» rm« u»m mu** I
N.»LL COUNTBII8.
f

been

Talk To Your Horae.

MARLBORO.
people than any other single enactment in
H. H. Gross, of Chicago,
a generation.
S. H. Remick is quite poorly.
something of what sailors call a
of the National soil fertility
A. S. Hodgkins is working for ( Fred
“hot ship”.
There| were “stun’s’ls” and president
league, says he has submitted this specific Stratton at Hancock.
skysail with no ratlines above the crossto every agricultural college in the
p.'an
trees—which means hard climbing. At
J. Lee Fogg, of Eden, was the guest of
land; there has been uo adverse criticism
first the mates seemed to think I owned
S. H. Remick last week.
and about 95 per cent, have strongly enthe skysail, but later only gave me my
Miss Katie McIntyre, who has been
dorsed it; it has been approved by about
And I now have to say
proper turn at it.
400 public bodies, sue has boards of trade, quite ill some time, is gaining.
that I have never yet seen a good man or
commercial associations, business men’s
Miss Hattie Soper, who has been visitboy abused on shipboard. On the conwomen’s clubs, etc., and nearly a
ing Mrs. George Treadwell, has returned
an<9 clubs,
such ones are appreciated
and

regularly. It will give
you atrength, flesh and

Bttwl State* ritoat
O. C.

naked—until the

and
s|>oiled; insurbordination
crushed; chased by a Confederate cruiser
until welcome darkness and sudden storm
came to our relief.
The Meteor was a tidy craft and always
kept in good order, which spells work,

Scott’s Emulsioit

WASHINGTON

nearly

soaked

off disease.
Get all the sunshine
you can, and take

i.

so

W hat la^er happened on that early voyage would make another chapter, if not a
book. Tanks salted; |half the provisions

power—
to

again

late loss of the Medford.

KITTBRY TO CARIBOU

Talk to your bone and teach him to
Or. Atwell william Swett, on* of the
oldest practicing physicians In Bangor, obey your voice aa well aa the reloa, >a the
died lest Wednesday, Jan. 17, aged seven- aenaible advice offered to driven by Spirit
ty-one years. Be had been actively en- ofthtWett. Thie may prove valuable it,
aa aometimea happeua, the linea break or
gaged in the practice of medicine for
nearly half a century. He was a graduate come unbuckled. Besides, the hone likes
of the Dartmouth medical school.
He the eociability of it. He eaaily learna a
served in the Civil war as assistant sur- doaen or more worda, but be canful to
uae them only for exactly wbat you mean.
geon in the 29th Maine regiment.
For inatance, “whoa" means to atop at
President Taft Thursday commuted to
onoe and atand perfectly still; “get op”
expire immediately the fifteen-year sentogostr ight ahead and at onoe; “back”
tence for violation of the national bankto step backward; “easy,” or “steady”, to
laws
under
which
Cbarlee
W.
ing
Morse, slow
up.
the New York banker and ice king, has
These words a horse raadily learns and
served two years in the federal penetentitakes kindly to. “Walk" means to change
ary at Atlanta, Qa. The commutation of at once to a
walk; and “all right” spoken
sentence gives Morse his complete freein a calm, reassuring tone means “don’t be
unlike
a
dom, but,
pardon, does not re- afraid; that won’t hurt
you”, and it is
store his civil rights. This action was
wonderful to see wbat a calming effect it
taken upon the recommendation of the
has. Speak flrmly, but not sharply tc the
attorney-general based upon the report
horses, for they are nervous creatures.
of the surgeon-general that Morse’s health
Talking to your horse will make.hlm more
was such that in his opinion he can live
and more friendly.
but six months at most, and less if con- intelligent
fined.
The grand jury of the supreme court,
BAR HARBOR.
which Investigated the December city
Deputy-Sheriff
Puffer, of Bar Harbor,
election in Portland with a view to ascerhas presented a claim for damages against
tain if there was any violation of the new
the city of Bangor for injuries received by
law against corrupt practices, reported
a collision with a
low-hanging awning on
that the Jury had acted in some cases and
Exchange street while in that city a few
others had been deferred until the May
weeks ago.
term. Three indictments were reported.

*MOay*E

LINIMENT
For over looyearsit has had no equal
Use inwardly for Colds, Bowel
Disorders, Cholera Morbus, etc.
k
25c and 50c Bottles

K

I. S. JOHNSON & CO.

-m.

Boston, Mass.

A

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

®l)c <£ll0tDorib
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W

American

DOYLE-CONY.

marriage of Mies Mary Fields
Doyle, of Ellsworth, mod Daniel W. Cony,
of Augusta, took place at St. Joseph’s
Catholic church Jan. 23, at 7.30oclock, Rev.
P. F. Flanagan officiating, and celebrating
nuptial mass.
The couple was attended by Miss
Frances Butler Doyle, sister of the bride,
as maid-of-honor, and Thomas Cony, as
The

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

A

PUBLISHED

KVUT WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BT THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
F. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titos, Associate Editor.

best

Subscription Price—$2 00 a year; $1.00 lor six
months; 50 cents for three months; If raid
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The

man.

The

suit, with beaver hat.

vear-

the

After

breakfast

bride

Easiness communications should be addressed
and all checks and money orders made pay
able to The Hancook County Publibhino
Co., Ellsworth, Maine.

maid-of-honor

velvet.
tailored

ceremony
served at

a

blue

a

tus, and handling with

! different
whicn

of the

The bride and

He is

graduate of the Augusta high
’02, and took a two-years’

class of

District Convention.
Frank R. Ober, district deputy

Masonic

Dr.

candidate for the

republican

republican

June
Of

B.

Hagan,

himself

as

a

republican

for the

for mayor of Ellsworth. Ira
jr., who was the republican

nominee

for mayor last year, is
candidate for the nomination.

again

Seek

a

announced,

doubtless
for the

and whose
on

appear

primary

Monday, June
edly be several

so

names

the official

elections to

be

either

republicans

or

on

The

Mrs.

Republican.

FOK SHERIFF.

Republican.
Silsby.Ambers!

Democrat.
Otha H. Jellison.Ellsworth
Burke Leach.Buckspor!
FOK RRGI8TPR OF PROBATB.

Republican.
Timothy F. Mahoney.Ellsworth
Democrat.

Cunningham.Ellsworth
FOB COUNTY COMMISSIONER.

Republican.

r»(te.Bncksport

Henry J. Joy.Ellsworth
Henry E. Davis.Ellsworth
Hollis B. Estey.Ellsworth
Democrat.
John E. Doyle.Ellsworth

Harry L. Crabtree......... ........ Ellswdttb
George E. Qnogios.r Bar Harbor

were

in

Bert Young is at the

East Maine

Frank Haynes has gone to Seal
Harbor,
employed by A. E. Clement.
Miss Mary Leonard, who has been visiting relatives in Massachusetts, is home,
R. H. Davis, of Trenton, will begin
logthe Keniston lot this week.

| ging on

Boothbay, spent

Republican.

He

was

quite

country, and he
a

Yankee,

and

evidently

was

also

from

from

the

quite evidently
I
his bowed

behind

one

lege, and one daughter—Fanny, a sister
Mrs. A. C. Smith, and two brothers—Fred
and Ellis Joyce, of Atlantic. The family
has the sympathy of a wide circle of
—

friends and

acquaintances.
Spec.

Jan. 22.
SURRY.

the

ignor-

well-me-*nt efforts of friends on
hand, or persons entirely unfit
for this emergency

other, who could be made comfortto treatment
able and easily amenable
under the firm, vigorous discipline of the

ing.

probably nothing so conprofessional welfare and
standing of the individual physician as
There his judgment is
the
hospital.
broadened by the mature
opinions of
There is

ducive to

Morgan’s
An entertainment

the

other men, many of them experts; there
his personal opinion has to stand the fire

The program

was as

or

town

proper form for tbe
eager and critical

are men

and

women

who have ills from

school.

given by Morgan's
ball Thursday eve-

was

Bay school at Centre
ning, for the benefit

in

a

which

the week-end

with Alien

Smith.
l^ester Smith has moved hiB family into
the H. P. Freeman house.
V. D. Smith has employment at Bartlett’s Island, where work on the Boring
farm house is still going
Jan. 22.

on.

G.

spectacles he peered inquisitively at the
Thia?
little Jew'who occupied the other half of
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for;
the car seat with him. The little Jew
case
of
Catarrh that cannot be cured by
any
looked at him deprecatingly. “Nice aay,” Hall’s Catarrah Cure.
F. J CHENEY A CO., Toledo. O.
he began politely. “You’re a Jew, ain’t
the
We,
undersigued, have known F. J.
you?” queried the Yankee. “Yes, sir, I’m Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transa clothing salesman —”
handing him a action
aud
s,
financially able to carry oat any
card. “But you’re a Jew?” “Yes, yes. obligations made by bis firm.
I’m a Jew,*’ came the answer. “Well,”
Waloing, Kinnan A Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
•continued the Yankee, “I’m a Yankee,
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, actand in the little village in Maine where I
ing
directly
upon the blood and mucous surcame from I’m proud to say there ain’t a
faces of the system. Testimonials sent free.
Jew.” “Dot’s vy it’s a village,” replied Price, 76-.
bottle. 8old by all Druggists.
per
the little Jew quietly.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

a

woman

young

in tbe

hour of her

pariah

are as

doors for the

welcome

as

he who in his

brought to those
physical help which the
car

is

Song.Florence Morgan
Recitation, Little Brown Hands.
Merrill Carter
Recitation, Extract from

Evaugc ine,

Velma Emerton
Recitation, Four Leaf Clover-Walter Black
Recitation, Kate.Vary Turner
Tableaux 1 You Can’t Find Me
2 Sunshine or Shower
3
Raise the Gates

Song.Ethel Morgan
Recitation, The Busy Bee and Uncle,
Harland Carter
Recitation. Spelling Down.. -Florence Morgan
Recitation, Ten Little Tin Soldiers
Clarence Ward wall
Song.Velma Emerton
Manners
and
Dialogue, City
Country Hearts
Recitation, Among the Animals,
George Ward well
Recitation, Eggs That Never Hatch,
Herman Carter
Song.Lena Sperry
Recitation, Why Cats Wash After Eating,
Ethel Morgan
Recitation, Gracie's Arithmetic. Grace Carter
Recitation, Don’t.Juliet Canaage
Dialogue, We Are All Teetotalers
The program was successfully carried
out, after which cake and coffee were

served.

proceeds

The

of the

evening

were

flO.
DEDHAM.
Alfred

Tracy

and

visiting relatives

wife,

Hancock,

of

are

here.

Mrs. O. C. Grindle is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Andrew Kenney, of Bucksport.
Mrs. William Witham, of South Brewer,
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Milton Blood.

Jan. 22.

__B.

which have been worked out
tion

While we plan for the larger business
life, while we plead for the city beautiful,
while we give our dollars and our sympathy for tbe upbuilding of material prosperity, may we not turn our thoughts
toward the sick, the suffering, tbe poor,
whose

strength

might

be

prolonged,

whose comfort

assured, whose verj lives
might be spared by cr -wning some height
of our city with a building devoted to the

physical uplift

of every man?

Pbo Bono Publioo.
Son of Former Waltham Man Killed.
Herbert W. Kingman, aged twenty-six
years,

son

of Winslow

H.

Kingman,

for-

merly of Waltbam, was killed at Fall
River, Mass., January 12. He was employed on tbe railroad, and wascaugbt between the

cars

and

platform.

JUclf (BUntA

MA

••

Jfor

1

BUOUY

THE

HAY-About

ELLSWORTH,
ia(j'

CHantrt.

HARD

asstrt-xtnum*.

CARD

or

in the medicines

Contra.

be
THANKS,

it

wish
thanks

roost gra'efo)
>o extend our
to the friends and neighbors
who so kindly gave us their help ard syu>pa
thy in the lotn of our beloved mother; also to
the Patrons of Husbandry for the beautifu.

w

*“

floral nfft-ribg.
22
Ml ard Mrs Harold F. Maddocks.
Mr. and Mas JoT.en H. Nasos.
North Ellsworln, Jan 32. 1913.
CARO or

does not cure, said Druggist Parcher to

of his many customers, but I am
glad to sell !>r. Howard'a specific for the

| cure

THANKS.

the undersigned.
\1TE,mioner
to

V\

put up by other people to
refund the money if

to offer to

one

j

»

willing

wt»h in this public
Arknv«lpdge with gratitude

the many
aft* of kin tne** and ijmpiihy rendered u» by neighbors in our re cent affliction,
andtoeiteni thanks to Kltnee council. Pa*mo la grange iadie*’ aid society and friends
for the beautiful flowers sent in memory of
our beloved wife ai d daughter.
Pkscy K. Walks*.
JOHW N »T«ATTOJ« AMD WlfK.
Hancock. Jan. T2 19 J

of constipation and dyspepsia on
plan.
“The Dr. Howard Go., in order to get
quick introductory sale, authorized me to
that

aell tbt-regular fifty-cent bottle of their
specific for half-price, 25 cents, and although I have sold a lot of it and guaranteed every package, not one has been

Quick Relief for Biliousness.

brought back as unsatisfactory.'*
1 am still selling the specific at halfprice, although 1 cannot tell how long 1
shall be able to do bo. Any person who is
subject to constipation, sick headache,
dizziness, liver trouble, indigestion or t

The sufferer from this distressin
complaint is only too familiar with a
its disturbing symptoms:—loss of aj

general played-out condition, ought to
advantage of this opportunity. 1!
the specific does not cure them, they can
take

petite, headache, dizziness, nausea an
vomiting, oftentimes meaning prostr:
tion for two or three days and the coi
sequent loss of time from regular dv
ties.
Such attacks vary in frequenc

come

right back to my store and I will

cbeerfutly refund their

Wm. O.

and duration with different individual'
but there is really no occasion for tbei
occur at all.
That old reliabl
household medicine “L. F.” Atwood'
Bitters, taken in teaspoonful dose
morning and night, rareiy fail* to who
ly prevent an attack of sick headach
or
biliousness.
If this preventiv
measure has not been adopted,
a dei
;»r’spoonful when the first symptom
appear, will almost Invariably ward oi
a
severe attack.
It may be obtalne
in large bottles, of any dealer, fo
thirty-five cents, or sample free for th
asking. L. F. Medicine Co., Portland
Maine.

money.

EMERY

TITLES

to

ELLSWORTH,

*>n

the sta-

plant.
Either or both of these bulletins will be
sent free to any resident of Maine on request to Director Charles D. Woods,
Orono. Me.

aoumuTOirni*

Rheumatism
Is A Constitutional Disease.
itself in local aches and
pains,—inflamed joints and stiff muscles,—but it cannot be cured by local
applications.
It requires constitutional
treatment
It manifests

and the best is

a

blood

and

i^irifying

course

of the great

tonic medicine

Hood’s Sarsaparil!

which corrects the acid condition o
the blood and builds up the system.
Get it today in usual liquid forr
o

.hocoiated

tablets called Snrnatabs.

MAINE

learchea made and abstracts
and copiss ftirnisbed on abort
notice, and at KASMUli PttCCL
OFFICE!

MORRISON, JOY ft CO. BLOCK,
STATS

STRICT.

IMAM. 125*2.

DON’T
BLIND

yourself
TO THE

“Breeding Poultry for Egg Production’’,
No. 193 to “Poultry Notes”, dealing
with matters of practical management,

not

the future which is at work upon the industrial problem of Ellsworth turn its
attention to this need as well?

aPPIOBS

and

other has

already sought and won. Cansomething of that wise prevision tor

THE

£o

Special

""

noiseless motor

VW

ll

of the scboolboase.

trial, shamestricken, helpless, has been
driven to desperation because there was
Poultry Bulletins.
Two bulletins of interest to poultryno friendly place to
open its doors, no
borne no refuge.
But a hospital knows breeders have just been issued by the
nothing of sin ’or fall. All who come to Maine agricultural experiment station at
Bulletin No. 192 is devoted to
its doors are there to be healed; outcast Oromo.
and

l.rgal holier*

JFounB.

►TAT* or MAIMR.
roaiid
f 1 LOVt—Tan eloee. ri«ht »thand,
foot of Brld*e Hmcoci n.
Thuredaeniitht Jen. 1*
Trraanrera' offler. January a, <•„
bill. Owner till at A«Kair«i« »«<■».1
following in * true lilt of bank dCBoatt
hooka. rcprracntlng un«M«i for di,
ilrt.
trlbutlvc share*, tranatrrrcd to n;> ihij,
b<T F. Mahonfjr, r«l«l»r of prnbatartor
count). b> ortlrr of Hob. Jaromc H Kr>n»!~
orrr Monre'i Ira* atore, Ja«l »a
rated hr B T. 8o«le: hot water h«»t and iudgr of probata for aald count), acting undo
and In conrpllanca with cha- tar m 0(
rt.
Inquire ol K. Q. ktooaa. Kllaworlk.
public law. ol 1*11 of aald atata of Maine
Batata.
Lata ran
Amount
Moaraf) Hook,
Bock-port, Ma. |m»a>,,
"
Tboa Stanley, »d. t'mnb'ry lain, Mr.
$ ll 00 M
n-To make email too,a and lake rare o» Margaret Turner, F.l'tworih, Me,
124
2*
Hawwrr
&
latbea In noeelty ahop.
*'
Samuel Royal,
8«7 •«
••
WaioHT. Brlatot. Vt.
\ Samuel Roysl,
897
Htui« R Dtvit,
Harr
v,
Me.
17
21 .«
/■'t IRL—Or woman tor peneral bonaework. Samuel B Freethy, Brooklfn, Me.
a at
to Mae. C. P. Doan. Hi*b atreet.
Apply
VI
Himutl B Freethy,
M
Sat
M
KHewortbSamuel B Fieeihy
at ••
Hftvid W Morlry. Hancock. Me,
154 84
UilM U Htrirnl, Ml Desert. Me,
n tS
Salt.
F»a»* L H bath. Treanurer
VW 'v'VVw-.' AAN'.^W*
for said Hancock co
.nty.
-«*cond hand phaeton top buggy;
Addreas -Bcmv',
in good condition.
subscriber oerebjr give* notice that
he has been doly appointed ad total*
p. o. box 4*2, Ellsworth.
j trator of the eatale of
lion* of Hungarian bay. AdEDWARD T. FINN, late of
dress "A”, care Ahbuicas office, Ellsworth.
; In the county of Hancock, deceased,
Kleen bond# as the law directs
AM p*r.
»on»
havtna demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to pretest
the same for settlement, and alt Indebted
thereto are
to make payment in.
WOOD-We sre in the market lor mediate!*. requested
Kba.sk L Hkatk.
white birch, yellow birch and rock
•Un. 24. 1912.
at
oar factory the com
be
delivered
to
maple,
for
to
No.
1
have
decided
We
pay
inn winter
woods. #*.50 per cord. For No. 2. #SO0 per
For No. 3. #V50 per cord, delivered in
cord
the vard at oar factors. AM who wiab to fur- !
WHV UK IMtKS IT.
nish us with a quautity of these woods, we
would like to have call at the factory office as
early as possible and rtate the amount yon
could furnish, and consult with us in regard' DruRicUt I’archpr (IIvm Union) lor
to our requirement* for site and quality of
Helling; at Half-Price.
Ellswood to be furnished at these prices.
worth Hardwood Co.
It isn’t often that we have faith enough

follows:

Address of Welcome.Eldora Carter
Prayer.Rev. E L*. Sawyer
Recitation, Seven Times One are Seven.
Marion Carter
Dialogue. A Silly Dispute

class.

city

bay

are

the

many

James Hersey is visiting relatives here,
Democrat,
j Mrs. Ida Walls, of Otter Creek, is at
Herbert L. Graham.Bar Harbor her cottage here for a few weeks.
FOR TREASURER.
H. P. Freeman, who is mate of steamer
Charles W. Joy. .Ellsworth
Boyd A. Blaisdell...
Franklin
Democrat.
Frank L. Heath.Ellsworth

but

the

edge and put it into
! daily lectures to an

where he is

j

Republican.

people

hospital!

PRETTY MARSH.

H. Freeman Mad dock 8.Ellsworth
FOB COUNTY ATTORNEY.

sick

hos-

a

NO ALUM, NO LIMB PHOSPHATE

•*

moved his

F. A. Black had his foot,injured by a falhospital for an operation for they suffer daily is pathetic; to be conj
stick of cord wood
while loading
ling
appendicitis.
scions that many of those ills are entirely
wood Saturday.
Harry Ashe, while cutting up stave- curable by means of proper treatment and
Misses Hazel and Bertha Hamilton, of
wood at F. P. Noyes’ mill, slipped as he care and that the sufferers are unable to
Ellsworth Falls, are visiting their aunt,
was hauling in, and fell, striking on his
secure either is infinitely pitiful; to have
head and cutting a large gash. He is get- an institution in our midst that could offer Mrs. Laura Black.
K. W. Burrill and wife.will celebrate the
ting along finely, and still at work.
J both would be a source of unbounded sat- twentieth
!
S. G. Bunker and wife were pleasantly isfaction.
anniversary of their marriage
Also there are ever little children in the Jan. 30, and extend a general invitation to
surprised Saturday evening at their home,
when friends and neighbors gathered fora city who suffer and die from tbe ignorance all friends.
I
The friends of Miss Mary Waning were
birthday surprise party. Mr. Bunker’s and carelessness of their natural protecbirthday fell on Friday and Mrs. Bunker’s tors. Probably one-half at least of the sick- saddened to bear of her death, Jan. 17,
Saturday. The party was previously ar- ness of childhood is avoidable, and much after a long illness at the home of her
i ranged by their daughters. Tables were of the other half curable if sufficient means sister, Mrs. James Reeves, of Bradford.
immediately gotten ready for the usual in- for help were at hand. If the sick child of The funeral was held here Friday, Rev. W.
teresting game of sixty-three. Ice-cream, your scrub-woman had the chance to get L. Pratt, of Brewer, officiating. She is
cake and coffee were served. The guests well, health would be possible. A hospi- survived
by her mo.her, two sisters—
departed at 11.56, wishing Mr. and Mrs. tal gives the chaiice. There is another Mrs. Reeves, and Mrs. Alice
Champlin, of
j Bunker many happy returns of the day.
class in the common life to which the hosBangor, and two brothers—Anson and
j Jan. 22.
pital is truly a house of mercy”. How Oscar, of Dedham.

FOK SENATORS.

Tred R.

which

for

general

A. E. Farnsworth.Brooklir
Democrat.
Joseph O. Harmon.Stoningtoc
Dr. Otis Littlefield...Bluehill
Dr. C. E. Wasgatt. Deer Isle

John A.

under the strict

because of

illness

To feel that there

demo-

crats.

Forrest O.

a case

And what of the community at
i large? Many of the blessings of the bosJames Hill, who has been in Bangor a pital for tbe people have been suggested
in what has been written-but not all.
few days, returned Saturday, Jan. 13.
!
Every general hospital gives free treatMrs. Boardman Kingsley fell on the ice
ment to those who have not
financial
Monday, breaking both bones of the left
strength to meet the demands of their case.
forearm.

American will be glad to add to it on
notification the names of any who seek

nomination,

put

who have been hired

known.

A. I. Foss and wife, of Hancock,
town recently at A. W. Gordon’s.

ballotG

additions to this list.

ant

on

on

WEST GOULDS BORO.

far

There will undoubt-

17.

dangerous

I would like to do.

personally

without

journey,

the

;

will

held

not

man or

brought lOthe verge of nervous prostraduring their convalescence from a

alt the

as

sick

j

a list of republican and democandidates for nomination for

Below is

been

county,

desperately

a

support of the republicans of of a staff criticism; there bis diagnosis
Hancock county on the grounds of loyalty must
prove its right to stand or fall in the
to the party, and a desire to assist in a
presence of men every whit as good as he
business-like management of the affairs of w hose word
they have come to establish
the county.
if a school of nurses
j or overthrow'. And
Very truly yours,
| is gathered, as jwould be inevitable, tbe
Henry E. Davis.
local physician must brush up his knowl-

Nominations
17.

county office, whose candidacy has

physically impossible

if

earlier

tion

I ask the

at Primaries June
cratic

short notice to

republican voters of
Neither
does it seem appropriate for me to discuss
here my record as a public official in Ellsworth. 1 can simply invite investigation
by those voters of the county to whom I
this

am

FOR COUNTY OFFICES.
Candidates Who

to meet

me

nomi-

it is

putting

reginvui of diet and care
pital affords. How many

primaries

placed

hesitation follows
which in the end spells “lost’’?
%
A hospital would have avoided all this.
Or take the advantage which comes to the
physician when it is possible for him at

17, 1912.
course

have been saved

could have been

what wonder that

county that I will be a
candidate for the nomination for county
the

its de-

life has been

a

woman upon a
railroad tram,
ambulance aid, for a sickening

To the Et itor of The American:
I wish to announce to the republican

before

or

case;

proposl-

was

twelve years ago, when he

Island until

merciful knife. But when the
is a home utterly unfitted for
delicate requirements of a surgical

the

County Commissioner.
Ellsworth, Me., Jan. 24,1912.

commissioner

twenty-six
pursued
D.
years of age, when he married Myra
Miller, of Oott’s Island, and moved to
that place to manage a fish weir.
To Capt. and Mrs. Joyce wer? born one
The elder
and two daughters.
son
daughter, Inez Frances died some two
Oott’a
years ago, Capt. Joyce remained at
until lie

tion he

under the

For

a

was born at Swan’s Island,
1, 1855, the eldest son of Capt. Oliver
Joyce and wile. His education was received in the public schools of Swan a
Island. While still a boy be began the
life of a shore fisherman, which occupa-

alternative

Comspanocnrc.

|

candidate

nomination

the

patient

tbe

committee has

on

Many

might

sacrified that

j of Ellsworth.

1

prospective

a

the moment in

accurately

patient be forfeited.

All expenses beyond the supper will be
borne by the entertaining lodge—Lygonia,

nomination

candidate for this

announces

and

a

man

The only Baking Powder made
from Royal Grape Cream ofTartar

Capt. Joyce

Dec.

Besides his widow he is survived by one
son—Shirley, a student at Dartmouth col-

that

Pur*

Bar Harbor.

who

Only

example.

as au

velopment when medical treatment must
give place to surgical or tbe life of the

tioh.

nation.

Roy C. Haines

plate,
appointed to report
cents

been

county treasurer in the primaries next
June. Boyd A. Blaisdell, of Franklin, is
a

when tbe generthe ascendant, and

BAKING
Abao/uiu/y

cemetery,

Ledgelawn

had large experience in the treatment
of this subtle and dangerous disorder can
estimate

been

fifty

for

also

dsys

has

voters of Hancock

Ellsworth, will be

of

In

at

was

family to Bar Harbor so that
the children might get the benefit of the
graded schools.
During his life in Bar Harbor be had
been occupied as a carpenter and yacht
captain. He w as a member of and regular
attendant at the Bar Harbor Congregational church, and had for twenty-three
years belonged to Island lodge, I. O. O. F.

citis

Eastern Star lodge, of Ellsworth,
asked to get up the supper at

The

POLITICAL NOTES.

ac-

A

ruling tendency, and the surgeon called
upon with increasing frequency, the study
of single cases is not sufficient; a succession of cases, each having its special characteristics will alone give the medical man
the opportunity tor prolonged investigation of a particular type of disease w hich
is necessary for mastery.
Take operative treatment of appendi-

time of the convention.
has

profession.

a

at the University of Maine. He is
al practitioner was in
employed as traveling salesman for every nick-room was a clinic in itself, this
John Bird Co., of Rockland.
disadvantage was less hardly felt; but in
the modern days, with specialisation the

the

a

those which

are

now

K;y:iond Fellows, esq.', son of Oscar F.
Fellows, of Bucksport and Bangor, has

Joy,

advantages of such
town or city.

physicians.

city.

cian of the

course

1

considered at

country physician has always th* disadvantage of being deprived of those great clinical opportunities which come to his brother physito the

crue

I

Charles W.

a

our

never

First to be named

grand master of the twenty-first masonic
district, has called a district convention
to be held at Odd Fellows hall, Ellsworth,
tion may be brought about sooner
Thursday, Feb. 22. The program will be
than we think.
about as usual- exemplification of first and
second degrees in the afternoon, banquet
COUNTY UOSSIP
| at 6.30, and work in the third dagree in the
! evening. It is not yet announced what
Bluehill fair dates for 1912 have been
{ lodges will work the degrees.
fixed Sept. 3, 4 and 5.
It is proposed to adopt a new plan in regard to expenses. The plan of assessing
is
on
the
of
Walter Dunham,
Mariaville,
the lodges in the district according to
lucky list this wee.v. Hearing his little
membership has not proven satisfactory.
one
refor
time
some
day
dog barking
It is now proposed to have those who attend
would
he
investigate.
cently, he thought
assessed for their supper, probably fifty
Peering into the hole at the entrance to c?nts each. This would relieve
lodges in
vhi« >ithedog was barking he saw two
the.district which can send but few delefired
four
then
He
shots,
bright eyes.
gates, from a burden which they feci unv
nt f >r help. On his return he found he
just, and will throw the expense upon
h-»d ktiled two large bears.
j those who enjoy the benefits and good

prepared paper dealing with the character of the law practice in the State of
Maine, pointing out some of the merits
and demerits of the existing
system,
which is of considerable interest to all
Mr.
members of the legal
Fellows has prepared this paper for the
New York Bar association, and that be
should be selected* to do this important
work for a body that includes some of the
leading legal authorities of the country, is
a high compliment to his ability.
Although Mr. Fellows is one of the youngest
members of the Penobscot county har he is
in his profast forging to the front
fession.— Bang r Commercial.

the

are

in the life of

place

seven

a

school,

In another column the strongest
kind of an appeal for the establishin Ellsworth is
ment of a hospital
made. The writer does not think it
impossible to finance an institution of
this kind, and be may be right. Anyhow it ia an idee well worth thinking
about and discussing, and its realiza

physical

of the

incident to

are

length what

Mr.
ony is the son
years.
of Mr. and Mrs. Roger Cony, of Augusta.

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 24, 1912.

catastrophies

and

American w'ho have

Mrs. Edward E. Doyle, of this city. She
a graduate of the Ellsworth high school,
2,352 class of XM, and has taught in the city
schools

nesses

interment

mortality.
There may be many of tbe readers of The

is

Average for the year of 1911,

the end was near.
Funeral services were held at the home
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, and the

which

ROYAL
POWDER

trouble, but by his strong constitution
was able to keep about until some ten
days before his death, when hi* condition
became critical, and it was realised that

sort

man

the daughter of Mr. and

bride is

The

come

offering the widest opportunity for
skilled attendance in those various ill-

after March 1.

This wtfk’n edition of The
American is 2^SO copies.

surgical,

to their doors.

come

to a
Few greater blessings
community than an institution ot this

groom left on the 11.06 train for a short
wedding trip. They will be at home to
their friends at 143 Main street, Bangor,

to,

and

medical

cases,

and skit) tbe

ease

can

dainty wedding

Union street.

on

wore

the home

was

Hospital for KUaworth?
BAR HARBOR.
Ellsworth, Mr., Jan. 23,1912.
obitcabt.
the
American:
the
Editor
To
of
The community was saddened by the
Among all tbe good things which MWe
A. Joyce, which
been projected tor Ellsworth during the death of Chpt. Clarence
occurred at 10.15 o’clock Sunday evening,
past live years no one has been valorous
bis home on School street.
enough to suggest a hospital. Other com- Jan. 14, at
Capt. Joyce had been in poor health the
munities smaller than our own are furI nished with well-equipped general hos- past two years, and had constantly been
i pitals, provided with all essential appara- under the care of a physician for artery
he
A

dark blue !
bat of blue
a

wore

suit and pattern

travelling

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
oade known on application.

bride
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COUNTY NEWS.

ortcepononm.

BELLS

IF YOU

WANT

NEWS,
HUMOR,
FEATURES {

Ulu. 7*5

Sbbcrtiirmnit*.

'£bbcrti*nrmit».

BOOST! Ellsworth
HARVEST

of deaths in Ellsworth for the past 11 years:

NECROLOGY.

HANCOCK

of the grim reaper

1901

TUK

1908
1904
1936
1908
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911

AVRRAO*

raWSR PK*TH®
YRAR8 PAST—THK
,0k SBVRRAI.
OLD AOR

70 to 80

RECORD.

below a Ut>l«
T0E ASHRICAR print*
the number of deaths occurring

,bo*lD*

80

14
10
12
18
17
6
14
16
18
19
20

1902

dfrinq the past year.
THAN

Whole
NO.
78
sa

05
88
SO

£
82
88

71

to 90
9
10
6
9

7
18
8
8

14
11

The annual meeting of the Ellsworth
Loan & Building association, postponed
from Jan. 15, was held at the office of the
association Monday evening. Keports of

Jan

4. Amofi O Rooks. 68.

Comparison of Ihi* yea*'* record with
ten year* I excepttbo« "I the preceding

14, Mrs Mary Hodgkins, 88.
22, Henry Whiting, 56.
25. Loremo D Foster, 73.

years 1902-3-f. when the return*
show* that the total
eere
number of death* tht* year. fi*4, 1* Ju»l 7
In**than the average of the death* iu the
county during the** year*. It lathe first
ISOS that the number of death*
ye*r since
bis fallen below 800.
The year 1911 was remarkable lor tbe
number of *ged people who died, there
being more who bad passed their allotted
“three wore and ten’' than In any year
so many aa in
in tbe past ten, though not
SO or 90 year* of
some yo«rs had reached
iag Ibe

incomplete)

Koscoe K Sargent. 19.
Mrs 8 Jane Hamilton, 80.
Henry W Dickinson, 19 days.
Mrs Charles Giles, 72.
Charles H Curtis, 48.
Pbcebe T Barron. 74.
Bain bridge M McFarland, 66.
Isaiah L Garland, 89.
Wni M Jones, 82.
3, Mrs John Maloue, 72.
7, Dorothy Holmes. 1 month.
14, Humphrey Saunders, 94.
14, Mrs Rebecca C Boynton, 62.
16. Robert J Alexander, 79.
17. Mrs Robert J Alexander, 85.
18. Daniel Harrington, 83.
24. James H Hopkins. 91.
28, John A Wakefield, 42
81. John J peott, 17/
8. Thomas J Holmes, 66.
3. George E Hatch, ?9.
4. Levi C Beckwith. 67.
6, WUH* P Stewart 16.
ft, James Tyler Brown, 66.
6, George E Fullerton, 66.
8, Carlton McOown, 71.
H, Miss Pamelia M Morrison, 80.
81, Arlington K Reed, 2 months.
), Fred A Orcutt, 54.
3, Eben M Stover. 83.
14. Uriah N Look, 76.
16. Samuel P Jordan, 73.
16, Isaiah O H trrlman. 75.
21, Edmund F Msddocks, 27.
23. Albaoia P Gntfam. 75.
2. Mrs Robert B Carter. 78.
5. Mrs Adalbert I Richardson, 33.
9, Mrs Amanda Gerry. 79.
12. Mrs America A Jordan. 6712, Mr* Xehernial) H Means, 78.
18, Mark S Moon. 81.
10. George R Wood^l month.
14, Mrs Lucy.J Watts, 78.
29 George S Swett. 71.
21, Mrs Frances K Morrison, 59.
28, Mrs Adeila M Thorough good, 33.
17. Mrs Elizabeth Ulmer, 81.
2, Mrs Harriet R Barron, 78.
12. David fvirlin, 58.
16, Mrs Lin wood H Cushman, 49.
22. Andrew Bentzoo, 53.
30, Alexander W Gray, 18.
6, Charles P Brown. 79.
11, Leooard J Hodgkins. 88.
/
22. John E Webster, 44.
T
Fi
48.
Edward
22.
n,
22, D Joseph Clough, 29.
24. Arthur E Colson, 23.
29. Miss .Mary Alexander. 69.
9, Joseph B .Header, 61.
14, Mrs Pe,rfeuda R Dority, 69.
16, Isaac Davis, 7V.
17. Miss Maud Eva McKenzie, 27.
19, Mrs Roacoe Holmes, 70.
24, George A Haddocks, 49.
28. Nahum PI -od, 83.
81, Frank Erwin Campbell, 8 months.
25,
4,
5,
8,
9.
22.
23.
28,
28.

Feb

March

age.

The following table show* the number
of deaths and tbe old age record tor the
nest ten year*:
Whole
wi
m
«M
HW*
R87
1»5
571
1908
641
iwt
190
m
1909
tot
lliO

80 to 90

No

m*

*2
7®
113
90

1«1
no
in
m

A

19U

146

Over 90

41
m
47
70
70
82

12
11
8

52
91
79

11

April

10

May

13
9
t»
17
12

June

incomplete.
Following in tbe list of nonagenarians
in Banco ,’k county who have died during
tbe year, given in the order ot their age*:
Ur* Elisabeth II Thompson. Deer Isle, March
3, aged 99 years. 1 mouth. 8 clays.
Mrs Mary \ Graham. Sullivan, April 5, aged
94 years. 2 months. 3 days.
•Return*

Humphrey Saunders. Ellsworth.
tied n years, 2 mouths.
Junes

G

Curtis,

July

March 14.
Aug

Bucksport, March 7, aged

93

Abigail H Bray, Deer Isle. Dec ft, aged 92
years. 10 mouths, 24 days.
Sept
William Hand. Winter
Hsrbor^April 11, aged Oct
92 years. 7 months, 11 days.
Williapj Hendrick. Eden, Dec 20. aged 92
Mrs Ph*cbe Russell. Bucksport, March 2, aged
91 years. 10 montha. 19 days.
Lewis

Holmes,

Mt Desert.
years, 4 months, 7 days.

May 14. aged

James H Hopkins. Ellsworth. March 24.
91 years.fi months, 28 days.
Mrs

aged

Mary Johnson. Surry. March 2, aged

Nov

91

91

years.

1

j
Dec

Andrew

Grindle, Biuehiil, July 13, aged

90

years. 3ft days.

record of death* in Han
Following
cock county daring the year 1911, by |
towns, with tbe record for last year given !
for comparison. The record is approxinately correct, care having been taken to |
is

terify

a

the deaths

a*

printed

from week

to

Thk Amkkican, with record* as
returned at the cloae of the year by the
town clerk*:
week in

1910

Amherst.

*

j

4

jo

25

15

Aft

46

21

23

3ft

14

10

Brooksville.
Bucksport.
Caatine...
Cranberry Islaa
Dedham.
...

Deer

Isle.

Kastbrook...
£deu.

Ellsworth.
Franklin.
Couldsboro.
Hancock.
hleauHaut.
Lamniue.
Mariavilie.
Ht Desert.

Orland.

*

Sedgwick

82

Southwest Harbor.

8toniugu»u.
8uilivan.
Sorry.
Swan

*

Island

Winter Harbor..
Wand pl.otatton.
as plantation..

^°2l plantation.

8 plantation.

36

4

4

57
71
18

68
14

18
17
3
7

19

2

3
24
22

5
20
80
28
J2

is
6

ry

MOUTH

paid

to ita

which

pledged

are

6

4

ft

association

The

shares

1,851

now

and 550 shares

pledged

for loans.

9

11

1
0
l
3

0
0

135

highly-respected

0

Mrs.

and in series

were

some years she had been the
bad heart trouble, which eventvictim of
caused her death. Mrs. Maddocks is
a

lftiA2°Ver90yeare°f
years of age.
the

months, March, as in 1910, shows
largest mortality, with ten deaths, the
tne as in
1910, while September, with
y one death, shows the
smallest,
table shows the number

Norris Savage is home from Bar Harbor.
with
Mrs. Mary U. West is in Hancock
Carl Stratton, who has
per daughter, Mrs.
■

I

been

quite

Jan. 22.

ill.
M-

are

grip.
visiting

Hancock

a

King, president;

LIST.

Countv Ports,

Southwest Harbor —Ar Jan 13. stra‘ tug
Gypsum King with barges Wildwood and
Daniel M Munroe, Windsor, N 8. for New York
Ar Jan 20. atm tug
Gypsum King with
barges Canada. Plymouth and Ontario, Wind-

meeting of the directors immediately following the shareholders' meeting,
officers were elected as follows: A. VV. I
At

GARAGE

—

and every tool needed to do

repairing with all speed.

piiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiJifimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHmiiiwuiiiiiiiiiii
it is better to be
“It is

Ef

to be sure;
it is be*t to be insured” with

good

N S. for New York
Sid Jau 14, U S revenue cutter Woodbury
Sid Jan 16, sch Annie F Kimball
In port Jan 18, ga s Nickerson; ga s Alert
In port Jan 15, schooner
Bass Harbor
Sarah Eaton. Moonlight and Alaska

Tapley, secretary;
Walsh, treasurer; Peters & Knowlton,
John
A.
Peters, O. W. Tapley
attorneys;
and J. H. Bresoabau, finance committee.

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS,

REAL ESTATE DEALERS
Two-story house, shed and large stable, all connected wltb ctty water and electric.
lights, and:.; bout acre of laud. A bargain on easy terms.
fVlAIIME:
ELLSWORTH,

=
—

=
=

....

in

PLUMBING,

THE—

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

CLARION.

honest

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone &-5.

BORN.

ELLSWORTH

Winfield Small,

1912:

15.

It is

large halls

ary 14.

on

23. bv Rev
ertson

expect-

to

Killam. Miss Agnes M RobRichard B Bowden, both, of Sul-

P A A

BRIDGES—At Sedgwick, Jan 18,
by Ralph E Dority, esq, Miss Celestia A
Seavey to David H Bridges, both, of Brooklin.

SEAVEY

|

Lucy Stevens, of Ellsworth, spent
at Bayside with her grandmother, Mrs. Irene Poinroy.
|
Miss

week

O. L. Stuart and wife, of Ellsworth
Falls, moved back to Bayside last week. I
Mr. stuart is surveying logs for Whit* I
comb, Haynes & Co.
«•
Jan. 22.

BANCROFT-At Bar Harbor, Jan 12, Miss
Lauru Bancroft, aged 28 years.
GILLEY —At Southwest Harbor, Jan 20, W’illiam L Gilley, aged 74 years.
GRINDLE—At Bluehill, Jan 18. infant daughof Mr anti Mrs Enoch 8 Griudle.
INMAN—At Ellsworth,' Jan 28, Stephen G
Inman, aged 87 years.
PERRY At Sorrento. Jan 8, John L Perry,
aged 64 years, 0 mouths, 2 days.
SAUNDERS—At Sunset (Deer Isle), Jan 13,
Mrs Hannah H Saunders, aged 81 years.
YOUNG-At Corea, Jan 4, Jacob Young, of
Gouidsboro.

Hens

not

are

laying

as

well

a

ONE
i

'

usual this

Poultry men think the sudden
and frequent changes in the weather the
winter.

FOR
YOU

cause.
Guaranteed

Coulter’s express, which plies between
Surry and Ellsworth, supplies a long-felt
need. Cipt. Charles Coulter is proprietor
and driver.

ea9el. for man. woman
Sent postpaid for 36c.

C.

Jan. 22.

H.

j

J. Cunningham is recovering, from

his recent illness.

Jennie
worth, w

Wescott
here

Thomas

to-day for
employment.

left

she has

Ells-

J. Whitten has returned to East

Boston, after spending

a

week

here

with1

relatives.

Jan. 22.

D.

FURS!

(liven

send your Furs by express to
us, and get highest market prices from reliable people. Write us what you have.
or

BANGOR TALLOW CC.,

Ellsworth

146 Broad Street.

Bangor. Maine

Commission jflerriiantB.
The advertisements below represent some of
the leadim* bouses of New
England. Our
readers will doubtless find them ot value.

BOSTON

,,

Emission merchant
WANT

obtain a cure.

or

•olid sterling
silver picture
frame, with
child. Size 3x2 1-2 iu

Hooper Co., 50 Bromfleld St., Ros'on, Mast

i Dr. H.W. OSGOOD
j New Location Manning Blk.

APPLES

Write with stamp to Mns. Warren
Hutchinson, South Brooksville, Me.

(J4

C.

MORRISON7

241 State

St., Baugoi,

SPECIAL

Me.

WORK ON

LAROR ASSORTMENT OF OLAS8BS.

C.

Appointment.

E.

HOLT,
Dentist,

OFFICE :
23 Hammond 8t.
Office hours

9

Established

Who'esale

RESIDENCE
26 Fourteenth St
to 12.16 ; 1 to 5.

Evenings by appointment

H.

ALICE

MINCKLEY

ARCHITECT
BluoHill,

IN/1 a I

r\©

Phone ail

The merchant

Commission
Eaas, FRUIT,

Merchants
PRODUCE

APPLES A SPECIALTY
Boston, Mass*
on

application.

SCOTT

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co of Portland, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts.
(over Muors's Drup
Store). Ellsworth. Jle.

Offlo©,

OULTRY,

Faneuil Hall Market,
Steueils, etc., furnished

SPECIALTY MADE OF

R.

WITH AN APPROVED HOUSE
CHAPIN BROS.,
107*109 So. Market St., Boston.
Ask for free stencil. We will send market
quotations on request.

LAWRENCE & CO.

Maine.

Bangor,

To Ellsworth Shippers. SEND US
APPLES
POTATOES*
BERRIES
FANCY HENNERY EOGS.
Market Prices
Returns.
Top
Prompt
DEAL

9 a. m. to 3

p. m.
Sundays by

Dressed Lambs and Calves

M. D.

EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT.
Office Hours:

Poultry and Eggs

POTATOES

Proftoaional ®at6s.

WAL.L.AOE

NORTH BLUEH1LL.

CARLES hair store,
515 A Congress St.,
Portland, fie.

O OATS

can

J)R.

fair catch

as

goods.

E1C Z El M A

atmmisnnnufl

EAST SUHKY.
report

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
Fine qnality only, sent on approval to responsible parties, at the lowest prices for the finest

MOOR.

KI).

_

The smelt fishermen
for last week.

Ellsworth

—

___

BAYB1DE.

1

ELDR1DGE,

Human Hair Goods

Anyone troubled with

Orland.

ROBERTSON—BOWDEN—At Ellsworth. Jan

Miss Frances

last

Sold by

Clothing Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired

evening of Febru-

the

on

ANDREW M.
Estey Butldiit^. Hitta St..

FUR

Iowa, will be pres
ed that Gov. Carroll,
ent and address a public meeting in one ol
the

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.
Wiring nod Supplies Cheerfully

the

J. P.

Bring,

SWEETSER AVERY—At Bangor. Jan 21,
Miss Marie Louise Sweetser, of Stoniugton,
to Edw rd Crocker Avery, of Brewer.
CHURCHILL MANN-At Bucksport, Jan 20,
For quality and price mv
bv Rev William Forsythe, Vliss Clara E I
stock caunot be excelled.
Churchill, of Orland, to Elton Maun, of
Well selected line a! Neckwear being closed out cheap
Bucksport.
DOYLE-CONY—At Ellsworth, Jan 23, by
Rev P F Flanagan. Miss Mary F Doyle, of
Ellsworth, to Daniel W Cony, of Augusta.
DAVID FRIEND.
HUGHES ROGERS—At Dedbam, Jan 21, by
Main Street..Ellsworth
Hadley P Burrill, esa. Miss Rosa Estella
Hughes, of Ellsworth, to Daniel Rogers, of

which the interests of the order and of the J
!
members were discussed.
The grand lodge of this organization will

Bangor February

Lines of

Ful

by

Bangor.

ELECTRICAL Z?£l<r

daughter.

MARKIN D.

WASHKB.”

All kind* of laundry work done at short notice
Goods called tur and delivered.
H. B. ESTEY & CO.
uworth. Me
Estey Building. Stalest..

Estimate*

William E. Whiting, P. M. W.; Edward
Kobinson, jr., M. W.; Fred B. Aiken,
fore in 4 n; David Friend, overseer; Frank
S. Lord, receiver; Edward F. Kobinson,
financier; John F. Knowlton, recorder;
Harvard Greely, guide; John H. Leland,().
W.; Charles K. Burrill, I. W.; William E.
Whiting, representative to grand lodge;
Frank S. Lord, alternate.
After the i nstallation, refreshments were
served and following that a smoke-talk in
F.

meet in

a

NO

PAY,

Made

to meet every

Main Street,

Steam Laundry and Baih Rooms.
■NO

El Is worth Lodge, A. O. U. W.
1 BETTS—At Ellsworth Falls, Jan 20, to Mr and
Mrs Leo Bertram Betts, a son.
old-fashioned meeting of the
A real
A. O. U. W. whs held at Masonic hall last [.GRAY —At Sedgwick, Jau 7, to Mr and Mrs
Montell S Gray, a son.
evening. A good percentage of the resi- ORINDLE-At Bluehill, Jan. 18. to Mr and
Officers for I
dent members was present.
Mrs Enoch 8 Grindle, a daughter.
the year were installed by Deputy Grand 1 KANE—At Ellsworth. Jan 15, to Mr and Mrs
Jasper Kane, a son.
Master John P. Knowlton, assisted by
ROBBINS-At Sunset (Deer Isle), Jan 12, to
W.
and
A.
Lord
John
George
HigMr aud Mrs Freeman Robbins, a son.
Capt.
gins. The following are the officers for SMALL—At Ellsworth. Jan 15, to Mr and Mrs

“Clarion”, it is
requirement.
Wood Bishop Co.,

nace—if it is a
sure

Personal attention to all detail*.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

imn fH i

Whether it’s a range or a fur-

work:;honest prices'

—

------.-

insured;

1C. W. & F. L. MASON

sor,

O. W.

E. J.

Mad-

For

ill of

wife

and wife.

I»I

retired Tuesday night in ber usual
health. Just before 3 o’clock Wednesday
ber daughter, who
morning she called
found her very ill. She lived scarcely au

Water Street, Ellsworth, Maine.

Twenty Years' Experience.

been taken.

par-

docks

hour.

Conary

quite

and

MARINE

taken,
41, issued
last July, 112 shares. In series 42, just
opened, seventy-one shares have already
shares

Mrs. Hannah Maddock* was the guest of
daughter, Mrs. Walker, at Ellsworth

residents.

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,

rate

ber

0

KLIW OKTH.

Ora Carter, who has been ill the past
week of chicken pox, is out again.

The

of dividend has been 6 per cent.
In series 40, issued one year ago,

the ice-houses the

Blaisdell

Austin O.

has 360shareholders

outstanding, 110 borrowers’

ents at

town Friday to attend the funeral of his
aunt, Mrs. Lucy Maddvcks.
This community was shocked last Wednesday morning by the sudden death of
Mrs. Lucy A. Mad docks, one of its most

RIVER.

THE

Mis. H. P. Carter is
Renz

I

for loans.

Seeds, who has been quite
last week.
33
; ill the past two weeks, is improving.
17
A. B. Smith will leave Tuesday for BlueMiss Frances Richardson, who has been
16
at Ellsworth the past two years,
bill with his team, for a winter’s work.
employed
13
is at home.
George .Lord came from Sullivan to-day
10
to work in the woods for K. F. Kemick.
W in tie Id M. Pettee, of Aahville, was in

4

filling

WKST

of

10

LIGHT DELIVERY TRUCKS

6 Models —$860 to $1,800.

OK

past week.
There are twenty-two horses and one
yoke of cattle at Goose pond hauling wood
for W. B. Crossman, of Bangor. Harvey
Gray, of Dedham, is hauling with C. P.
Bennoch for Mr. Crossman.
been

During the past year forty-one shares
In the next two series,
matured.
maturing during this year, there are only
tbirty-six shares outstanding, eight of

Nellie Maddocks js visiting ber sis-

Herbert
Ellsworth Falls recently.

COMPLETE LINE OF-

insured.

was

have

the winter at

ually
DEATHS IN ELLSWORTH.
with whonl
Harold E
!
a sou
The total number of deaths in Ellsworth survived by
sde made ber notne, and a daughter—Mrs.
hi 1911 was 71—3 more
than last year, and
i Helen N. Nason.
®ore than the
average for the precedten years, which is 01.8.
EGYPT.
Of the 71 deaths 6 were of children less
than 5 years of
at
age, 3 between 5 and 21
Sophia Clark, who has been employed
years of
age, and 63 were adults. Of the Bar Harbor, is home.
ults, 33 bad outlived their allotted
E. E. Scainmon, who has been in New
three-score and ten”, 20 being between York and Masaacbusrta lor the past three
the ages of 70
and 80, 11 between 80 and 90,
weeks, arrived home Saturday.
tt*e' The >’ear* like
Mrs. P. H. Strattsn, who has been visitJ
is remarkable for the
high average of ing her mother, Mrs. Julia Hutchins, a
*ges. In mo, of the 58
adults, 36 were fewdays, returned to Bangor Saturday.
over 70

following

and

depositors $59,921.31 as interest during that period.
The dividends
paid during tho past year amounted to
$8,836.44.

Ellsworth

Btrout and wife visited his

The above list does not include residents
of the
county dying at sea or away from
ome, but only deaths act dally occuring in
tae town
reporting.

he

1,150 00
1.571 73

has

Miss Bessie L. Patten visited friends at
Ellsworth last week.

009

Of

Real estate.
Cash on hand.•

During the twenty years of its existence it has never passed a dividend, and

Heath’s.

Miss

Insurance.

approxitnateiy $2,500.

ter at Ellsworth.

0

17
20
2
12

spending

00

1,125 00
12,222 50
62 29

The celebrated Buick car for 1012 is on the market with FIV K
MOI)l LS—two runabout; three touring car. Weareselling
agents. The features of these care are such that no intending
purchaser should fail to become familiar with them. We are
prepared to show every detail.

1

Sunday.

H. B.

9114,267

I

chimney.

the

the statement at the
Robert B. Carter is confined to the house
report, the accumulated capi
with a bad cold.
tal has increased 110,018.01, the guaranty
Mrs. Ce'ia
Fullerton and
grandson
fund $300, and loans f10,462.
Arthur have gone to Bass Harbor for the
The secretary issued a brief report of
! winter.
the business of tho association since orN. G. Kingsbury has some men cutting
ganization, which shows a steady and
healthy growth, until to-day it occupit^ a | wood on his place, recently purchased of
stronger position than at any time in its Henry Remick.
history.
Capt. Clifford Fullerton is having some
The association was chartered in Decem- finishing work done on the inside of his
ber, 1889, and commenced business in house by Heman Treworgy.
May, 1891, declaring the first dividend
*
Jan. 1, 1892, in the sum of $58.85, and havGKKKIN LAKE.
ing an accumulated capital at that time of
H.
F.
Lord with a crew of men has
Capt.

KI.LSWOK I II.

Mrs. Ida Flood is

52

1912

BUICK

called out and succeeded in

flames confined to the attic,
which was pretty well burned out. Most
of the furniture on the first floor was
taken out, but the smoke prevented removing any from the second floor, and it
was ruined by smoke
and water. Mr.
Franklin's goods were
partly insured.
The house is owned by Lullum Bros.,

keeping

Aacompared with

Wallace McOown ami wife drove to Sur-

9

20

22

NOIt I'll

9
1

24

18

Tremout.
Trenton.
Verona.
^tllhira...

in

9130.398

was

company

last annual

during the year, as returned to the city
10 clerk, against forty-seven in 1910.

62

12

Sorrento.

birth'*

Schoppe has gone to Waltham,
employment for the winter.

W.

#130,898 62

g

Otis.3

Penobscot...

flfty-six

72
35

Bonds.

Mar 19. James Wilson. 55, at Baugor.
Mar 28. John Coughlin, 41. at Baugor.
April 10, Maurtce E Sowle, 28. at Boston.
May 9, Lawreu' e 3 Sinclair, 17, at Bar Harbor.
Dec 16. Dr Abby M Fulton, hi, at Baugor.
were

con-

! Sunday,

ASSETS.

Jan 29, Leouard M Moore. 3*. at Boston.
Jan 30, Mrs Albert F Stock bridge, 80, at Bar

There

426

22

Real estate loans.
Share loans.

Ellsworth people died
away from home during the year:

3

Aurora..*.
Bluehiii.
Brook! io.

Forfeited shares......
Profit and loss.

The following

1911

FALLS.

M. Davis and wife were in Amherst
guests of Mrs. Davis' parents, E.
secretary, treasurer and auditor were j li. Giles and wife.
received, approved and filed.
Ernest JL. Franklfn has finished work in
The board of directors was re-elected as
the Spratt mill at Bar Harbor, and has enfollows: Arno W. King, John A. Peters,
gaged to go to Mt. Desert to work in the
Omar W. Tapley, Charles P. Dorr, John F. i
mill for J. W. Somes.
Knowlton, Arthur W. Greely, Frank W.
The house occupied by Loren Franklin
Kolitns.
M. Y. McGown was re-elected
j on the shore roao was discovered to be on
auditor.
The statement of the financial condition fire by Mrs. Franklin Monday evening,
of the association at the close of the books about 9 o'clock. Mr. Franklin was away
in the woods, and Mrs. Franklin
was
for December, 1911, is as follows:
j alone
in the house with the children. A
fire bad been kindled earlier in the evenLIABILITIRS.
in one of the chambers, and the house
Accumulated capital. 9124,540 45 ing
I probably caught from an overheated stove
Guaranty fund.
5,400 00
or from a defective
The fire

Following is a complete list of deaths
from return* made to occurring in Ellsworth
during the year
Toulitt i» compiled
»nd nearly all the death* 1911, with the age given at the last birth(be town clerk*.
In The Americas «oon af- day:
were reported
ter the occurrence.

Alvah

Feb. 19-24, ’12.

where he has

the

during the year 1B11.

ioHtncock county

ELLSWORTH

I^° B. Betts and wife are receiving
Ellsworth Loan & Building AssociaI gratulations on the birth of a son.
tion In Good Condition.

8
8
2
2
0
1
0
5
1
8
2

8

Food Fair.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Over 90

Ikamwement*.

who does not advertise in

Office Days: TUESDAYS and FRIDAYS a dull season makes it more
profitable for
those who do advertise.
Bangor Office : 12 Grove St.

Hall «Ss Cole

Fruit and Produce Common Mants
Apples, Potatoes and Cranberries
our

Specialties

BOSTON
100102 Faneuil Hall Market,
Send for Stencils and weekly market report.

MAINE
a

HAY

Specialty

SHIP A SAMPLE CAR TO
W. J. PHELPS,
Chamber of Commerce Building. Boston, ftlaaa
Kelerence. Beacon Trust Com pan >.

•MiiiMjrihe tor Th* Amkkioan

be

lett nod

WEST T REMO NT
end

TIM ImmHooked-toc
postponed K. of P lesp

rear

cpeat sritb go an*, utterspered
with nu; So* eml etleeUeos by Hr.
danttie. Betreahmente wore eened.

muy times
ball earn* off

c rerun r ero*

dis-

A farther

Wednesday mm«j.
appointment was imminent, bo* Joys orchestra came to tbe relief at the eleventh
boor. Grim countenances toot diasppeered, and all united is making tke ocThere will be a
oaaicn a royral food time.
dance and tapper here Jan. 31. Joy'a
last

OOTTS ISLAND.

orchestra will furnish the music.

la Marion Sawyer, ofTremont. visited
Core last week.

j

friends here and at deal

Norwood, wbo he* been in
Augusts the past two mouths, is here with
ber daughter. Mrs. Edwin Tops at.
Ids

Mrs.

Arttne

Sawyer,

Rockland

from

came

Ariine will

week-

granddaughter

Dow end

Jennie

Mrs-

last

attend school here.

Chpt. Gardner Lawton, who has been
scalloping out of Rockland, came home
His sou Carl and Ray Robbins
Saturday
Reed, who fell on the iee.
hurting her leg badly, is much better, being able to resume ber school afters week'»
Mies Hazel

j
j

absence.

last week

account

an

wat

bad

thanks to
so

P. W. Lon! fa the receipted
generously gave them on their

an

Tgpi.na.

Lester Salisbury asd Mias Clark, of
Ellsworth, spent Sunday with tus parents,
W. &. Salisbury and wife.

Cape.
Hsxei

ATLANTIC.

Hodgkins

Charles

went

to

and

A

DEEB KLE.
Mr. and Mn. Tw-

Stops

born to

wo ni

ain Robbia* Jan. 10.
Daacoa WtUiM L. Gilley died Saturday
Albena Walker ba» ren* to Hallow*!] to
BorniBf, Jab. as. After two weete* iUmm. apand Uw winter with a reJatir*.
Deacon Gilley ted been failing to tealtfe
Benjamin Tracy and wife recently apant
for more than a jw, pert Jr toe rora.1t of a
a tew day* with relative* at Dear 1*1*.
bat a little boy, be ni takes into the terioo* flit io hi* born »Wcfc developed
Stephen Stanley, of Weat Stoningtoo,
home of Bnjuia Preble at Wtakaf kidney trouble. Daring
P»»* ®ooth
ha* moved hi* family here. Mr*. Stanley
inow Sorrento), where he remained aatil be suffered slig bt shock* M ptrtJyiii.
1* la poor health.
Mr. Gilley vm *v*nty-aix yeur* of age,
old enough to care for himeelf.
Anthony By* *p*at e few day* in RockHe bad a Imdam for tbr sen. aad bia yet ted Attended regularly to bu bo*tine
land lb la weak in warcb of a bora* to tak*
■ first
voyage to Boatoo aad way porta waa bwuMi anti! bit health failed. Eren
of the oc* be I ait but week.
i made before be bad barely entered bia during the past season be looked After fats the place
Flonaie Seekin*. a .indent in Colby col’teens. Is the early part of ISM, though amaJ boats After feliiof the motor Mooch
barely seventeen yean of ape. be ealtated He will be greatly nnaeed by c« only bit lege, who apant the holiday, with her paris the Sib Maine battery, 1st Maine heavy borne circle and Sootb«re*t Harbor towns- ent., Walter Seekin. and wife, returned
*onmer visitor*
to Waterriile Jan. 8.
j artillery, serving aatil the cket of the people, tel by tbe many
H.
Jan. 18.
i ear, when ha waa honorably discharged who ted been eo bbaht year* faithfully and

they port-baaed

their

their

they (pent

skilfully

tbe

the

aea

ing

as

for
a

In

masonic

most

Much

Sloan's Liniment is a
reliable remedy for
any kind 0f
horse lameness. Will ki,|
^
growth of spavin, curb or splint,
absorb enlargements, and
is
excellent for sweeny, fistula
and thrush.
Hare’s Proof.
I wri
wltkmt

Fred Green* and wife
rialt to relative* here.

wa*

under tbe
of which
trusted

far

lor pama.
1/h-JtlW

auspice*
he

had

on

many

officer tinea early

a

it felt tor tbe bereaved

day.

LINIMENT
is good for all farm stock.

'My boffs had
thr** dan
heir** we
yomr imnrwm, which I *u
■dwd to try
I h*** uacd it m-m Ue
the** dan am! my
hop in aiaon w*U
On* hog died before I gm it* fcasawnt,
but I kite m h«*t any tfere.**
A J. McCabt**, UaviBc, lad.

—

•

a

he

STSm

Bon y a,.

at

SLOANS

The teacher* of thia town and Stoningheld a convention at Stonlngton Fri-

too

sympathy

i,L«

Jure

the *cbooaer

public

a

a hm., f
cwrd hr,
at m laia-iT

thr
rrnr lar»t ahnr hula cg
mih tt. I h>%< hilled aa Quart,,
-auico
Qua,-j
cot* M * aaarr that war auto!:, .-(t ,
ajar, braird ra». aore natka oq Umt
honrr. I hart braird (rraar bar] g.
aurc thn «*ud hard!, wilk
ArriuaT G. Mirra. Oakland 1"
Pa •
Kootr No

day*'

Marin* lodge, F. and A. M., will bold
ir,*taU*tioo Tnaaday, Jan. *>.

of tbe
been

honla
«

■•SWa IJ^bbm

Green* left Saturday to go mate
Jeaaie Buhop.

Gardner

be bad

tew

are on a

a

««

who
hat
been a
wife-Hannan B_
The Hock port beaket ball team played
Abut'in invalid for many year*, but her
Deer Die high at Deer Die Friday. Score,
unfailing patience in her trial* and un- 14-2E in favor of tbe borne team.
swerving faith in divine care will sustain
Tbe fine hauling baa been improved tbla
One * utter— I
her in tbe new affliction.
week by getting out a Urge quantity of
Mr*. Oaroline Moore, a half-brother
firewood from the Reach wood*.
John Gilley and three haif-»jster*- Mr*.
Mn. C. A. Haskell left Saturday to meet
Clara Waagntt, Mr*. Matilda Sugatt and
ber husband, who ha. recently arrived in
Mrs. Lizzie Mayo are all that are left of
Boaton after a tbree-montb.' trip in tbe
hi* immediate family.
An upright, industrious citizen. Deacon schooner Jeeee Btabop, in tbe Weat Indie*.
RXX.
Jan. ZL
Gilley has held a warm place >n tbe hearts

from whieh be almom

tea

manhood.

years, then began workcarpenter, which trade be fol-

entirely recovered, bet three

which

deacon

aa

lodge,
a

per.raced

held ttn* afternoon at

era

served

member and

tome

November. 1908, be »offered from

ri

Congregational church.

faithfully
year*. It

married life and

lowed cntil be retired from active labor
few years ago.

by thi*

tailed

The funeral

reared the four children bora to them.
After Battling here, Mr. Perry followed
:

Lameness

_

preeeat home, aad

daogbter alight paralytic abock,

last week, go-

W a tensile

nf to monrj.

oim'm

; bare

>

tte

Jobs L. Perry, bora April t, ISC; filed
j»n. s. no.
Jobs L. Perry «u born lb Gosidsboro,
April A ISC. son of Jobs rad Louisa Martin Perry. Hie father dying »beo he *»i

ex-

tive audience.

church debt.

Jan. 22.

from

baa returned

David Beatty, of Boston. Bang at tbe
cborcb Sunday morning to an apprecia-

storm, but will be held with Mrs. Abtne F
The society extends
L-unt Friday next.

bill be

King

tended visit to Boston.

post-

of the

on

lb* be*or storms of l*t* have made aad
baroc eritb lb* lobster trap*, some fiaberLobster* are
meo losing as many at fifty.
forty mu each.
It eras er itb teocb regret that tbe reel
of tbe death of Ounce A. Joyce, of Bar
Harbor, eras received bare, be baruic bees
a resident bare tor some year*, and esteemed and respected by all who barer
bins. In tbe straggle to build tbe little
church here, be eras one of tbe foremost,
be being chairman of tbe building com- at A ornate, June lL IS®.
mittee aad aiding greatly rritb both laAfter the war Mr. Perry acmin turned
He was always genial
bo* aad money.
aod obliging, attboegh at tbe time be ! to Lbe sen, which be followed for severs!
was not a cborcb member, bat bis heart
yean, making many Wot Indian and
Tbe dock which be
eras is tbe work.
other Heathers vcyege*.
Be also worked
presented to tbe church will be a me- for a tune is the Lowell
Machine Shop is
:
morial to him tor many yean.
Lowell, Man.
Cam.
Jan. a.
Is January, 1870. be married Mine Mary
LAMOlNft,
J. Moore, of Sullivan. Three year* taler
W. EL

The W. T. L society meeting

poned

SORRENTO

j

witn him.

ante

HcwasJtD.

Jon. 22.

COUNTY NEWS.

bringing gift* ol Obnstmaa cteur and r*■nattering. too, U» invalid code, Hiram,
who, After another aeriona ittnf, It again

COUNTY NEWS.

coo*in, Henry E. Bartlett. Hr. BartWilt entertained » email party of
neighbors and fneoAi Saturday mcbidi
A delightful
ia honor of their roosts

COUNTY NEWS

as far as Bangor by team.
later he was stricken with a very severe
wife, of Opeeehee. ing
Riremew local union will meet here shock, from which he only partially reBangor and other
Friday. There will be a picnic dinner and covered. Several weary weeks were spent of hit neighbor*, and will be long retowns.
INDIAN POINT.
at C. EL bail.
All are cordially in- in bed and tbes a wheel chair, until membered a* one who wa* beloved by old
Alonzo Sprague went to Rockland Wed- sapper
and tile, of Bar Harbor,
Ed
vited.
and
McQuinn
be
could
walk
a
little with the aid
young.
| flnaUy
nesday to buy stock tor a motor boat he is ,
Jan. 22.
B~ H.
recently viaited at Mr*. Ellen Higgins’.
Jan. ZL
Sprat.
of a cane.
to build lor Ellis Joyce.
Mr> Nettie B. Higgins spent part of
Though for nearly three weary yean a
The Atlantic social dob met this week
NORTH HANCOCK.
Capt. Ernmonds Sawyer is home for the iaet week will, ber motber, Mr*. Carolina
confirmed invalid, Mr. Perry was ever pawaa
the
There
Mrs.
Leeiit
With
winter.
Joyce.
j W. K. Tracy nod wife, of Franklin, were tient and
Richards, at Eden.
cheerful, with a hearty welcome
largest attendance of the season.
Lester Smith has moved bit family to
recent guests of Mrs. Charles Googins.
for Lbe many friends who came to cheer
ArtbnrC. Higgins and wife, who bare
A. C. Smith and wife went to Bar Har- !
Marsh.
Pretty
Mrs. Mary West, of Egypt, is with her bia life. Early Monday morning. Jan. 8,
• pent two week* with F. L. Higgins and
bog Sat urday, called there by the illness
Mrs.
is
Mr*.
be was stricken with a third shock from
Aijava Norwood,
visiting
dangoler. Mrs. Carl Stratton, « bo is ill.
wife, hare returned to Bar Harbor.

Chester Robbins and
are visiting friends in

_

and death of Mrs. Smith

s

brother.

N. B. Trask and daughter Marion. HowBer.
Mr. Wbitmore
ard Staples and
and wile went to Rockland Thursday.

Mrs. George Cline is in poor health.
Mis* Eua Springer will resume her
dunes in the West Sullivan exchange this
week.

The many friends of Clarence Joyce, of :
Maynard Ford was a week-end guest at
Bar Harbor, were pained to bear of his F. H.
Stratton's. Mr. Ford will lease
death on Sunday. Mr. Joyce was born
Tuesday for Massachusetts, where be will
and spent bis boyhood at Atlantic, and j
be employed as lineman for the New Eng*
hia schoolmates and relatives here
ber him

M

of

disposition.

remem-

genial, social, large-hearted
Hia early death is much re-

gretted.
Jan. 20.

Telephone

land

Mrs.
cards

(Jo.

Charles

Googins
Saturday evening.

Ajsos.

Joaepb Leighton, of Bar Harbor, spent *
Sunday with his family at William
Emery’s.
Da rid R Beattie, of Arlington, Maes.,
is spending his vacation with Henry £. i
Bartlett and family.
Marion

ing

the winter in

her sent. Miss

Bartlett,

who is

spendMaas., with

Cambridge,

Colby

Emma S. Blood, is visiting

and wife

weeks with relatives

Mrs.

Gertrude

spending

are
in

a

few

Belfast.

Mossier

end children

have gone to North Berwick to
remainder of the winter.

spend the

Y. Sylvester and wife spent s few
weeks recently with their son Loan,at
Seven-hnndred Acre island.
K-

little Ida Hutchins, who
was given into the
care of the Ernest
Workers’ society, of Bangor, last summer,
The friends of

pleased to learn that the child has
placed in a beautiful borne with H.

will be

3h**miscmnrts.

been

L. Dillon and

wife at Mare Hill.

Jan. lb.

Sadie.
WEST SURRY.

Blaiadell is working for S. E.
Grin die in East Or land.
Mis* Flora

The Proof Is In Ellsworth Almost at Your Door.
The public statement of an Ellsworth
citizen is in itself strong proof for Elisworth people, bat confirmation strengthens

the evidence.

Ellsworth citizen who testified years ago that Doan’s Kidney Pills
Here

is an

relieved sick
core

was

kidneys

now

Can

permanent.

kidney ills
investigate.

from
can

and

ask

better

The

case

states

the

any sufferer

You

proof?
is

at

right

home.

Franks, carpenter, High St.,
Ellsworth, Me., says: -About two years
M.

A.

1 noticed my back growing lame. As
time passed, the trouble became constant.
Finally my condition was so bad that I

lay off from work for several days.
suffering in that way 1 got a supply
of Doan’s Kidney Pills at Moore’s Drug
Store, and the first few doses helped me
After I had used two boxes of this remedy
I was entirely cored. Last fall 1 caught
cold and it settled on my kidneys, causing
another attack. I had not forgotten what
Doan’s Kidney Pills had previously done
to

When

for me, and 1

began using
remedy. 1
(Statement given

AFTER

YEARS.

August 7, 1911,
terviewed, and he said: ul confirm all I
in my previous endorsement of
Doan’s Kidney Pills SDd authorize its
Mr.

Franks

in-

was

said

continued
other

publication

kidney sufferers.

any serious

recurrence

for the
I have

benefit of
never

of my former

had

com-

plaint.”

success; ve

years.
member of D. L.

and Martha

We*re poet,

of his illness

waa

commander.

serving bis four.h year
He waa also a member of

tatber, bia borne
was the center of his life and tboogbU.
An honored citizen, be was liked and respected by bis fellow townsmen, end has
been greatly missed since his illness. Mr.
Perry is survived by s widow, four chiidren— Percy A., of Bangor, Delmont
of
Sorrento, Ideila b. Hodgdou. of Tremont,
and Lynette P. Haddocks, of Nonb EllsMrs. Melvins
worth; also a sister
Brown, of Franklin; a brother—Augustus
E. Perry, of Sullivan; four nephews, two
nieoes and five grandchildren.
—

held at

tbe

borne

Thursday afternoon, Bev. Gideon Mayo,
of Franklin, officiating. TDe floral offerings were beautiful, especially so lbe cross
snd crown of pinks snd roses from tbe G.
I
I A. K. snd large wreath of pinks from tbe
in

Arbutus

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
MEMORIAL KWOLmoX.

Hollis Willins and wife visited Mrs.
Wiltins’ mother, Mrs. Lizzie Trundy, in
Or land

one

day

last week.

D. Leach and wife, of East Orland,
with son Hoyt, visited Mrs. Leach’s parents, R. S. Leach and wife, 8 an day.
Jan. 22.
L.
Vf.

GOU LD6BORO.
Foes, who cat off|two toes while
woods the first of lest
lodging
week, is doingtwell.
Albert

in the

6*ran Strout fell sod

morning

last

week.

broke ber

leg one
Sunday Ophelia

W hitaker fell and

broke! her arm.
Both
breaks, Mrs. Btrout’s being near
the ankle and Mrs. Whitaker's in the
are

bad

wrist.

Jan. 16.

E. Merchant and wife

are

Harbor for several weeks

visiting at

R. Young, of Wilton, visited his
mother, Mrs. Augusta Young, recently.

Committee.

_

Lorinda Farmer has been at Bar

Mrs.

Fred

Mrs.

ffclWI, The mease eger of death hu
again entered our lodge And lakes from or
oar beioved sitter, Jessie A. Newman, be it
therefore
Retolt-fd. That in the death of thia aiater,
Bowena Rebekah lodge haa loci a devoted
member, a former noble grand who filled her
chair with dignity and saoceas, and a kind
and sympathetic friend.
Re*oiv+d. That we extend to the bereaved
family of onr deceased aiater. onr heartfelt
aympatby in thia their hoar of affliction.
B**olvtd, That oar charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days; that a copy of theae
resolution* be sent to the mourning family;
\ that a copy be placed upon the record* of the
lodge, and that a copy be aent to the Bangor
-Yeca and Eijjsworth America!* for publication.
Bertha H. Browk,
Farris L. Crocrett,
Gertrude B. Coxary,

Jits.
SOUTH HANCOCK.

8.

L.

Mrs. Lizzie
ill for

a

on

business.

Holmes has been seriously

couple

of

wee a a,

but is

now

re-

gaining health.
Southwest Harbor friends of John

The

Young and children, of Harvell and wife, of Portland, and of
Goulds boro, are visiting Mrs. Young’s James
Hastings and wife, of Franklin, are
mother, Mrs. D. W. Kelley.
sending congratulations on the birth of a
Jan. 15.
w.
son to each of the happy couples.
Schuyler Clark, who spent the holidays
NORTH JLAMOINE.
with his family in Boston, has returned,
James Horsey went down to the island
Addie

Beauty Truths

NORTH FRANKLIN.
S. G. Butler, of Northeast Harbor, is
Bros.

Beauty is only skin deep, but that's working for Jellison
deep enough to satisfy most women,
On account of the

and

is pushing the work on his two
cottages remodeled from the Island house,
to be used

lodging- houses.
Freeman, who is taking
a nurse-training coarse at the Maine
general hospital in Portland, is making good
as

Miss Car me lit*

progress, and has already been
to important pans and assigned

quiring skill.
George Harmon
moved
fitted

to

a

re-

has had

(rood sappers

home

is

from

beard of ber illness.
bor.

Jan. 21.

Mr. Schiefflen and two sons, of New
York spent a few days at hit farm here

recently.
Mrs. Acquills Guptill Bean,
villa, viaited friend* and
iaet week.

Fremont Hodgkins and wife, who have
been in Massachusetts daring tbe
early
winter, have returned home.
Jan. 15.
Phcebe.

a

Donnell, of Franklin, is vissister, Mrs. B. C. Grover.
Harold E. Beal entertained a party of

Satarday evening.
Elsie Holmes has returned to ber
studies at Shaw s business college, Bangor.
Mrs. Emily Manchester and Mrs. F. I. !
Miss

Phillips, who have been visiting in
Florida, are home.
The junior basket ball team is endeavoring to arrange a game with the boy

schooner Susan V
up
for the winter.
His mate,
La. Hardy, and steward, Harold
came home the aame
day.

Monday

evening,

Degree

work

was

done

by

the

by

Thomas
poor

employed

at

the

Ober's absence.
Jan. 16.

Mr.

A. E.

Tracy

and wife

are

Greenlaw, who has
health, is improving.

U You WIU Cm

Tuttle’s
Elixir

■
:<■*. Or don't giro
■P twwMr other Uun(t UT«
failed. When yon ato* to think that there are fernmda
drrstt of tbonaanda of horm* that ban been
•oaad and are kept aoaad kept at thto hard wort
day to and day ont—thanka to Tuttle • Elu r-;
you will rial tan that U‘a tune jmm med u, loo. LH
aa prvre to yoa that a
^

—-CURES

building

his

Jan. 13.

has gone to New Hampshire,
where he will have employment.
Jan. 22.
SrstAC.

a

C.
Girl's Wild

Cof. *,

Midnight Hide.
,e*r,ui forest fire in th

are oflen w»ved
by 1*
Discovery in curing lunjr trJubh
ooW** wh*ch might have ended i
SSi’imitf or Putulnoni»’ 11 cu red me c
japtf0®
• dresdf.1
cou?n and lung disease
write
il K fau?r*®u* Wellington. Tex., -after fou

Kiof

m

New

’*

S
si‘.!y

h,fcdi,l«l

1 gained fc7 poanda.”

j

■

—

Cbri. Splints, BfatU laataw, Ktay
1—e, IstUM Cnrda, Catklt Jaiit*.

«*»
of the remarkable eunutre power* of
Powder* Tuttle'* Coodrtloa Powders and Tali;* •
Hoof Ointment. Your dealer a*Ua TuttVa
^
If not, M-nd me hU eawe and IOr. m itainpe and
we wui aetvt a tan* aw bottle prepaid. Doe t •*!***
Gat Tuttie’a and be em

TSttht;

■aawltarr.

\

Haary
book o? valuable Informs
free;_
Enable* you to bo yoor c.*«
borae

So every

owner.

mortuary.

lor poet a#a

Wrtte

for tt 10-day, enctoetn*

S «*•

mnrs oixm Ml, m wmfyit;

Many Failures

,

k

Young

|

blemxahed

been in

ISLE AC HALT.
Elmer Lufkin end wile went to Portland Monday. Mrs. Lufkin will enter
the
hospital lor treatment.
Lobster fisb-rmen are
having hard
weather for their business.
c. H. Turner is
an ell on

Jesse Brown is confined to the house
erysipelas in his face.
Herman Sinclair has been
employed in
Ellsworth the past few weeks.

druggist*.

No Lame Horses

But

in

frlruful Pillar Winds
blow with terrific force at the tar north and
piay havoc with the skin, causing red. rough
or sore chapped haous anil
lips, that need
Buck leu s Arnica Salve to heal them. It
maser the skin soft and aoioolh.
Unrivaled
for cold-sores, also burns, boils,
sores, ulcers,
cuts, bruises and piiea. Only is etuis at all

—

It nreer fall* to loeale Umenm. and the tboaaaodt who hare tn*»l tt will U-ll you that ft h-X<*
the
tec I«a body wash they erer a*e
Send for the proofs We want you to know a.to

lew weeks.

with

Earl

the

jj

Jen. JO.

visiting

or

lyrtiat, laayflraath, 8wHlsg«Jttof
HoUaandF—nder.Matem perandCollr

Mrs. George B. Hatch is
substituting in
the school here lor Miss Alice Lane lor a

WEST HANCOCK.

like

and agree-

thus

Hardy,

Geneva Webb, who has been at•
tending the Rockland commercial
school,
came home
Saturday.

z. x.

just

eaten

relaxed muscular coat of tbe bo »el,
overcoming weakness and aiding to
restore the bowels to more vigorous and
healthy activity.
Rexall Orderlies are unsurpassable and
ideal for tbe uae of children, old folk and
delicate persona. We cannot too highly
recommend them to all sufferers from any
form of constipation and its attendant
evils. That’s why we back our faith in
them with our promise of money back if
satisfaction.
they do not give entire
Three sixes: 12 tablets 10cents, 36tablets 2S
Remember,
cents and 90 table is SO cents.
you can obtain Rexall Remedies in EllsThe Rexall
worth only at our store.
Store. E. G. Moors, cor. opp. poatofflee.
on

New

Mias

postofBce during

are

particularly prompt

George

C. M. Gross was in Rockland this week
had an operation performed on his
foot.

Everett W. Ober and wife left Monday
Georgia, where they will visit Mrs.
Ober's relatives.
Miss Emily Whitmore

are

oar

organa with which they come in contact,
apparently acting as a regulative tonic up-

and

visitors.

fails to do

action, may be taken at any time,
night; do not cause diarrtiers
nausea, griping, excessive looseness, or
other undesirable effects.
They have a
very mild but positive action upon tbe

day

OCEAN VLLLK.

for

will be

in

Jan. 22.

Mrs. Carrie Berry, of Carmel, has been
visiting friends here.
Fred Milliken, who has been
employed
region,
in Gouldaboro, is home.
skating

cold, rough weatber,
also men.
In order to keep the skin a clear, there have been no meetings at the schoolhouse
the
past two,weeks.
clean, healthy condition, the stomach
and fishing.
Jan. 5.
must supply the blood plenty of nutriT.
Robert Higgins and wife, of Seal Hartion. As long as the stomach is out -of order and the blood lacks proper
When given as soon as the rroupy cough bor, recently spent a few days with Mrs.
nourishment the skin will be affected.
appears Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy Higgins' mother, Mrs. Eliza Robbins,
If you want a perfect skin that you wtll ward off an attack of croup and prewill be proud of. take a week's treat- vent ail danger and cause of anxiety.
A Hero In a Lighihuu***.
Thousands of mothers UBe it successfully.
ment of MI-O-X A stomach tablets
For years J. 8. Donahue. South Haven,
Mich., a civil war captain, a* a SighthouseGet a fifty-cent box to-day, and if Bold by ail dealers.
keeper. averted awful wrecks, but a queer
you are not satislied after a week’s
fact is. he
have been a wreck, himself,
Medicines that aid nature are always if Electric might
treatment, you can hare your money
Bitters had not prevented. -They
most
effectual.
Chamberlain's Cough cured me of kidney trouble and chili*,"
he
back.
other so called
For any stomach ailment MI-O-X A Remedy acts on this plan. It allays the writes,for-after J had taken
relieves the lungs, opens the scre- cures
years, without benefit and they also
cough,
is guaranteed. It gives almost iurtaut tioas and aids nature in
seventy,' 2 am
my sight. Now.
restoring the sys- improved
For dyspepsia, indigestion, all
feeling fine.
relief and permanently cures.
tem to a healthy condition.
Thousands stomach,
liver
and
troubles,
kidney
Large box 50 cents, at G. A. Par- have testified to its superior excellence. without equal. Try them. Only 50 they're
eta. at
Bold by ail dealers.
cher's and druggists everywhere.
all druggists.

Pickering,

Jork

Nathan Bunker, of Winter Harbor.
Astieou Rebekah lodge entertained I'nison Rebekah lodge, of Bar
Harbor, Friday.

remedy

able in

Uept. F. A. Haskell arrived home Wednesday, having hauled his vessel, the

officers of Ocean lodge, I. O. 0. F-,
installed

candy,

Charlene Lowe he* gone to Stonington to live e lew weeks et Dr. Noyes’.
Freeman Howard and wile have gone to
Sunset lot a lew days’ visit with Miss
Florence Saunders.

Ellsworth.

our

want yoo to substantiate them at

we

Mrs.

friends at his home

where

risk.
Rezall Orderhea

NORTH DEER ISLE.
Pott muter C. W. Webster is quite Ul.
Bezel Herd}- has been very ill, but is
better.

her

case

tbia we will return the money paid us for
it. That’s a frank statement of facts, and

and wit*.

Walter Donnell will move bis family to
apartments in Fred Bean’s bouse for the
remainder of the winter.

Miss Mabel

were

of Unionrelative* here

Mrs. Bay Ash, of Gouidsboro, with
baby Pauline, are guests of E. J. Robert

a small building
Long pond to be
There is now quite

camp.
a little colony of campers in that
who spend a few days at a time in

ASH MULE.

Mrs. Fred Bean is visiting her sister,
Mrs. John Bean, in East Sallivan.

Miss Mar; Gilpatrick has gone to Bos-

The

Hakdiso.

j

ton for the winter.

scouts’ team of

They leave a daughCora Sargent, of Northeast Har-

ter—Mr*.

visit in Boston.

iting

are

a

We guarantee immediate and positive
to a!l •offerers from conatipatioo.

In every

served.

news wm received of the death of bis
widow, Margaret, which came aa a great
surprise to her friends her*, who had not

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

May Phillip*

are

A Statement of Facta Backed by
Strong Guarantee.

are

Capt. Shabe! M. Wails, a native of tbia
place, recently died in Boston. Last week

son

NO CAUSE TO DOUBT.

orderly, relief

T. C. Higgins and wife, of Bar Harbor,
Mr*. Cairin Higgins and daughter Margwerite from Machiaa. spent Sunday at
“Uncle Tom's Cabin'’.

evening until aupper was announced
was taken up in remarks from the sisters
and brothers.
Music was furnished by
the Southwest Harbor band.
Jan. 22.
8pbc.
Miss Cora

sociable* which

well attended and

visiting in
Massachusetts, and before returning will
visit in Hampden, Brewer and Ellajworth.

the

Dedham.

the shore of

up for

j

are

John H. Abram and wife

Koveot Rebeksh lodge »qg Ps*noetic
lod*v of Odd Fellows beid a Joint tnstalUtioD it L O. O. F. hail Tuwdfjr evening.
The officers of ibe Rebekah lodge were
installed by Mrs. Ida M. Richardson, D.
D. P., assisted by Mrs. Clara Cleaves, of
Bar Harbor, aa grand marshal, as follows:
Mrs. Nellie Gilley. N. G.; Mrs. Gertrude
Conley, V. G.; Mr*. Clara PhiUips, financial secretary: Mrs. Ltnie Holmes, treasurer; Mrs. Jennie Trondy,
chaplain;
Mrs. Susie King, warden; Mrs. Roxie PerMias
conductress;
Jessie
oald,
Lawton.
L G.; Montrivili Gilley, O. G.; Mrs. Abbie
R.
8.
N.
Mrs.
Charlotta LaGilley,
G.;
Count, JL 8. N. G.; Miaa Fiorenoe HanR.
8.
V.
Mrs.
Sadie
G.;
cock,
Robinson,
L. 8. V. G.
Officers of the Odd Fellows were installed by District-DeputyN. H. Bunker,
of Winter Harbor, with Frank Weston, of
Winter Harbor, as grand marshal. The
officers are:
Sumner Spurling, N. G.;
George Dnnton. V. G.; George Puller,
secretary; Frank Gilley, warden; Edwin
Lord, conductor; Charles Haynes, chaplain; Ernest Robinson, R. 8. N. G.; Henry
Clark, L. S. N. G.; Fred Higgina, R. 8. V.
G.; Olia Mills, L. 8. V. G.: Samuel King,
L G.; Henry Spurling, 0. G.; Thomas
Robinson, R. S. 8.: Montrivili Gilley,
Past N. G.
After the installation, the remainder of

promoted
work

held bare

jonrr installation.

years ago.
A devoted husband and

services were

Harding.
The Saturday night

Robinson, who is in the employSinger Manufacturing Co..
Bangor, is home for a few days.

|

15._H.

Mr*. Charlotte Burr Clark, of Trenton,
spent Sunday with ber aunt, Mr*. Set b

Mayo.

ment of the

Point Harbor coart of Foreaters, and at
time a member of M. X- Stevens lodge,
K. of P., of Sullivan, but withdrew a few

Funeral

home.
Jan.

Arthur

G. A. R-. of East Sullivan, having held
many offices in the order, and at the time

short time ago.

For sale by all dealers. Price 50 oents.
Foster- MU burn Co., Buffalo, New York, last week for his annual visit to relatives
sole agents for the United States.
and friends.
Remember the name—Doan's—and take i
no other.
Harvey Bragdon, who went to Eastbrook last week to see his mother, Mrs.
L. J. Bragdon, and sister Gertrude, who
were visiting there, has returned.
Jan. 22.
y.

Pimples, Sallowness, Blotches and
Dull Ejes Caused by Stomach.

was a

F. N. Trundv has lost one of his horses
purchased in Massachusetts a

North Bradford.

SIX

On

He

which he

the

quickly cured.’’
February 7, 1906.)
was

thirteen

ever

session

ago

had

Ezra Lcrrey, of Cranberry Islet, visited
popular, winning his sifter here last week.
friends everywhere, and the respect of all !
Mrs. Sarah Young, who has been visitwith w bom be came in contact. He bad
ing i n Skew began, is hewx*.
served bis town as juror, selectman and
Marion Sawyer is attending commercial
constable, and bad served as moderator
college in Rockland; also Marion Clark
for
was

closed Friday, after a ten weeks’ Foresters.
Interment was
\
taught by Mias Louise Seeds, of I cemetery, Sullivan Oenter.
Ellsworth.
I Jan. 15.
School

Mr*. Locretia Pray, who baa been visittbg her sister. Mr*. C. D. Sawyer, at Baal
Ooee, the past few weeks, has returned

Monday evening.

one

em-

Ed

Fred Rich at Tremont.

regained consciousness,

never

passing sway
Mr. Perry

as

SUNSET.

Leander i. Smith, who baa been
ployed in Rancor, is at bome.

L.

Refreshments

served.
Jan. 22.

were

&

PARTRIDGE COVE.

Mias

entertained at

which be

tTalldraggisJ"*1

consumption an
Noth in a ao

boU,e *"*'

anr»

Pric
«•*»»>«

Purlalan

Sage

Overcame

Mi**

Kruger's Hair Troubles.

guaranteed

PARISIAN SAGE is not
to grow hair on bald heads, but it i*
guaranteed by the well-known druggist, G. A. Parcher, to stop falling
hair, eradicate dandruff and stop itching scalp, or money back. Sold i»
every town in America by leading
druggists for 50 cents a bottle. 11*““
Miss Krugei’s letter.
••PARISIAN SAGE is the best hair
grower and b-autitier and dandruff
cure,
i lost all my ban through
typhoid fever; I was almost hardheaded, and my scalp was as sore ■**
Could be
l tried everything, but in
vain.
Finally l tried l’ANIs|-''
SAGE, and after using one bottl' wf
hair started to grow, and has grown
three or four inches inside of t*'°
months. I advise every woman »b°
wants beautiful
hair to use I
MMeta
181 AX SAGE."
Miss
Kruger, Hrowiitowu, Minn.

NEWS.

[COUNTY

BLUEHILL.
W»rf W. WwksoU
riilt.

town for

a

short

Jj on

hie It*.
tondoni of

M. Moor, of Etleworth, la ptacfor electrio lights in the
D.B. McKey.
JT-6, i* the story of the game of
played at Kane’s ball Jen. 12

* „dre*
Ibe wire*

SUofMW.
^ot-ball

academy boy* outplayed the town
and won an easy vicgarnet *U times,
tory-

Kane, Jr., arrived home
John Warren

Portland,
with hi* father, Capt. Kane, who has
la now much better,
Kane
ill. Capt.
where he has

week from
0*0
Man
and is

expected

home

soon.

Warren left this week for
Cambridge, Mass., to spend several weeks
with his family. Roily ns Btinson is clerk*
in* in his absence.
Prank McGuire, of the Settlement
qoarry, is on a business trip to New York.
It is hoped that business will be resumed
at the quarry soon.

Oagood.

District Deputy George 8. Hagerthy, of
Ellaworth, assisted by Frank 8. Call as
officers of
grand marshal, installed
Blnehill lodge, L O. O. F-, Jan. 11, aa folA. 8. Witbam, N. U.; Charles
lows:
Ward well, V. G.; George A. Morse, P. G.;
I. E. Stanley, chaplain; Charles E. Greene,
secretary; 1. E. Stanley, treasurer; F. L.
Stover, K. 8. N. G.; Thomas Grieve, L. 8.
Ji.O.; Charles Wescott, R. 8 V. O.; A. B.
Herrick, L. 8. V. O.; William Stover, 8.
S.; Waiter Leighton, L. 8. 8.; Horace Herrick, warden; A. M. Herrick, canductor;
E. L. Osgood, 1. G.; Arthur Gray, O. G.

The Bluehill reunion will be held in
Sewall hall, 177 Huntington avenue, Boston, “aturday, Feb. 17, stS p. na. All who
are at all interested in Bluehill arc urged
to attend, meet their old friends and make
someone

8TONI NOTON.
Albion Walker has gone to Ilallowell to attend school.
Miss

Portland, is the guest of
Roy Tyler,
his parents, John O. Tyler and wife.
Mrs. Weaver, of Camden, district depof

uty, installed officers of Bock bound Re-

Mertioe Small, of this town, is employed at the conservatory of music jn
Miss

Crockett,
ill,
proving.
!l. W. knowlton is visiting friends in
His wife has been there
Philadelphia.
several weeks, and will accompany him

lodge Tuesday evening.

Homes, of Worcester, Mass.,
spending a couple of weeks with her
parents, Capt. K. K. Knowlton and wife.
is

Philip Crockett went to Portland
day to accompany his wife home.

MonShe

patient in St. Barnabaa hos-

pital.
gale laat

week

several

driven ashore and

Harmon’s

chain,

boats
J. C.

damaged.
her
Creed more parted
stove in and sunk, and is a

tug

was

iimmtftrruTUi
ONE

MM,LON DOLLARS FOR
GOOD STOMACH.

A

The Offer Should Be a Warning to
Every Man and Woman.
The newspaper and medical journals recently have had much to say relative to a
famous millionaire’s offer of a million dollars for a new stomach.
This great multi-millionaire was too

busy to worry a bout the condition of hie
stomach. Ho allowed bis dyspepsia to
run from bad to worse until in the end it
became incurable.
His misfortune serves as a warning to
others.
Every
for

one who suffers with dyspepsia
few years will give everything he
for a new stomach.

•

owns

Dyspepsia

commonly caused by an
abnormal state of the gastric juices, or by
lack of toue in the walls of the stomach.
The result is that the stomach loses its
Power to digest food.
We are now able to
certain missis

turn

his

effective

an

guest

The Stonington and Deer Isle teachers’
association
met
in
the high school
room

at

Stonington,

but

PILLS

was

small.

N. E. Knowlton, P. M., installed
officers of Juanita chapter, O. E. S., on
Thursday evening. The officers are: Mrs.
V’. Goss, W. M.J Alexander McGuffle, W.
P.; Mrs. Della Small, A. M.; Mrs. Ada
Frink, secretary; Mrs. Grace E. Gott,
treasurer.

Jan. 22.

Nihil.
BKUUWItlL.

Ashley Hooper is at home.
Frank Gray is working for Irving Candsge.
H. E. Hagerthy has recently purchased a
horse.

iiaymond Bridges will begin work for
to-day.
There will be a mask-ball at Riverside
hall Saturday evening, Jan. 27.

Smith Bros,

Miss V'era Small, of Brooklin, spent the
week-end with Miss Alice Cain.

Eaton

Cecil

recently

Wolcott, N. Y., bringing

from
bride.

returned
home

a

C. A. Holden and daughters will leave
for Portland Friday for an absence of two
months.

JUgal JToiicre.

THE

set cause

Abby M. Fulton, late of Southwest Harbor,

in said

Miss Edith Je!lison, Who*, is employed in
the home of Charles Goodwin at North

Robinson,

Mariaville,

came

Sunday.
Harry Hopkins,
pained to learn

home

The friends here‘of
his

for

over

Hast

Eddington, were
untimely death, which occurred

of
of

(

at his

home last week.

Salisbury

Willis

to visit

went

to Brewer last

his

Mrs.

hoping

for her

early

Horace

are

recovery.

Jan. 22.

Davis.

ORLAND.
Officers of Riverside chapter, O. E. S.,
were
inatalled by Past Matron Carrie
A. Jordan at Masonic hall, Jan. 9.
There
was singing by Mrs. Narbis, Mrs. Marcia
York, of Augusta, A. B. Hutchins and Dr.
Brow n. Mrs. May L. Buck was organist.
Alter installation, supper was served in
the grange ball. The officers are: Alice
G. Brown, W. M.; Dr. C. W. Brown, W.
P.; Mary C. Saunders, A. M.; tiara A.
S. Valentine, secretary; Lizzie A. Gray,
treasurer; Josephine Saunders, conductress; Georgia W. Facteaux, associate conductress; Uertrude
Hutchings, Adah;
Clara M. Hutchins, Ruth; Carrie A Jordan, Esther; Flora F. Dorr, Martha;
Martha C. Hutchins,
Electa*; Inez C.
Ginn, warder; William S. Hutchings, sentiuel; Nettie F. Saunders, marshal.
Spec,
Jan. 15.
home, after
eral months in Greenville.
Charles G. Brown is at

j

j

sev-

George E. Ames and family, of Bucksport, were in town Sunday.
Albert D.

Staples

and

wife have gone to
have accepted lucra-

Prospect, where they
positions in a hotel.

Eggenioggin lodge, F.

and

M., held

A.

A

new

Soper,

son

grocery
of Owen

urer; F. C. Allen, secretary; A. H. Sargeut, chaplain; C. W. Pert, marshal; W.
H. Roobina, 8. 8.; C. A. Conary, J. 8.; A.
Past D. D. (J. M.
F. Robbins, tyler.

Theodore A. Smith installed the staff in
his usual able mariner for the fifteenth
time. A pleasing program was presented,
with Mrs. 1. 8. Candage as reader, Ray
Thurston soloist. Miss Mae H. Small organist. A picnic supper was served. After supper the company repaired to the
Masons’ hail, where a good time was enjoyed with music and jest.

1

Jan.

22._H.
BROOKLIN.

A.

E. Farnsworth returned from East-

port Tuesday.
Elmer Pendleton
boro Saturday.

returned from Isles-

Pomona grange will meet
February 6.

w

ith Brooklin

Edith Gray and Loraine Randall.
Elaborate preparations are being made
for the valentine masquerade to be given
at the town hall Wednesday evening, Feb.
14.
Many unique costumes will be worn.
with

her

H. O. Staples, of Portland,
few

was

valentine

a

written

thereon

doorkeeper on entering the hall.
Elton Mann, of Bucksport, and Clara E.
Churchill, of Orland, were married in
Bucksport by Rev. William Forsythe Saturday, Jan. 20. The bride is the daughter
of Mrs. Louis Hubbard, and is a general
who

favorite with all

know

her.

Mr.

Mann also has many friends here, and all
unite in extending good wishes. They received many pretty and useful presents.

D.

Jan. 22.

j

WEST BROOKSV ILL.E.

in town

supply
Judson Freethy, G. F. Gott and
ing elements—to help to restore to the gasTaiuter were in Bangor last week.
juices their digestive power, and to
district No. 8.
Everett Kane and daughter Dorothy, of
*id in
making the stomach strong and well.
Miss May Jane Grindle is visiting Mrs.
Addison, are visiting his parents, H. 8.
We know that Rexall
Dyspepsia Tablets Kane and wife.
Ray Treworgy.
•re a most
dependable remedy for disOn account of thin ice, the smelt tisherordered stomachs,
Mrs. A. W. Bridges has returned from
indigestion and dyssmall fares.
Arhngtou, Mass., where she has been vis- men are getting
pepsia.
tric

We want you to try them and will return your
money if yoa are not more than
•atisfled with the results.

Three

cents, bO cents and f^X).
you can obtain Rexall Reme-

sizes, 26

Remember,

iting her mother. Mrs. T. W. Tolcott.
Saunders, of Brooksville,
who is teaching at Naskeag, spent the
week-end with her cousin, Mrs. H. M.
Pease.
Miss Liva Tibbetts, who has been visitMiss Harriet

dies in this
community only at our store
-I be Kexail Store. E. G. Moore cor.
^PP- postoftice.

ing her father, Capt. Joseph Tibbetts,
returned to Wait bam, Mass., where she is

Best

employed

for Asthma

Catarrah,

Bronchitis

anyone suffer from any
thr' *'7Ilee<*I103,‘
troubles when sooth-

t0r

ir,™

U

Ileal ini; HYOMEl
to banish all

misery,

is
or

baa

The installation of Naskeag lodge,% F.
and A. M., will be held at Masonic hall
Wednesday evening, Jan. 31. Masons and
their families are invited.
Une Femme.
jttU. 22.
BLUEHILL FALLS.
Mrs.

rhe undersigned herewith

meuds

HYOMEl

cho?d w.t.La'lt,,n,aI* VOMKl
wi/
n

f'

*, ;‘)r l)ro|ichitis
it for

.1

thuV8’

by

ThU"Jefte°,li!a ^"blisliinit

fe'fj*"
oteiwf

Horace
A.

Duffee has bought

R. Conary

for his

is

a

preparing

horse.

druggists

There was a large attendance at the
ladies’ circle last week at Mrs. Lewis
G. Earn barn’s.
The I. O. O. F. meetings are well attended, new candidates taking the degrees eveiy week.
Wallace A. Stevens is at home after an
extended visit with his sisters in Arling-

ton, Mass., and Norfolk, Va.
There were no services Sunday at the
Congregational church, the pastor. Rev. C.
F. Atkins, being detained in Bangor.
twentyDuring the year 1911 there
births, thirteen marriages and twentywas no
There
one deaths in this town.
j
birth, marriage or death in December.
Tomson.
\
Jan. 22.

an

ice-house

with her

Gray and wife and C. E. Gray and
Ca <wife spent Saturday wun vlisa Mae
dage, it being Mrs. B. A. Gray’s birthday.
A

pleasant day
Jau. 22.

as

enjoyed.
Crumbs.

_

boweit,
phytic* react. weukeu the
i>i»«n b Keauiei*
cauve chfc»uiC'iH»ii«Mpulton.
h.
cme uoimit*
the
ihmim
»«*ue
operate easily.
for them

HaimIi

pau.

u

-Ad l.
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A*k
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uruKKiai

Dorr, of Portland, is visiting

relatives in Amherst and Aurora.

B. A.

w

Miss Ada

A
was

ing.
time

public

inst Ration of

held

the town

at

R> fieshments
was

Jan. 16.

eujoyed by

the

Pennsylvania,

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock as. At a probate court held at
Elsworth ir and for said county of Hancock,
on the second day of January in the year of
our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and
twelve.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be a
copy of the last will and testament of
CLARENCE STOUGHTON FISKK, late of

A

PETERSHAM,

in the county of Worcester, and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the
bate thereof iu said Commonwealth of
iassachuseits. duly authenticated, having
of probate for our
beeu presented to the
said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, died and recorded in the probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given tc
all persons inurested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
at El 1* worth, in said county of
printed
Hancock, prior to the sixth day of February
a. d.
a
1912, that they
may appear at
probate court then to be held at Ellsworth,
in aud for said county of Hancock, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
auy they have, against the same.
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of Probate.
A true copy ot the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahonky. Register.

&r«

judge

subscriber Edward P. McCaulder

bere-

Saturday evenA good
served.

all.

'_

of
PETER C.

ment

M'CAULDER. late of BUCKS-

PORT,
Foresters

hall

were

Philadelphia,

JL by gives notice that he ba» been <!nly
appointed executor of the last will and testa-

AMHERST.

her little

of

trus ee in the State of Maine, under the will
of said deceased, that said trustee in Maine,
be ordered by said court to transmit certain
funds received from the sale of certain real
estate of said deceased, in said Slate of Maine,
to the state of Pennsy lvania, where the testator had his place of domicile.
Benjamin F. Dunham, late of Castine, in
said county, deceased.
Petition that B. E.
Tracy or some other suitable person be appointed administrator‘of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Alice J. Harmon,
daughter of said deceased.
Frances C. Dunham, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. Petition that B. E. Tracy
or some other suitable person be
appointed
administrator of the estate of said deceased,
presented by Alice J. Harmon, daughter of
said deceased.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register.

rpHE

use.

Mrs. Millard Leighton has
and asthma, and I
bronchitis and sole thioat. grandson, of North Sedgwick,
Kiven relief and iiermaneiit for a short stay.

* W|ite these few lines for
all who aie attlie.i d willl
th..
TheodnrMU "T!118 named above.”
I taffl'’ Manaifer of the
C,„„.
House, Cor.
and Miami S'.. C. ncoonATeffb'Jla. K s.. Jan. 2nd. mil. «i A.
and
evei v where sell
)' ujcl
A complete outfit including
*1 00Extra bottles if
led nn'>8ts
50 cents. Just breathe it.

George William JJtevens has gone to New
to join a tugboat.

two

George Pert is improving.

;

London, Conn.,

were

guayaii
money

recomto all who aie afcatarrh, or bro
was used
my

as a nurse.

Daniel or Daniel F. Davis, late of Bucksin said
county, deceaced. Petition filed
Annie Davis, widow, for an allowance out
of the personal estate of said deceased.
Charles T. How, late of E.ien, in said counPetition filed by Bamuel W.
ty. deceased.
Bates and Frank C.
Bates, administrators
with the will annexed, that an order be issued
to distribute among the heirs at law of said
deceased, the amount remaining in tbe hands
of said administrators C. T. A., upon the settlement of their second account.
Levi Franks, late of Brooksville, in said
coumy, deceased. Petition filed by Susan G.
F'ranks. administratrix, that an order be issued to distribute among tbe heirs at law of
said deceased, the amount remaining in the
bauds of said administratrix, upon ibe settlement of her first account.
Edmund H. McCullough, late of Philadelphia, state of Pennsylvania deceased. First
account of The Provident Life and Trust Company, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, executor, filed for settlement.
Edmund H. McCullough, late of Philadelphia. state of Pennsylvania, deceased. First
account of The Provident
Life and Trust
Company, of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
trustee, died for settlement.
Edmund H. McCollough. late of Philadelphia, state of Pendsylvania, deceased. Petition filed by The Provident Life and Trust

Company,

Capt. Eben Davis, aged eighty-two years,
is quite ill.
Wallace
Mrs. Joan Farnbam is
teaching in

last week.

days

plainly

with the

grange

a

dancer will leave
name

named.
Andrew J. Whitney, late of Southwest Harbor, in said county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and
testament ol said deceased, together with peLion for proba e thereof presented by Mary
Kaler and Lizzie O’Neill (formerly Hulbert)
the executrices therein named.
Ellen Donovan, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Mary Ellen Linnehan, the executrix therein named.
William H Colson, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. A certain insti ument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said decased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Nora E. Conner,
Lbe executrix therein named.
George A. Foss, late of Hancock, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for pro
bate thereof, presented by Frank A. Foss, the
executor th* rein named.
May A. Anderson, late of Orland, in Raid
county, deceased. A certain instrument pur
porting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition lor probatt thereof and tor the appointment of William A. Anderson, administrator with the will
annexed, presented by the said William A.
Anderson, husband of said deceased.
8aid
deceased having omitted to appoint an executor in said will.
Herbert A. Clement, late of Mount Desert,
in said county, dece «sed
Petition that Addie
L. Clement Gault or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of
the estate
of said deceased, presented by Addie L. Clement Gault, widow and also a creditor of said
deceased.
Ida N. Hodgkins, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Lewis Hodgkins or some other suitable person be ap
pointed administrator of the estate of said de
ceased,
Lewis
presented by
Hodgkins,
widower of s id deceased.
Mary A. Patterson, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased.
First and final account of Guy W. McAlister, administrator,
filed for settlement.
Mary A. Franklin, late of Sullivan, in said
Second account of Amcounty, deceased.
brose S.rupson, executor, filed for settlement.
Elizabeth B. Jarvis, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased.
Second and final account of Henry M. Hall, administrator de
bonie non, filed for settlement.
Fiankie M. Jordan, late of Orland, in said
Final account of Charles
county deceased.
J. Dunn, administrator, filed for settlement.
Georgiauna Wescott, u minor, of Eden, in
said county. Petition filed by Angus M. MacDonald. guardian, for license to sell certain
real estate o! said minor, as described in said

gort,
y

tor, will be opened this week in the store
formerly occupied by Joseph M. Bray,
now of Bucksport.
School on the hill closed Friday, after a

Every lady

probate

petition.

store, with Owen K.
A. Soper, as proprie-

Tuesday evening.
The officers for the ensuing year are: J. successful term taught by Miss Flora
W. Cousins, W. M.; J. P. Allen, 8. W.;
Goodwin, of Sullivan. Pupils perfect in
H. O. Ford, J. W.; Ralph Buckminster, 8. attendance:
Guy and Nat Hutchings,
I).; F. W. Allen, J. D.j J. W. Pans, treas- Guy and Reynold Soper, Oscar Faeteaux,
installation

its annual

deceased. A certain instruthe last will and testa
together with petition
thereof, presented by Abby 8.
one of the
executors
therein

county,

ment purporting to be
mem of said deceased,

tive

J. A. Closson, W. H. Pervear, Mrs. Rose
Pert and J. H. Hooper and wife were in
Mr. Closson reRockland last week.
turned with a new horse.

la boxM 10c* 25c*

To all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a
probate court held at Ellsworth, In and
for the county of Hancock, on the second
day of January, a. d 1912.
following matters having been pre
sented for the action thereupon herein
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that no
tice thereof be given to all persons interested
by causing a copy of this order to be pub
lished three weeks successively in the Ells
worth American, a newspaper published a
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may ap
pear at a probate court to be held at Ells
worth, in said county, on the sixth day
of February, a. d. 1912, at ten of the clock
in th* forenoon, and be beard thereon if they

Miss Celia Silsby, of Amherst, is visiting Mrs. J. L. Salisbury.

account of the

on

bad storm, the attendance

or-

family remedy

Sold Mwiwheio

attention to other branches

friends here in her home town who

Turner.

Parker

anv*

BEECHAMS

Sunday
mother,
Salisbury, who is very ill, having recently
Word has been received here of the safe
a
serious
undergone
operation at the Banarrival of Mrs. Stephen Barbour at Mobile,
Mrs. Salisbury has many
gor hospital.
where she will be the
of Mrs.
Ala.,

preventive

harmless, vegetable, always

are home.

averaged |25
long time. E. L. Grover, who buys millions of hoops, says Mr. Mercer brings
him the best hoops of all his customers.
Jan. 15.
Da via.

home.

Mrs. Eva

were

months,

Rev. Mr. Brown gave

industry.
Fred I. Lam son has moved his family to
Mr. Mercer, of Lakewood, has beaten
the Rock bound.
all records in making hoops. NotwithJohn Smith, of the Ryan-Parker Constanding his age and severe lameness, be
struction Co.,.is on a trip to New York.
has
a
load each month for a

you who has not

with

formed the habit/* writes the president,
Charles A. Stover.

During the

John Watts and Sanford Grindie, who
have been doing mason work in Bangor

rective of disorders of the
digestive organs is the gentle,

of home

new ones.

a

the best

now

office here.

Mrs.

H.
_

Kt.t Kim.L BBUSIOS.

has been

Misses Lyds and Lora Young are viaittheir sister, Mrs. Bert Leach, of North
Castine.

ing

interesting adJuanita chapter, O. E. 8., will have its dress^in the chapel Sunday forenoon, reinstallation Jan. 25. It will be private. turning to keep an appointment in Holden
P. M. Mrs. N. E. Knowlton will install, in the afternoon.
with Mrs. Margaret McGuffln as grand
Salisbury Brothers are booking orders
marshal.
from prospect! se city fishermen who are
Elmer E. Crockett went to Swan’s engaging accommodations in advanoe of
Island Monday qvening to install officers the rush of the opening of tin fishing seaof the Odd Fellows. George Silver and son at Beech Hill lake.
E. J. Carter accompanied him.
D. G. Young last week sold his large
They
were storm*bound several days.
drove of sheep to Bangor parties. Mr.
Jan. 16.
Nihil.
Young has thoroughly experimented in
Mr. Carter, of bluehili, has opened a law sheep-raising the past few years, and will

soTh0 Hancock County Agricultural
on
the following officer for
ciety has elected
I wood E. Grindle has sold his grocery
F. P. Merrill, president;
„ar of 1912:
C. 8. Snow- business to Charles F. Oliver and John
Fred Alien, vice-president;
M. R. Hinckley, treaa- Treneer.
man. secretary;
A. Morse, W.
Rev. Mr. MacDonald, sea-coast missionor,r; A. C. Osgood, George
M. Snow, E. L. Osgood, ary, was here over Sunday and spoke at
9. Hinckley, J.
directors. The fair will be held Bept. 3-4- the Methodist church.
officers promise it will be
i, and the the
Cspt. Scott Geyer and Elmer E.
who have been
are im“bigger, better and busier” than ever.

beksb

The World Knows

OTIB.

seven

Legal Natua.

ft<g»l Notice*

_

F. and A. M., installed
Ira Berry lodge,
F. B. Bnow,
as follows:
officers Jan. 15,
H. H. McIntyre, 8. W.j Frank
M. B. Hinckley, treasurer;
amvcr. J. w.;
I. E. Stanley, 8.
1 c. Hinckley, secretary;
J. D.; E. E. Fullerp A. M. Herrick,
K. Saunders, stewards; W. H.
ton and A.
chaplain; J. H. Morse, tyler.

Jan. 1«.

COUNTY NEWS

Prank 8.

Hinckley bed the misfortune to
the ice recently end Injure the

o

,

ia In

total lota. Ho alto loot several barrels of
lobsters, which at this time are away tip
in price.

O.

“Suffered ray aurt night and torment of
itching piles. Nothing
helped me uutil I
It cured me permausc<i Doan's Ointment.
Hon. John R. Garrett, Mayor
nently.'
Giraro, Ala.

in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the term* of sain will And
I Edwaid P McCaulder, the executor above
named, under a«d in compliance with the
provisions of section 43 ot chapter «6 of the
-evised statu es ot Maine, have appointed
Theodore H. Smith, of s*ii Buck sport, my at
All persons
torney In the State of Maine
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Edwa&d P. McCaulder.
Bujksport, January 6,1912.

8TATK OF

penditure of mid flam of Nt.l« upon th«
county roods in sold Township Number
Thirty-three.
It is hereby ordered that t list of townships
nod of the foregoing assessments therein be
published in the Ellsworth American* a paper
printed in the connty where the lands lie,
three weeks successively, the last publication

MAINE.

Hancock ss.
At the court of county commissioners begun
end holden et Ellsworth within end for the
county of Henceck, on the second Tuesday
of October, e. d. 1911, end by edjournment on
the 12th dey of December, e. d. 1911.
now the county commissioners in accordence with Section 68 of Chepter IX
of the revised statutes of Mein*, having first
made an annuel inspection, In the month of
September, a. d, 1911, of ell the county roads
in the unincorporated townships and tracts of
laud in said county and having
thereupon
made an estimate of the amount needed to
put said roads in repair so as to be safe and
convenient for public travel, have assessed
upon the following described unincorporated
townships and tracts of land in said county of
Hancook, exclusive of water and land reserved for public use. fnr the above named
purposes of putting and keeping said roads in
repair during the year a. d. 1912, as follows, to
wit:
On township Number 7, South Division.
We assess the sum of *64.86 as follows: Rate
of taxation, .002 on a dollar. Valuation, $32,428 00.
ValuNo.
Name of owner.
acres,
ation.
Tax.

AND

to be within three months from the date of
the assessment.
Ellsworth, Maine, December 12,1911.
Fean R. Pa ok,
■
) Co Oomr’s
Melville L. Allkn,
for
Hancock Oo.
William H. Shkbman, )

J

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the second day of January, in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
twelve.
CERTAIN Instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament
and codic.l of
MARY FISKE STOUGHTON, late of CAM-

A

BRIDGE,

in the county of Middlesex, and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the
thereof in said Commonwealth of
probate
Massachusetts, duly authenticated, having
been presented to tne judge of probate for our
mid county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
court of our mid county of Hancock.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed at Ellsworth, in said county
of Hancock, prior to the sixth day of February, a. d. 1912, that they may appear at
a probate court, then to t e held at Ellsworth
in aud for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and thow cause, If
any they have, against the same.
JEROME H. KNOWLES Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the oriviual order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

RESIDENT OWNERS.

Preble, Emerson
Smith, Wilmot

$760

160
116
180
100

Smith, R V AS L
Tracy. Jackson A

Whitten, Ophelia A
Young, Mrs Lizzie

$1 60

466
680
400

98

82

382

74

824

1 96
80
76
66

702

$3,302

$6 60

<

NON -RESIDENT OWNERS.

Ashley, Eben, rst of
Bunker, Howard C
Baker, Colin, est of
Baker. C F

Do>le, Sidney B, Edwin W

Bunker, UQ

60
200

100
400

80
80

160
180

2,000

4,000
180
820

87

Condon, Prank B
Ellsworth Lumber
Co

160

1.600

3.200
1.200

600

Qoodwin. F W
Noyes, Frank P
Hill, Sarah A
Hill, William

Havey. Benjamin
Libby, Frank 8

Martin, William R
Noyes, Frank P
O’Brien. Edward
Perry, Tbomas
Plummer. J F
Smith. D C and
Buzzell, H S
Smith, Everett

7,660

40

2

40

NOTICE

FORECLOSURE.
Edmund Bean, of Sullivan’
Hancock county Maine, by h*a mortgage deed dated the fifteenth day of June a. d
1896, and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds
in book 306, page 227, conveyed to Alfred B.
Crabtree, of Hancock, and Barney B. Havey,
of said town of Sullivan, co partners in business in said Sullivan, a certain lot or parcel
of land situated in said town of Sullivan, and
fully described in a deed from Emma B Bragdon to said Edmund Bean, said deed being
dated December 18, 1882, and recorded in Handeeds in book
cock county registry of
186, page 128, to which deed reference may be
ban for a more particular description, and
said Ciabtree A Havey by their
whereas
deed of assignment dated the thirtieth day of
December a. d. 19il. conveyed to the undersigned the above described mortgage, the note
and claim thereby secured, said assignment
being r» corded in *aid Hancock county registry of deeds, book 488, page 236, and wbe eas
the condition in said mortgage is broken, and
still remains unperformed, now therefore, by
reason of said bri acb of the condition thereof,
the undersigned claims a foreclosure thereof
and gives this notice for that purpose.
Franklin, Me., Jan. 4, 1912.
Frank E. Abbott.

60

160

65
150

130

300

13
160
120

26

300
200

100
60

150

200
180

78
90

20
400

136

270

60
500
5

100

20

1,000

200

20
210

105

64
04
42
46

Young.John 8 and
Kidder, Lewis

40

Total non-residents, 14,483
Total residents,
702

Totals,

15.185

OF

WHEREAS

15,100
200

100
25
75

5
Smith, Alonzo
Smith, Helen W and
Whiiten, Louise H
Sperry. Wi! iam
Stone. Frank P
Tracy, Isaiah

6

$29,126
3,302

$58

$32,428

$6185 ; To

25

all persona interested in the estate here*
inafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the sixNumber Seven in said county of Hancock and
teenth day of January, a. d. 1912, being an
R. V. smith, of Steuben, is appointed agent to
adjourn d session of the January, a. d. 1912
superintend the expendituie of raid amount.
term of said Court.
On township Number 9. South Division.
We assess the sum of $115.20. as follows: Kate rpHE following matter having been preX sented for tne action thereupon hereinof taxation, ten mills on a dollar.
Valuation,
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that no$11,620.
tice thereof be given to all persons interested,
No.
ValuTax. ; by causing a copy of this order to be pubName of owner.
acres.
lished three weeks successively in the EllsOreely, E H, Hamlin,
worth American, a newspaper published at
H E. Crossman,
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may apB
Walter
(formerly
pear at a probate court to be held at EllsJ P Gordon),
$4,050
$40 50
2,02-5
worth, in said county, on the sixth daj of
Nash & Sewall,
500
10 00
1,000
February, a. d. 1912,,at ten of the clock in the
&
Wyman, Jasper
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see
64 70
6,470
bon,
3,235

The

foregoing amount of $64.85 is to be expended upon the county roads in township

5,760

$11,620

$115

John T. Miller, late of Bluebill, In said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Nellie I. Ridlon,
the executrix therein named.
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register.

20

of the several
list his respective proportion therein sei down of said sum
of $115.20 and we do hereby appoint Lincoln
C. Bragdon of Franklin, in said county of
Ham-ock, as agent to superintend the ex
penditure of said amount of $115.20 upon the
county road in said township Number Nine.
We
On township Number 10, Western Part
Rate of
assess the sum of $158.72 as follows:
taxation, four mills on a dollar. Valuation,
$39,681.
No.
ValuTax.
ation.
Name of owner.
560
700
1,400
Campbell, A & Co,
496
619
Biaisdell, John W
1,238
50
2*
25
Emery, Charles
81 44
Goodwin, F W
10,180
20,360
E
H,
Hamlin,
Greely,
H E, and Joy, Gid6 40
800
eon L
1,600
680
850
1,700
Holman, CVey
2 92
Holman. Minnie Ross, 365
5 60
700
Nash, William M
1,400
21 68
Nash & Sewall,
2,710
5,420
1 29
308
58
Oubutt, Joseph
275
1 10
4
Robbius, James A
4 80
Stewart., A L & Spns, 600
1,200
Ward Bros & Wy00
2,000
mau,
1,000
Wyman, Jasper &
300
150
Son,
850
1,700
We

hereby

assess upon each
owners named in the foregoing

19,611

$39.6

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Charles L. Martin, of Sullivan *
State of
the
Maine, by
mortgage
May 10, a.
d., 1905, and recorded April 6. a. d.. 1909. in
Hancock county registry of deeds, in vol 460,
page 205, conveyed to Gipson H. Hanna and
Dallas H. Hanna, both of Sullivan, aforesaid.
One undivided half of a certain lot or parcel
of land situated in said Sullivan and county
and State aforesaid, known as the Webber lot,
and upon the town plan as No 1, D. 2, the said
lot to contain fltty acres more or less.
And whereas the conditioh of said mortgage has been broken and still remains
broken, row therefore, by reason of the
breach of the conditions thereof we claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage, and give this
not{ce for that purpose.
Gipson H. Hanna.
Jan. 5, 1912.
Dallas H. Hanna.
in
WHEREAS
county of Hancock and
his
deed dated

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the
estate of

THE

$158 72

CHARLES 8. SPURLING. late of CRANBERRY ISLES,

upon each of the several
owners named in the foregoing list his respective proportion therein set down of said
sum oi $158 72, and we do hereby appoint Lincoln C. Bragdon, of Franklin, in said county
of Hancock, as agent to superiuteud the expenditure of said amount of $158.72 upon the
county r^ad in the Wes eru Part of said
Township Number Ten. to wit: Commencing
at the east line of Township Number 9, and
extending to a stake marked “A” standing on
the uorthern si.te of said road in said Township Number Ten.
On Township Number 10, Eastern Part. We
Rate of
assess ibe sum of $156.10 as follows:
taxation, fifteen mills on a dollar. Valuation,
$10,310.
No.
ValuTax.
Name of owner
94 05
2.508
6,270
Campbell. A A Co,
50
120
1 80
Cook. 51 H
5 70
380
139
Downiug, George
McDevitt. John L
90
60
30
<Sr Ralph
36 00
2,400
Nash, William M, exr 960
600
9 00
260
Robertson, W H
390
685
Small Woodbury, est, 166
120
1 80
50
Wooster, Aaron
We

hereby

assess

the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All per.-ons
as the law directs
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Edna M. Spukling.
Jan. 12, 1912.
in

given bonds

subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed administhe estate of

THEheof
trator

ANN

MERCER STRATTON,

county of Hancock, deceased, and
as
the law directs.
All perthe
esdemands
against
having
to
said deceased
are
desired
of
present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payCharles E. Stratton.
ment immediately.
Hancock. Jan. 10, 1912.
in

the

given bonds
sons
tate

subscriber
rpHE
1
he has been
trator

of the

estate

21,562

as
a

subscribers hereby give notice that
have been duly appointed executi e last will and testameni of

MARY ALEXANDER, late

Tax.

640
640

2 56

2 56

12,174 48 70
15,600 62 40

#37,904

#15161

rpHE
JL he

hereby

owners

istrator

LIN,
the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All persons
given bonds as the law directs.
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto ar« requested to make paym**n* 1»r
G. M. Whittaker.
East Orland, Me., Dec. 12. itfll.

hereby

of the

assess

last

DANIEL

E.

KIMBALL, late of MOUNT
DESERT,

#44.060

#88 16

upon each of the several

in
the foregoing list his reproportion therein *et d.»wn of said
sum ot #88 16 and we d > hereby appoint Herbert T. Silsby, of Aurora, in said county of
Hancock, as agent to superintend the ex-

named

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed esecutor
will and testament of

rpHEhesubscriber
has been
X

12,763

We

subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed adminol the estate of

in

WTntcomb, Haynes

owners

ELLSWORTH,

o<

JOHN D. WHITTAKER, late of FRANK-

Twenty two.
On Township Number 28, Middle Division
We assess the sum of #88.16 as follows: Rate
of taxatiou two mills on a dollar. Valuation,
#44,080.
No.
T»x.
Name of owner.
64
160
A
A
Co,
Campbell,
20 06
Nash, William M
6,012
Nash. William M,

22,040

of

Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terras of said will All
the espersons having demands against
tate of said deceased are de»iitd U> present
the same for settlement, and all inde ted
thereto are requested to make payment imIsabel Alkxani eh,
mediately.
Sarah Alexander
Ellsworth. Me., Jan. k, lwl2.
in the county

assess upon each of the several
named in the foregoing list his respective proportion therein set down of said
sum of #151.81 and we do hereby appoint Herbert T. Bilsby, of Aurora, in said county of
Haucock, as agent to superintend the expenditure of said sum of #151.61 upon the
county roads in said Township Number

We

that

ihev
THE
tiices of

Valu2192
13 47

nonce

duly appointed adminis-

in the county of Hancock, deceased, snd given
bonds as the law directs. All personshaving
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired t< present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Skwall Leo Haywood.
Bucksport, Jan. 5, 1912.

follows: Rate
Valudollar,

5.482
3,.'168

hereby gives
of

HAYWOOD, late of BUCKSPOHT,

SEWALL L.

We hereby assess upon each of the several
named in the foregoing list his respective proportion thereiu set down of said
sum of 1156.10, and we do hereby appoint Samuel N. Campbell. of Cherry field, in ihe county
of Washingion. as agent to superintend the
expenditure of said sum of #155.10 upon the
roads in the Eastern Part of Township Nura
ber 10, commencing at a stake marked “A” on
the north side <>f said road and extending to
the west line of Cherryfield.
On Township Number 22. Middle Division.

owners

We assess the sum of #15).6i
of taxation, four mills on
ation, #37.9o4.
No.
Name of owner.
Camp..ell, Geo R
2.741
A Co,
1,684
Campbell, A A Co,
Frost, Mark, heirs of 820
320
Mace. Albert E
W'hitcomb, Haynes
6.087
A Co,
10,400

late of HAN-

COCK,

spective

|

in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
wi 1
AU
being required by the term- of sat
persons having d* mauds against ti e estate of
said de eas* d are desired to present the same
fo settlement, and all indebted there o are
requested to make payment lmnivdlateH
Gkouok E. Kimball.
Northeast Harbor, Jan. 5,1912.

COUNTY NEWS

has been

Mm Effle Maeomber left for Portland

Portland, visited

of

ganized

Crisps, of Romford, i«
visiting her mother, Mrs. J. C. Springer.
Miss Lora Young, of Hancock, was the
guest of Miss Hazel Bragdon Wednesday.
spending

are

BROOKS VILLE.
The smelt fishermen report
catches, bat excellent prices.

the

ting ice Jan. 15.
Ralph L. Roberts

at the Baptist vestry.
The basket ball team played the Bar
Harbor team Thursday evening, at Bar
Harbor, the Franklins losing.
Seth Crabtree and Bailey Dyer have exchanged homes, and C. E. Dwelley moved
their household effects Monday.

ing,

to sit op.
Mrs.

Sfonington, after spending some
time with her parents, Dudley Jones and
home in

Lewis Carter and
the old

has

Mrs. John F.

Perry and Miss
Thursday for

Over
indefi-

Dunham has had

lodge, K.

They

sawmill.
short time.

A.

more

than

bis share ot

recently.
benjamin Frost,

hard luck

nite period.
Sc hoodie

a

Stephen A. Rankin is at Waltham working with bis son Edward.
E. C. Dunham has lost his horse. Mr.

visiting

an

bouse, and have
a

MARIA V1LJLE.

Susie

left for Portland

gal. gasoline

Merrill have leased

machinery for

Goaldsboro

been

son

Howard

will begin operations in
Jan. 22.

Winter Harbor.

relatives in

George

installed

Sunday.

Amy Noonan

20 miles on 1

wife.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Miss

The cars best adapted to hilly roads of this section.

Gross has returned to her

Jennie

$590 All Equipped

$690 All Equipped

U. Grindle, who was seriously
Dec. 27, is slowly gaining, being able

Bentley
hurt

B.

in

in the

Lester C. Wescott has moved his family
f om the Lucy Billings bouse to the James
S. Grindle house.

Mrs. Elizabeth Bragdon, daughter Gertrude, of Houlton, and son Harvey, of New
York, who were recent guests at H. P.
Blaisdell’s, have left for their homes.

was

employed

is

mill.

Brooksville woolen

Mrs. Herbert Young, of Hancock, was
Mrs.
up last week to see her mother,
Eunioe Blaisdell, who is still very ill.

Libby

small

The Mountain Lake Ice Co. began cat-

The Sextette club held a sale of homemade candies Saturday afternoon and even-

Jan. 22.

orex-

R.

22._

week with relatives here.

G.

and

No” is their motto.

“Vote

penses.
Jan.

E. F. Bartlett and daughter Mil-

Daniel

pieces,

seven

are

Mrs. William

Mrs.

orchestra of

an

at the service of any temperance
ganization at the nominal price of

relatives here last week.

dred, of Eastbrook,

C. L.

The Civic league of Bar Harbor had a
meeting in P. of H. hall Thursday evening, and took direct step* toward organ
ing a local branch of the league.
The Royal Hons of the Church have or-

Fred Donnell la confined to his home
with lumbago.
Mrs. F. P. CJott wae in Bangor Monday
to consult an oculist.

Springer,

Morang, Agent, FORD MOTOR CARS

tives here.

Saturday.

Wilford

t urrtliimmt*.

Marie Richards, ol Bar Harbor,
spending several days with rela-

Mise

FRANKLIN.

TS.

auSrrft«irmrm«.

Wednesday and

Baptist church
Thursday evenings.
Eden

who is working for
Frost at Lead Mountain pond,
spent Sunday with his family here.
Ora Frost is hauling logs to Waltham
for N. C. Jordan to the Googins mill for
boards for a barn which Mr. Jordan will

P., had a good atevening, when the

of

Prank

tendance Thursday
third rank was worked.

Mrs. Hannah Marshall and daughter
have gone to Rockland on a visit, and
Miss Grace Wilson to Port Clyde.

baild

soon.

Guy Raymond Whitten and Calvin
G. A. Frost was in Ellsworth Saturday
Stinson, two of our most promising young for the first time since last June. He has
men, returned Wednesday from Rockland, been
suffering from rheumatism and nerve
where they have completed the course at
trouble several months.
the Rockland commercial college in less
time than most students. Both were ofMrs. John Jordan, who has suffered terfered positions, and Mr. Whitten has acribly of late of rheumatism, had a shower
cepted with Bird Brothers <& Willey, of of
postcards on Thursday—forty-seven in
Camden, and will begin his duties Jan. 29.
Young Stinson will not leave town, at all—from friends and neighbors.
W.
least at present, as his father, Capt. J.
Jan. 22.
S.

Stinson, has taken him into his business.
C.
Jan. 22.

These Models are all
bition at

SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
The

EAST LAMOINE.

stockholders of

$700 All

$590 All Equipped
on

exhi-

MORANG’S

Equipped

Department Store,
Ellsworth, Me.

Forester Hall

the

society held their annual meeting ThursHodgkins, of Bar Harbor, is day, Jan. 18.
visiting her brother Harry.
Allen G. Smith, manager of the BrooksMrs. Augusta Austin, who has been vis- ville Granite
Co., who has been on a vaseveral
in
and
Boston
New
York
iting
cation to New York, returned Wednesis
home.
week,
day.
Miss Helen

Edward Smith and wife, of Bar Harbor,
visited relatives here Friday and Saturday.
Spratt & Greely, of Bar Harbor, have a
crew

of

clearing

men

a

piece

of woodland

by A. B. Cough.
Maynard Hodgkins is clearing

Harvey and
gone to Bangor.
Miss Laura Bates, who
ing in Bangor, is at home
Madeline

j

of

woodland

owned by

Mrs.

The

piece

Winfield

Hodgkins.

Joy

BLUEHILL.
x

have

been work-

for

short

a

vaca-

canning factory has closed for the

Miss Hugh O. Manson, of Cape Rosier,
visiting friends'bere.
Jan. 20.
C.

H. L. Smith and wife pleasantly entertwenty friends at cards Monday
evening. Among those from out of town
FORTH BROOK.UN.
were David R.
Beattie, of Arlington,
Arch and Allen Cole, of Seaville,
Mass., Miss Marion Bartlett and Kuel
Bartlett and wife, of Ellsworth. Refresh- visiting relatives here.
;

served.

were

iM?

N
SULLIVAN HARBOR.

Capt. S. V. Bennis and family left Friday for Cambridge, Mass.
Mrs. W. H. Seavey and daughter Vera
have

Mark L. L)C*lge is recovering
attack of grip.

from

charge,

Mrs. Moses Hawkins and
Hawkins in
Mrs. A. 8.

daughters

will

guests of Dr. Henry

Cambridge,

Mass.

Cummings has returned from

Newton, Mass., and is
W. O. Emery, for the

with her

nephew

remainder of the

winter.

Actor,” a one-act
farce, will be presented Thursday evening
at the Sorosis.
Miss Gray and the Misses
Simpson are matrons.
The past two Sundays the Methodist
pulpit has been supplied by Rev. Mr“All

on

Account of

Harrison and

Rev. Mr. McClure, from the

absence of Rev. Mr. Brotherston,
resume the charge next Sunday.

Jan. 22.

the
who will
H.

SALISBURY COVE.
Mrs.

Ida Rich, of West Eden, is visiting

relatives here.

Mildred Emery entertained at her
Jan. 20

Miss
home

Miss Sadie McFarland, who is teaching
in Young’s school, spent Sunday at home.
Special services will be conducted at
Town Hall

chapel

by the pastor of the

aimmisfmrrte.
Peruna Secrets
You Should Know

Golden Seal, the root of the above
plant, is a very useful medicine. Many
people gather it in our rich woodlands
during the summer. Few people know
how valuable it is in dyspepsia, catarrh,
and as a general tonic.
Many thousand pounds of this root are
used each year in the famous catarrh
remedy, Peruna. This fact explains why
everybody uses Peruna for catarrh.
Ask Your Druggist for a Free Peruna
Almanac for 1912.

and

are sure

will

Kane
of

a

have

The basket ball team went to

a

hall

Saturday evening.

Bucksport boys won.
The ladies’ sewing circle

are

church will

se-

Proceeds for the

^

meet

gational
noon, Jan. £5. Supper

of the CongreThursday after-

in every way. Much credit
Beatrice Abram and Miss Margaret Hinckley, who had charge. Ice-

was a success

Hartwell Candage had the misfortnre to
on the ice Thursday on Carleton’s
hill,
his collar-bone.

and cake

were

served.

An order of

fall

cream

and broke

twenty dances was enjoyed. Atherton’s
orchestra of five pieces furnished music.
“If this is what woman's suffrage prill give

Fred Hamilton and wife have returned
after visiting their children in

home

and

Boston,

Mass.

Jan. 22.

Xenophon.

us, let it come,
of Bluehill.

quick!”

H.

Spurling’s.
Tingley spoke to the Odd
Fellows Sunday evening.
Miss Bes»ie Bpofford was the guest of
Wilbert Rice and wife, of Sutton, last

Walter StinBon is ill.

at William

F. W.

Alonzo

•

who

was

taken to the

Bar Harbor hospital Jan. 14 for an operation on bis lungs, is getting along nicely.
Mrs. George H. Fernald is very ill. Her
many friends hope for a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Alice Gilley, of Baker’s Island, is

employed

there.

Jan. 22.

8.
SOUTH

HANCOCK.

Hiram Merchant, who has been ill

some

Florence Stinson has been visiting

Mrs.

1

at Sunshine.
Ed.
a

Colby

visit to
A

man

Bryant,

men

SUNSET.

Miss Fannie Jarvis has been employed

week.

say the young

Jan. 22.

ISLESFORD.

Rev.

see

her.

Her old friends
She

and

wile have

returned from

Belfast.

son was

born to

Mr. and Mrs. Free-

Robbins Jan. 14.

John Robbins, of South Deer Isle, was a
week-end guest of his sister, Mrs. A. T.
Small.

#

anniversary
day evening.
Miss Penny, Mrs. J.

of their

marriage

Mon-

R. Johnson’s nurse
weeks, has returned to her home.
Mrs. Johnson is much improved in health.
has received the sad

news

but

It

a

Leighton

ia

boarding

at

Charles

glad to
in
the
H.

waa

received

Aden’s.

J»e«b V'loMon, formerly ol this place,
NORTHEAST HARBOR
! has
purchased a flhc hew trotting horse.
Ice is being cut on Had lock pond.
E. C. Hammond has a crew of men cut(
John Thurston purchased a horse in
H«e Graves is spending s few days in
tlfltf ic€/
Rockland Jan. 18 weighing 1,350 pounds.
New York.
Kam WCtitiers, the last but one veteran in
William Carlisle, ol Weal Ellaworth, ia
Ernest Atwood has moved bis family
died last week*.
employed as teamster by John Thurston.
into rooms over V. R. Smith’s store.
The Baptist church will have its annual \
A surprise party was held at the parson'
Roy Allen was in Rockland on business
roll-call services on Feb. 13.
last week. While there he purchased a age Monday. About thirty were present*
R. W. Farrar has taken a much-needed horse.
Harold Reed is playing left forward on
rest and gone to Waltham, Massachusetts,
All are looking forward w ith pleasure the Kicker classical institute basket ball
to visit relatives.
to the time when Mrs. 8. W.
Trsworgy team.
Mrs. E. 8. Drew has returned from a will again be here as
pastor.
Tfta weekly Christian Endeavor meeting
visit in Houlton. Her son is attending a
Maude Hmallidge, who hat been
ill, is has been changed froui Wednesday to
business college there.
once more at her duties as
postmistress. Thursday evening.
Miss Clara L. Jones, a graduate of the All are
very glad ol her recovery.
J. H. Fault has gone to Antigonisb. >Maine General training school for nurses,
Herman Carter and mother have rented 8., having been called there
by the critical
has returned to her work in Portland.
Mrs. Clara Clapp's house lor the
winter, illness of his mother.
L.
has
Smallidge
entered
a
hos- while Mr. Carter ia
Joseph
employed here.
Six delegates from the Christian Eh*
pital m Boston for a surgical operation.
Quite a number ol young people at- deavor society mill attend the annual
His brother, H. G. Smallidge, accompanied
tended the dance at Riverside hall 8aturboys’ conterence at WaUrvllle Jan. -'5-28.
him.
%
day evening. All report a good time.
Friends of G. C. Anderson, formerly
Dr. Georee A. Phillips, of Sullivan, has 1
As the brown-tail moth contest is nowprincipal of Gilman high school, mill be
been in town on business. He is soon to
| in progress, it is not an duususl sight to interested to k iow that he is master of a
go to Baltimore to take a post-graduate see a
party ol ten ladies with their poles, troop of Boy Scouts in Koxbury, Mass.
course.
busily at work by 8 o’clock in the mornDr. A. E. Small, a former practitioner of
ing.
NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE.
Allie

this

Mayo

baa gone to

Milo to work.

town, who has been in New York for

some

time

specializing

on

the eye, ear,

and

throat, has accepted a position in
the Massachusetts general hospital, Boston. His many friends are £l?d to learn
that he is

for five

A. T. Small

all

chapter.
Jan. 22.

nose

William Powers and wife celebrated the
fifth

wire

is greatly missed

of considerable uneasiness fora
time,
plentiful supply of water applied to
the roof soon allayed all fear.
cause

with aatiuess that this community
the intelligence of the death of
Capt. Kara Conner at hi* borne in Castine
The smelters are having w hat they call
Friday night. Capt. Conner was born,
bard luck this winter.
and baft made bis borne, tbe
greater part
Esther Leijfhton is caring for her sister. ! of hia life, in tbe Dunbar
neighborhood.
who is ill at Bluehill.
He waa reapected by all. and will be reMrs. Faye Orcutt, who has been visiting membered aa an upright and indnstrioiM
citizen, a kind friend and neighbor. He
her mother, has returned home.
bad followed tbe sea since early manbood,
George M. Allen & Son have seven serving three years in tbe navy during
tbe Civil war.
He leaves a widow and five
double teams at work in the woods.
•ons. Who have the sympathy of friends.
Ntllie Perftar spent Huoday
with
21.
Jan.
L,
Thomas Pervear and wife in 8<»lg»i*li,
Frank

WINTER HARBOR.

is due Miss

Hopedale

j evening.

I
Bucksport j

good time.

will be feefired by
Mrs. Herrick's Sunday school class.
Clara Cole and her daughters are visitThe young ladies of the town fehtfcring Fred Sargent and wife at Sargentville ! tained the young men Friday evehihg at
There was an ice-cream social in ihe the town hall, with a leap-year ball. It

an

Bangor theological seminary, during

Abram

and all

COUNTY NEWS.
NORTH SEDGWICK.

associate conduct-

ress, Mrs. Florence
Bertha Blanchard;

The

vere

Brown;

Cray; Adah, Mrs.
treatment.
Ruth, Mrs. Mattie
Richardson; Esther, Mrs. Emma Ail?n;
his speedy
j Martha, Mrs. Emily Smith; Electa, Mrs.

Saturday and played the E. M. C. S. team.

returned from Portland.

leave this week to be

Bangor,

j

! Kate L. Pray; warder, Mrs. Bertha Smith;
Max R. Hinckley slaughtered two thir- sentinel, C. B. Richardson. After the inteen-months-old bogs last week, the com- ; stallatioo refreshments were served.
Mrs. Eva Jacobson,of Northeast Harbor,
bined weight of which was 1,075 pounds.
attended the installation here Tuesday
There will be a dance in the town hall
Jan. 27.

tained

ments

for

recovery.

{

I P., Charles Bordeaux; A. M., Mrs. Deucie
Somes; secretary, Mrs. Julia Fernald;
treasurer, Mrs. Ada Somes; conductress,
Mrs. Hattie L.

from

hope

His many friends ail
has

season.

is

Veazie is home

tester

where he has been for medical

tion.

owned

a

Esther

COUNTY NEWS.

soon

to

return to

an office in Bangor.
Jan. 22.

Maine and

open

SEAL COVE.

8.

j

The bowlers

John and Ella Thurston,
Harry Pert
wife, Mr. Carlisle, Hoy Allen and wife
and Kay Thurston attended
the masonic
installation at Sedgwick Jan. 16. Mr.
Thurston rendered two Solos.
The American
correspondent has received a letter Irom Mrs. 8. M.
Thompson,
bringing the first new s to friends here of
the arrival of a little
daughter in their
home- Gertrude, now three months old.

are getting ready for a cup
to be rolled soon. Eight ttarns
will enter. It is safe to
predict that be
m ho mins the
prize most

and

j

;

Chester Kobbins and wife, of Atlantic,
that his brother Walter, who lives in
time, is gradually failing.
Jan. 22.
spent a few days here last week.
a
has
had
Mass.,
paralytic
Capt. John Stinson, of Prospect Harbor, Gloucester,
Miss Marian Sawyer, of
visited
Bernard,
shock.
bag been here a few days on business.
NORTH CASTINE.
her aunt, Mrs. Phebe Bobbins, last week.
Mrs. Lydie Greene, who came to attend
Leonard Jordan and wife, of Ellsworth
Miss Mary Perkins, of
Warren Dorr and wife, of Southwest
Castine, is the
Falls, spent a few days last week at Hiram the funeral of her sister—Miss Luella Seiguest of Mrs. Edward West.
are spending a few weeks with
lers, has returned to her home in South Harbor,
Merchant’s.
their daughter, Mrs. E. P. Lunt.
W. E. Ordway is
Boston.
landing logs at the
Mrs. Addie Young, who has been visitGrin file shore forCapt.
Rev. 8. H. Jobe, of Bar Harbor, will
give
Joseph Woodward.
widow
of
Charles
Hannah,
SaunderB, an illustrated
ing her mother, Mrs. D. W. Kelley, has
lecture at the hall Thursday
died Jan. 15, aged eighty-one years. The
Ralph Wardwell and wife, of Castine,
gone to Tunk pond for the winter. Mrs.
Jan. 25. Admission free. A col- were
funeral was held at the home, Rev. H. W. evening,
recent guests of his
Kelley accompanied her.
parents, Fred F.
lection will be taken to defray expenses.
Collins officiating.
Wardwell and wife.
C. L. Smith and son Arthur left last
Salem
Lunt
has
Uapt.
arrived
home
Sadie.
from
Mrs. Charles Wardwell and
Wednesday with four horses for township
Rockland. Capt. Lunt has nearly rebaby Lawrence spent
22, w here they will be employed by WhitMT. DESERT.
Sunday with her parents,
covered from the effects of the serious
&
of
Ellsworth
Falls.
Clarence
comb, Haynes
Hutchins and wife.
Co.,
The ice-houses are being tilled.
accident which deprived him of tnree
Jan. 22.
W.
Church Rogers, wife and
from the left hand.
A. A. Hanna has finished work at North- hugera
boh, of IjiMrs. Ida Norwood arrived home last moine, are at the home of Mrs. Rogers’
HANCOCK.
east Harbor, and is home for the rest of
Hoses
B.
uncle,
week
for
the winter.
from Augusta, where
Wardwell,
she spent
Mrs. E. N. Foss is visiting her daugh- the winter.
Frank W. Dunbar, who has
the last three mouths.
Bert Ober is also
been at
ter, Mrs. Charles Anderson, at Bar Harbor, j
Mrs. Ida Leland, with son Lewis, is vishome from that city, when he visited his home a few
weeks, left last week for PortThe members of Omaha tribe and Elinee iting her sister, Mrs. Arthur Clement, at cousin, Mrs. E. L. McLean.
laud to join the
fishing schooner Eva and
council are arranging for a joint raising Seal Harbor.
Many are on the sick list. Mrs. A. D Mildred.
of the chiefs to be held soon.
The Somesville sewing circle will meet Heath is
quite ill. Mrs. M. J. Ober, w ho
Nine linemen, who have been
reset ting
afternoon of this week with has been
ill, is gaming. Mrs. Fannie Her- telephone poles on tbe
j Deputy Augustus I. Foss and -Mrs. Foss j Thursday
Penobscot road
Mrs. Ada Somes.
1 were at Winter Harbor and Gouldsboro
riok is seriously ill.
Her husband was leading to
finished
Castine,
their
work
last week, and installed the officers of j
Mrs. Kuth Grindal, of Hall Quarry, was called from bis work on Bartlett’s Island" last
Friday.
to help care for her.
Cushman and Scboodic granges.
here tq attend the installation. She was
Miss Sylvia Wardwell is slow
Friends acknowledge the
ly recoverreceipt of
j A very pleasant meeting of Elinee coun- the guest of Mrs. Deucie Somes.
from the effects of a fall down
post cards from New York sent by Mrs. mg
the celwas
held Wednesday evening, Jan. 17. 1
Mount Desert chapter, O. E. 8., held its
| cil
lar si lira which she
sustained rbree weeks
Ueorge Robbins, of Atlantic, who, with
Three palefaces were initiated into the installation Tuesday evening.
Mrs. Kate
Miss
sgo.
Wsrdwell
her husband and
was bady
aunt, Mrs. Koppel, of
bruised,
mysteries of the degree, and one member L. Fray installed the officers, assisted by
Dorchester. Mass., spent a few days in but no bones were broken.
reinstated. Refreshments were served.
j Mrs. Hattie Brown as marshal. The offi- toy metropolis recently. *
Ibe burning out of a
chimney at C. M.
Jan. 22.
Jan. 22.
C.
j cers are: W. M., Mrs. Flora Bordeaux; W.
N.
Leach's early Saturday
morning was the

conteat

keep ^poving.

The Neighborhood house has suffered •
great loss in the death of Mrs. Anson W.
Hard, which occurred at her home in New
York last meek.
Mrs. Hard was a
ber of the board of directors,

a

memtrue

friend, and worthy benefactress of the
institution. She will be greatly missed*
and long remembered by those who euiof
the Qanv privileges of the house, whies
she made possible.
Jan. 23.
X. />•
COREA.
Mrs. Maud Leighton is the guest of Mrs*
Ethel Noyes.

!

j

j

]

Mrs. Marietta Tracy is visiting: h«*
(laughter, Mrs. Cora Crowley.
Miss Della Tower, of Jones port, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. James Clark.
Mrs. Cora Tucker, of Jonesport, is visiting relatives here.
Raymond Dunbar is employed by bherman Spurting as mail carrier.
John Norton and daughter Olive bave
gone to Pawtucket, R. I., to spend the

his three sons—Reuben, EdJohn.

winter with
ward and
Jan. 22.
i
i

S.

FRANKLIN ROAD.
J. W. McKay is home from Uouldsboro*
Mrs. Mary Rutter is borne from Milford.

I
1

Miss Tillie Martin, of Bar Harbor, visited her mother, Mrs. Matilda Martin,
last week.

I

Alfred Tracy and wife are in Dedbfl®,
visiting Mrs. Tracy’s parents, John Cowing and wife.
Jan. 22.
$

M

